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Preface 
 

It is human nature to measure things, and this holds true for science as well as everyday 
life. The five papers in this book demonstrate the usefulness of a morphometric 
approach to a variety of subjects in natural history, including systematics, phenotypic 
plasticity in response to environmental variation, and ontogenetic adaptation.    

As our understanding of genetic control mechanisms and epigenetics has matured 
over the last several decades, it has become clear that morphometric assessment 
continues to be important to our overall understanding of natural variability in growth 
and form.   The tremendous growth of our knowledge base during the last century has 
necessitated that we find new ways to measure and track greater detail as well as 
greater numbers of parameters among populations and individuals.  

Computing has advanced morphometrics significantly, allowing ever larger data set 
analyses with ever increasing ease as technology has steadily improved.  In his review 
of bumble bee morphometrics, Robin Owen explains the differences between “classical 
morphometrics”, in which multiple characteristics are measured and used 
descriptively but not analyzed statistically,  “traditional morphometrics”, utilizing 
multivariate statistical analyses of data sets derived from point-to-point measurements 
such as wing length, and  “geometric morphometrics”, that allows comparisons of the 
shapes of whole organisms, or parts of organisms.   

From their study of mosquito biodiversity, Jean-Pierre Dujardin, P. Thongsripong, and 
A. Henry contend that “when grouping many traits morphological variation becomes 
too complex to validly reflect a single factor like species richness.”   They point out 
that organismal morphology is the result of environmental and historical, as well as 
biological causes, and they propose a way to decompose morphology into elementary 
units and test that variation against species richness. 

Tackling a completely different problem, Nikhil Whitaker documents parameters of 
clutch and egg sizes of the endangered Travancore tortoise, Indotestudo travancorica, in 
hopes that this information will help those who intend to breed these animals in 
captivity. 

Paraskevi Karachle and K. Stergiou explore an allometric approach to morphometry in 
fishes.  They correlate their findings to habitat and feeding behavior, and show that for 
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some fishes, environment plays a significant role in determining different body 
metrics during post-hatching growth. 

The questions being addressed using morphometric techniques have begun to change. 
Many of today’s investigations are concerned with interactions between species and 
their environments.  Owen reminds us that assessment of fluctuating asymmetry is a 
valuable way to evaluate environmental stress.  In my chapter on vertebrate 
development, I present some examples of phenotypic variation arising from 
environmental stress during critical periods.  I point out that while some instances of 
adaptive plasticity during development are adaptive…for instance, the “thrifty 
phenotype” of offspring born to malnourished mothers….under some circumstances, 
this plasticity becomes maladaptive. 

We are reaping the benefits of combining what we learn through morphometry with 
what we learn from molecular biology, however, much remains to be done.  For 
instance, the remarkable regenerative capacity among urodele amphibians has been 
documented since the 1800’s, but only now are the genetic mechanisms being worked 
out.  In the not-too-distant future, we will be able to pinpoint the biochemical 
pathways being activated (or deactivated) in response to specific environmental cues, 
and we’ll be able to quantify what happens through advanced morphometric 
techniques.  Hopefully, this information will ultimately be useful towards improved 
stewardship of our natural resources. 

Assoc. Prof. Christina Wahl 
Wells College, Aurora, New York,  

USA 
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Applications of Morphometrics to the 
Hymenoptera, Particularly Bumble  

Bees (Bombus, Apidae) 
Robin E. Owen 

Department of Chemical & Biological Sciences,  
Mount Royal University, Calgary, Alberta, 

Canada 

1. Introduction 
I will first briefly review the types and range of morphometric studies of the Hymenoptera, 
and will discuss the characters used. Wing venation characters are very commonly 
employed and I will briefly discuss wing development and functional aspects of 
hymenopteran wings in this context. The chapter will be partly a selected review of work in 
this area by myself and others but will also include some original work of my own not 
previously published. 

The Hymenoptera are an extremely diverse order of insects containing 144,695 described, 
extant species (Huber, 2009), fewer than the Coleoptera (beetles) and Lepidoptera (moths 
and butterflies), however if undescribed species are included then the Hymenoptera may be 
the most specious of all insect orders and there could be as many as a million species 
(Sharkey, 2007). There are two main groups of the Hymenoptera; the more primitive 
Symphyta (sawflies, horntails) and the Apocrita, which contain 93% of the species (Huber, 
2009.) The Apocrita is subdivided into the Parasitica (parasitoids) and the Aculeata, the 
stinging Hymenoptera which includes the familiar ants, bees and wasps. There are many 
evolutionary and taxonomic questions concerning the Hymenoptera which can be answered 
using applications of morphometrics. 

Morphometrics can be broadly defined as the quantitative study of the size and shapes of 
organisms. Often only parts (e.g. limbs) or organs of an organism are measured, and more 
general conclusions are drawn about evolutionary relationships, for example, from these 
measurements. What is now called traditional morphometrics or multivariate morphometics, 
is the application of multivariate statistical techniques (e.g. discriminate function analysis) to 
morphological data sets (Adams et al., 2004). One problem, in addition to others, with using 
standard multivariate methods for the analysis of shape is that linear distances are usually 
highly correlated and so much effort was expended correcting for size (Adams et al., 2004). 
The “Geometric Morphometric Revolution” overcame these problems by developing 
methods which allowed the shape of parts, or of the whole organism to be analysed (Rohlf 
& Marcus, 1993; Adams et al,. 2004). This is geometric morphometrics. 
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Morphological measurements of insects, including Hymenoptera and especially the eusocial 
species, have had a long history of use (e.g. Huxley 1972) and have often been termed 
morphometrics. This is not true multivariate morphometrics as currently defined above and 
often only involves plots of two variables, such as head width and antennal scape length to 
describe allometric growth and caste differences in ants (Huxley, 1972; Wilson, 1971), 
although a combination of univariate and multivariate statistics has sometimes been 
employed to determine caste differences (e.g. Gelin et al., 2008). In other studies, such as 
those on bees, multiple characters will be measured and used descriptively but multivariate 
statistical analysis is not employed. I will refer to this approach as classical morphometrics.  

2. Morphometric studies of hymenoptera 
2.1 Wings and wing venation characters 

Classical morphometric studies have primarily used various mouthpart measurements in 
addition to a measure of overall size usually radial cell length or total length of the wing 
(Medler, 1962; Pekkarinen, 1979; Harder, 1985), however wing measurements alone have 
been used in the majority of traditional and geometric morphometric studies. In 
holometabolous insects the longitudinal veins develop first, followed by the crossveins. 
Wing veins contain trachea, blood lacunae and nervous tissue, and are sensitive to 
developmental disturbances, as shown by studies of Drosophila (Marcus, 2001). The primary 
function of the wing veins is to provide structural support and the pattern of venation is a 
crucial determinant of flight mechanics. During flight insects constantly adjust wing camber 
for optimal air flow, and this adjustment results from the flexural stiffness of the wing, 
which in turn depends on the position of the crossveins (Marcus, 2001). The pattern of 
venation can be quantified by measuring the coordinates of the junctions (which I will call 
points) of the longitudinal and the crossveins, which presumably reflect phylogenetic and 
developmental information. Wing morphometrics has been successfully used in taxonomic 
studies of Hymenoptera to differentiate between closely related taxa, and has also shown 
significant differences in wing shape, size and mechanical properties between species 
(Aytekin et al., 2007), however there are only a relatively few studies using wing 
morphometrics to estimate fluctuating asymmetry.  

Essentially the same set or a slightly reduced set of coordinates have been employed in most 
studies of Hymenoptera. Forewings have been used in all studies but some have also used 
data from the hindwings (Aytekin et al., 2003, 2007; Klingenberg et al. 2001). Representative 
examples of hymenopteran forewings are shown in figure 1 (bumble bee, Bombus), figure 2 
(solitary wasp, Sphex), figure 3 (social wasp Dolicovespula) and figure 4 (parasitoid wasp, 
Braconidae) with the points used for measurement. The wing venation in figure 1 is 
essential homologous among bees (Table 1) and a maximum of 20 points in any particular 
study have been used on the forewing (Table 1) and six on the hindwing (Aytekin et al., 
2003, 2007; Klingenberg et al., 2001). There is a slight difference in the venation between 
bumble bees and honeybees which means that point 23 is not homologous. How the 
measurements are then analysed depends on the approach, e.g. traditional or geometric 
morphometrics, etc. The wing venation in figure 2 is homologous among some of the 
aculeate wasps (Table 1). 
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Fig. 1. Right forewing of a Bombus rufocinctus queen. This shows the total of 29 points which 
have been used in various combinations for multivariate morphometric studies of bees (see 
Table 1). The wing venation and the points are homologous among taxa of bees. The 
numbering of the first 20 points follows Aytekin et al. (2007). The length (distance 1-2) of the 
radial (= marginal cell) cell is also indicated as this has been used as one measure of size in 
some studies. The distance from the tegula (point 28) to either the distal end of the radial cell 
1) or to the wingtip (29) have also been used a measures of bee size. 

 
Fig. 2. Forewing of Sphex maxillosus redrawn from the photograph (Figure 1) of Tüzün 
(2009). This shows the total of 22 points which have been used in various combinations for 
multivariate morphometric studies of wasps (see Table 1). The wing venation and the points 
are homologous among taxa of aculeate wasps. The numbering of the first 20 points follows 
Tüzün (2009). 
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Family, 
Tribe or 
subfamily 

Genus Number
of 

points

Points used (forewing) Caste/
Sex1 

Type of 
study2 

Reference 

Apidae, 
Bombini 

Bombus 20 Fig. 1 : 1-20 M G, C Aytekin et 
al. 2007 

Apidae, 
Bombini 

Bombus 20 Fig. 1: distances (28-29),(20-27),
(1-27),(1-5), 
(3-16),(10-13),(9-10),(3-12)  

Q ,W T, C Aytekin et 
al. 2003 

Apidae, 
Bombini 

Bombus 19 Fig. 1: 
1,2,3,4,5,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,16,18,19,21,
23,24,25 

Q T, NT Plowright 
& Stephen, 

1973 
Apidae, 
Bombini 

Bombus 19 Fig. 1: 
1,2,3,4,5,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,16,18,19,21,
23,24,25 

Q T, C Plowright 
& Pallett, 

1978 
Apidae, 
Bombini 

Bombus 19 Fig. 1: 
1,2,3,4,5,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,16,18,19,21,
23,24,25 

Q T, C Plowright 
& Stephen, 

1980 
Apidae, 
Bombini 

Bombus 19 Fig. 1: 
1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,16,17,18, 
19,23,26 

Q, W T, C Kozmus et 
al., 2011 

Apidae, 
Bombini 

Bombus 14 Fig. 1: 1,3,4,5,8,9,10,11,12,16,17,18,19,24 Q T, C Owen et 
al., 2010 

Apidae, 
Bombini 

Bombus 13 Fig. 1: 3,4,5,7,8,9,10,11,12,14,17,18,19,24 W G, FA Klingenbe
rg et al., 

2001 
Apidae, 
Apini 

Apis 19 Fig. 1: 
1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,16,17,18, 
19,23,26 

W G, FA Smith et 
al., 2007 

Apidae, 
Apini 

Apis 19 Fig. 1: 
1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,16,17,18, 
19,23,26 

W G, 
ABIS, C 

Francoy et 
al., 2009 

Apidae, 
Euglossini 

Euglossa, 
Eulaema 

Fig. 1: distances M1 (1-17), M2 (1-12), 
M3 (12-18), M4 (17-18) 

M FA Silva et al., 
2009 

Sphecidae, 
Sphedini 

Sphex 20 - 24 Fig. 2: 1-20 ? G, C Tüzün, 
2009 

Sphecidae, 
Larini 

Tachysph
ex 

15 Fig. 2: 
1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9,10,13,14,17,18,21,22 

M, F G, C Pretorius, 
2005 

Vespidae, 
Polistini 

Polistes Fig. 2: distances (1-4),( 7-11), (10-12), 
(13-14) 

Q, M T, V Eickwort, 
1969 

Vespidae, 
Vespinae 

Dolichov
espula 

17 Fig. 3: 1-17 M T,C Tofilski, 
2004 

Braconidae, 
Agathidinae 

Bassus 15 Fig. 4: 1-15 F G, C Baylac, et 
al. 2003 

1 Q = queen, W = worker (female), F = female, M = male, ? = sex not specified. 
2 G = geometric morphpmetics, T = traditional morphpmetics, ABIS = automated bee identification system,  
FA = fluctuating asymmetry, C = classification/taxonomy, NT = numerical taxonomy,  
V = quantitative variation. 

Table 1. A representative selection of multivariate morphometric studies of the 
Hymenoptera. Either the distances between points, the distance of each point from an 
origin, the Cartesian coordinates of the points, or the angles between certain points are used 
as data. See the text for details of each study. 
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Fig. 3. Right forewing of a Dolicovespula sylvestrimale redrawn from figure 4 of Tofilski (2004). 

 
Fig. 4. Right forewing of a Bassus tumidulus female redrawn from figure 2 of Baylac et al. 
(2003). 

As can be seen from the figures and Table 1, the wing venation and the wing points are not 
homologous among even all the Apocrita represented here, so morphometric comparisons 
have to be done on relatively closely related species. Wing vein characters are, however, used 
in cladistic analysis (Alexander, 1991; Sharkey & Roy, 2002; Shih et al., 2010) although these are 
generally not quantitative but instead presence/absence of veins, etc. As Sharkey & Roy (2002) 
point out reduction and loss characters are difficult to code and are subject to homoplasy.  

2.2 Classical morphometrics 

Medler (1962) measured the lengths of the radial cell of the forewing, the glossa, the 
prementum and the first segment of the labial palpus in 35 species of bumble bees (Bombus 
spp.). He then calculated correlation coefficients between each of these characters and 
calculated a wing index and a labial index (queen/worker x 100). Medler (1962) found that 
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Table 1. A representative selection of multivariate morphometric studies of the 
Hymenoptera. Either the distances between points, the distance of each point from an 
origin, the Cartesian coordinates of the points, or the angles between certain points are used 
as data. See the text for details of each study. 
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Fig. 3. Right forewing of a Dolicovespula sylvestrimale redrawn from figure 4 of Tofilski (2004). 

 
Fig. 4. Right forewing of a Bassus tumidulus female redrawn from figure 2 of Baylac et al. 
(2003). 

As can be seen from the figures and Table 1, the wing venation and the wing points are not 
homologous among even all the Apocrita represented here, so morphometric comparisons 
have to be done on relatively closely related species. Wing vein characters are, however, used 
in cladistic analysis (Alexander, 1991; Sharkey & Roy, 2002; Shih et al., 2010) although these are 
generally not quantitative but instead presence/absence of veins, etc. As Sharkey & Roy (2002) 
point out reduction and loss characters are difficult to code and are subject to homoplasy.  

2.2 Classical morphometrics 

Medler (1962) measured the lengths of the radial cell of the forewing, the glossa, the 
prementum and the first segment of the labial palpus in 35 species of bumble bees (Bombus 
spp.). He then calculated correlation coefficients between each of these characters and 
calculated a wing index and a labial index (queen/worker x 100). Medler (1962) found that 
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these indices did vary among the recognized subgenera of Bombus. Univariate measures of 
various characters of bumble bees and correlations between characters have been reported 
in other studies (Pekkarinen, 1979; Harder 1982, 1985; Owen, 1988). Pekkarinen (1979) 
measured radial cell length and calculated mouthpart indices for 13 species of bumble bees 
in Denmark and Fennoscandia. He found that many closely related species, subspecies or 
populations could be distinguished from one another on the basis of mouthpart indices 
(mouthpart length/radial cell length). He also found allometric variation of wing length and 
some mouthpart indices with body size (Pekkarinen, 1979). 

Morphometric variation in relation to foraging and resource partitioning has been 
extensively studied in bumble bees, but these have been limited to univariate measures or 
indices of characters important for the foraging behaviour of worker bees. It is well 
established that glossa (tongue) length is a major determinant of flower choice as there is a 
positive correlation between glossa length and corolla length of flowers visited (Pekkarinen, 
1979; Harder, 1985; Prŷs-Jones & Corbet, 1987). However Harder (1985) found that besides 
glossa length other factors, such as body size, wing length flower species richness and plant 
abundance, also influence flower choice. 

Similar morphometic studies have also been done with other bees, for example stingless 
bees, the Meliponinae (Danaraddi & Viraktamath, 2009), and univariate measures of size 
variation, usually in relationship to sex ratios and sex allocation, is well known in leafcutter 
bees, particularly Megachile (e.g. Rothschild, 1979; O’Neill et al. 2010). I am not including 
here studies of quantitative genetic variation and heritability as these will be discussed later. 

2.3 Traditional morphometrics  

Discriminant function analysis, introduced by Fisher (1936), has been widely used in 
traditional morphometrics. Discriminant analysis is used to classify individuals into groups, 
i.e. to define group boundaries (Sneath & Sokal, 1973; Hintze 1996). It derives linear 
functions of the measurements which best discriminate populations (Fisher, 1936). These 
maximize discrimination between groups, the goal being to be as certain as possible that 
individuals are assigned to the “correct” group according to a qualitative predictor variable. 
Mathematically the technique is similar to multiple regression analysis, the difference being 
that in discriminant analysis the dependent variable is discrete instead of continuous 
(Hintze 1996). The predictor variable in taxonomic studies is species name, and the null 
hypothesis is that the original classification of the species is correct. Since discriminant 
analysis derives equations that maximize distinction between groups it is an inherently 
conservative technique as this will correspondingly minimize the likelihood of making a 
Type I error. Where real differences do exist the technique does correctly discriminate 
between species. Canonical variates analysis is very similar to discriminant function analysis 
except that the discriminate scores, D, are plotted in a system of orthogonal axes, which are 
the canonical variates (Sneath & Sokal, 1973). Discriminant functions are relatively 
insensitive to overall size differences, but an individual of the same shape but of much 
different size may be classified incorrectly (Sneath & Sokal, 1973). 

Traditional morphometric approaches have been applied to problems of taxonomy, 
classification and geographic variation in the honeybee Apis mellifera and the other three 
commonly defined species; A. florea, A. cerana, and A. dorsata (Ruttner, 1986). A combination 
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of discriminant function analysis, principal component analysis and cluster analysis allows 
the 23 geographic races of A. mellifera to be distinguished (Ruttner, 1986). Forty 
morphological characters were used for this analysis including angles of wing venation 
(Ruttner, 1986). I shall not attempt to review the large literature on honeybee morphological 
variation, instead I will concentrate mainly on some examples from bumble bees.  

An early application of traditional morphometrics and numerical taxonomy to bumble bees 
was the study of Plowright & Stephen (1973) on the evolutionary relationship of Bombus and 
their social parasites, Psithyrus. They measured the coordinates of 19 points using point 19 
as the origin and the line from 19-4 as the horizontal axis (Fig. 1, Table 1). The measurements 
were standardized by dividing them by the length 19-4 to give variables independent of size 
(Plowright & Stephen, 1973). The generalized Mahalanobis distance, D2, was calculated for 
each species pair (Sneath & Sokal, 1973) and each distance was subtracted from the largest 
distance to give a measure of similarity (Plowright & Stephen, 1973). Plowright & Stephen 
(1973) then used weighted-pair-group cluster analysis (Sneath & Sokal, 1973) to produce a 
phenogram. The 13 species of Psithyrus were clearly separated from the 60 Bombus species. 
They also used multiple discriminant analysis (canonical variates analysis) to visualize the 
groupings (Hintze, 1996). Again Psithyrus was clearly separated from the Bombus subgenera 
on the plot of the first two canonical variates (Plowright & Stephen, 1973).  

Traditional morphometrics has also been successful for lower level species discrimination. 
As will be described later, there are numerous taxonomic problems in the genus Bombus 
concerning the exact relationship of closely related species. Plowright & Pallett (1978) 
applied the same measurement techniques as used by Plowright & Stephen (1973) and 
discriminant analysis to re-investigate the taxonomic status of B. sandersoni Fkln. They 
measured previously identified museum specimens, and found a non-overlapping 
separation between B. sandersoni, and B. frigidus F. Sm., and B. vagans F. Sm. Therefore 
Plowright & Pallett (1978) suggested retaining sandersoni as the valid name for the species. 
However they did also point out that their results did not preclude this taxon from being a 
clinal variant of frigidus. Similarly Plowright & Stephen (1980) re-examined the taxonomic 
status of Bombus franklini (Frison) and multivariate analysis gave a clear separation of 
franklini from other species within the subgenus.  

Tofilski (2004) was able to correctly classify all 22 individuals of the two wasp species 
Dolicovespula sylvestrimale and D. saxonica using stepwise discriminate function analysis of 
the coordinates of 17 wing vein points (Fig. 3, Table 1).  

Not only have the distances between points been used for traditional and geometric 
morphometrics, but the angles described by wing veins, and some indices based on the 
points have also been calculated and used as characters for species discrimination (Tüzün, 
2009; Kozmus et al., 2011). Also Alexander (1991) used two wing vein angles in his cladistic 
analysis of the genus Apis. Tüzün (2009) used wing vein angles to discriminate between and 
30 species of wasps from different families. He used a combination of traditional and 
geometric morphometric techinques. He used 20 points (see Fig. 2, Table 1) and an 
additional four points (not shown here) on some species, measured the distance between all 
combinations of points and calculated vein length ratios (Tüzün, 2009). All possible 
combinations and ratios were calculated and also all angles between points were calculated, 
yielding a table of 77 different angle and ratio values for all species (Tüzün, 2009). One focus 
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these indices did vary among the recognized subgenera of Bombus. Univariate measures of 
various characters of bumble bees and correlations between characters have been reported 
in other studies (Pekkarinen, 1979; Harder 1982, 1985; Owen, 1988). Pekkarinen (1979) 
measured radial cell length and calculated mouthpart indices for 13 species of bumble bees 
in Denmark and Fennoscandia. He found that many closely related species, subspecies or 
populations could be distinguished from one another on the basis of mouthpart indices 
(mouthpart length/radial cell length). He also found allometric variation of wing length and 
some mouthpart indices with body size (Pekkarinen, 1979). 

Morphometric variation in relation to foraging and resource partitioning has been 
extensively studied in bumble bees, but these have been limited to univariate measures or 
indices of characters important for the foraging behaviour of worker bees. It is well 
established that glossa (tongue) length is a major determinant of flower choice as there is a 
positive correlation between glossa length and corolla length of flowers visited (Pekkarinen, 
1979; Harder, 1985; Prŷs-Jones & Corbet, 1987). However Harder (1985) found that besides 
glossa length other factors, such as body size, wing length flower species richness and plant 
abundance, also influence flower choice. 

Similar morphometic studies have also been done with other bees, for example stingless 
bees, the Meliponinae (Danaraddi & Viraktamath, 2009), and univariate measures of size 
variation, usually in relationship to sex ratios and sex allocation, is well known in leafcutter 
bees, particularly Megachile (e.g. Rothschild, 1979; O’Neill et al. 2010). I am not including 
here studies of quantitative genetic variation and heritability as these will be discussed later. 

2.3 Traditional morphometrics  

Discriminant function analysis, introduced by Fisher (1936), has been widely used in 
traditional morphometrics. Discriminant analysis is used to classify individuals into groups, 
i.e. to define group boundaries (Sneath & Sokal, 1973; Hintze 1996). It derives linear 
functions of the measurements which best discriminate populations (Fisher, 1936). These 
maximize discrimination between groups, the goal being to be as certain as possible that 
individuals are assigned to the “correct” group according to a qualitative predictor variable. 
Mathematically the technique is similar to multiple regression analysis, the difference being 
that in discriminant analysis the dependent variable is discrete instead of continuous 
(Hintze 1996). The predictor variable in taxonomic studies is species name, and the null 
hypothesis is that the original classification of the species is correct. Since discriminant 
analysis derives equations that maximize distinction between groups it is an inherently 
conservative technique as this will correspondingly minimize the likelihood of making a 
Type I error. Where real differences do exist the technique does correctly discriminate 
between species. Canonical variates analysis is very similar to discriminant function analysis 
except that the discriminate scores, D, are plotted in a system of orthogonal axes, which are 
the canonical variates (Sneath & Sokal, 1973). Discriminant functions are relatively 
insensitive to overall size differences, but an individual of the same shape but of much 
different size may be classified incorrectly (Sneath & Sokal, 1973). 

Traditional morphometric approaches have been applied to problems of taxonomy, 
classification and geographic variation in the honeybee Apis mellifera and the other three 
commonly defined species; A. florea, A. cerana, and A. dorsata (Ruttner, 1986). A combination 
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of discriminant function analysis, principal component analysis and cluster analysis allows 
the 23 geographic races of A. mellifera to be distinguished (Ruttner, 1986). Forty 
morphological characters were used for this analysis including angles of wing venation 
(Ruttner, 1986). I shall not attempt to review the large literature on honeybee morphological 
variation, instead I will concentrate mainly on some examples from bumble bees.  

An early application of traditional morphometrics and numerical taxonomy to bumble bees 
was the study of Plowright & Stephen (1973) on the evolutionary relationship of Bombus and 
their social parasites, Psithyrus. They measured the coordinates of 19 points using point 19 
as the origin and the line from 19-4 as the horizontal axis (Fig. 1, Table 1). The measurements 
were standardized by dividing them by the length 19-4 to give variables independent of size 
(Plowright & Stephen, 1973). The generalized Mahalanobis distance, D2, was calculated for 
each species pair (Sneath & Sokal, 1973) and each distance was subtracted from the largest 
distance to give a measure of similarity (Plowright & Stephen, 1973). Plowright & Stephen 
(1973) then used weighted-pair-group cluster analysis (Sneath & Sokal, 1973) to produce a 
phenogram. The 13 species of Psithyrus were clearly separated from the 60 Bombus species. 
They also used multiple discriminant analysis (canonical variates analysis) to visualize the 
groupings (Hintze, 1996). Again Psithyrus was clearly separated from the Bombus subgenera 
on the plot of the first two canonical variates (Plowright & Stephen, 1973).  

Traditional morphometrics has also been successful for lower level species discrimination. 
As will be described later, there are numerous taxonomic problems in the genus Bombus 
concerning the exact relationship of closely related species. Plowright & Pallett (1978) 
applied the same measurement techniques as used by Plowright & Stephen (1973) and 
discriminant analysis to re-investigate the taxonomic status of B. sandersoni Fkln. They 
measured previously identified museum specimens, and found a non-overlapping 
separation between B. sandersoni, and B. frigidus F. Sm., and B. vagans F. Sm. Therefore 
Plowright & Pallett (1978) suggested retaining sandersoni as the valid name for the species. 
However they did also point out that their results did not preclude this taxon from being a 
clinal variant of frigidus. Similarly Plowright & Stephen (1980) re-examined the taxonomic 
status of Bombus franklini (Frison) and multivariate analysis gave a clear separation of 
franklini from other species within the subgenus.  

Tofilski (2004) was able to correctly classify all 22 individuals of the two wasp species 
Dolicovespula sylvestrimale and D. saxonica using stepwise discriminate function analysis of 
the coordinates of 17 wing vein points (Fig. 3, Table 1).  

Not only have the distances between points been used for traditional and geometric 
morphometrics, but the angles described by wing veins, and some indices based on the 
points have also been calculated and used as characters for species discrimination (Tüzün, 
2009; Kozmus et al., 2011). Also Alexander (1991) used two wing vein angles in his cladistic 
analysis of the genus Apis. Tüzün (2009) used wing vein angles to discriminate between and 
30 species of wasps from different families. He used a combination of traditional and 
geometric morphometric techinques. He used 20 points (see Fig. 2, Table 1) and an 
additional four points (not shown here) on some species, measured the distance between all 
combinations of points and calculated vein length ratios (Tüzün, 2009). All possible 
combinations and ratios were calculated and also all angles between points were calculated, 
yielding a table of 77 different angle and ratio values for all species (Tüzün, 2009). One focus 
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of his study was to differentiate between three Sphex species S. maxillosus, S. flavipennis and 
S. pruniosus. He used stepwise discriminant fuction analysis and found that the three species 
were unambiguously separated by this method (Tüzün, 2009). He measured 27 more wasp 
species and entered the data into a database. He wrote a computer program to compare an 
unknown specimen with those in the database by calculating: 

Total Angle Variation = |Angle 1 [unknown species]-Angle 1[species found in the database] |+|Angle 2 
[unknown species]-Angle 2[species found in the database] |+…+ etc., and 

Total length Variation = |1-Length 1[unknown species]/ -Length 1[species found in the database] |+ |1-
Length 2[unknown species]/ -Length 2[species found in the database] |+…+ etc. (Tüzün, 2009). 

The lower the value the higher the probability of a correct identification. Some examples are 
given in Table 2 which is extracted from Table 6 of Tüzün (2009). He also calculated a 
Similarity coefficient = (1/A x R) x K, where A = sum of the differences in wing angles, and 
R = sum of differences among the ratios of wing veins, and K = a constant (Tüzün, 2009.) 

 
Pre diagnosed 
species 

Species 
estimated by 
the program 

Sum of 
differences in 
wing angles 

(A) 

Sum of 
differences among 
the ratios of wing 

veins (R) 

Result: 
Similarity 
coefficient 

Vespa 
orientalis 

Vespa orientalis 19.873 2.111 23.8 

 Vespa crabro 51.714 2.856 6.8 
 Vespa bicolor 55.962 3.368 5.3 
  
Sphex 
rufocinctus 

Sphex 
rufocinctus 60.036 0.495 33.6 

 Sphex maxillatus 87.548 2.459 4.6 
 Myzina 

tripunctata 78.030 2.001 6.4 

  
Eumenes 
dubius 
cyranaius 

Eumenes dubius 
cyranaius 16.048 0.171 364.4 

 Eumenes 
coronatus 
detensus

33.398 3.193 9.4 

 Eumenes 
pomiformis 60.840 4.483 3.7 

Table 2. Some examples of the identification of wasp species according to wing 
morphometric values. (Modified from Tüzün (2009)). 

His methods are clearly very successful at discriminating between wasp species, at least 
those represented in his data base. Kozmus et al. (2011) used eight lengths, 17 wing angles 
and five indices calculated from 19 points (Fig. 1, Table 1) for a total of 37 characters, and 
measured 530 queens and workers from 18 European species of bumble bees. They did 
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discriminant analysis based on Mahalanobis distance and from this assigned each specimen 
to a group. Canonical variates analysis was also performed and used to calculated three 
variables to separate the species into groups (Kozmus et al, 2011). They were able to 
correctly assign 97% of the bumble bees to the correct species, an in 13 species all the bees 
were correctly assigned (Kozmus et al, 2011). They found that three characters were 
particularly informative, based on high R2 (explained variability) from an ANOVA. These 
were angle J16, A4 and discoidal shift (Dis D). Angle A4 is the angle described by the points 
(Fig. 1) 9, 7, 5 (where the vertex is denoted by the second number in the series and then first 
and last are the end points of line segments), J16 is the angle described by the points 3, 11, 26 
and Dis D that between 1, 2, 7 (Kozmus et al, 2011). The R2 were 63.82%, 61.91% and 60.30% 
respectively. This particular technique obviously holds great promise for identification and 
discrimination of Bombus species and groups.  

The discussion of combined traditional morphometrics and genetic studies (e.g. Aytekin et 
al., 2003; Owen et al., 2010) will be left until section 4, below.  

2.4 Geometric morphometrics 

As mentioned earlier, the development of geometric morphometrics has led to the analysis 
of shape by removing the confounding effects of size. It encompasses a variety of 
multivariate statistical techniques for the analysis of Cartesian coordinates. These 
coordinates are usually (but do not have to be) based on point locations called landmarks 
(Slice et al., 2009). The studies which I will discuss here are based on landmarks so the 
specific suite of techniques used is referred to as landmark based geometric morphometrics 
(Adams et al., 2004). Since it is crucial to understand exactly how landmarks are defined, I 
have taken the definition directly from Slice et al. (2009): 

“landmark - A specific point on a biological form or image of a form located according to 
some rule. Landmarks with the same name, homologues in the purely semantic sense, are 
presumed to correspond in some sensible way over the forms of a data set. 

Type I landmark - A mathematical point whose claimed homology from case to case is 
supported by the strongest evidence, such as a local pattern of juxtaposition of tissue types 
or a small patch of some unusual histology.  

Type II landmark - A mathematical point whose claimed homology from case to case is 
supported only by geometric, not histological, evidence: for instance, the sharpest curvature 
of a tooth.”  

(There are also Type III landmarks which do not concern us here). It is obvious that vein 
intersection points on insect wings are ideal Type I landmarks (Figs. 1, 2, 3,4), although they 
will not be homologous between relatively distantly related taxa (e.g. wasps and bees). It is 
better to use Type I landmarks and not Type II landmarks (e.g. wingtips) for evolutionary 
and developmental studies (Aytekin et al., 2007). Therefore differences between wings, 
either right and left ones of an individual, or differences between species can be analyzed 
using the Cartesian coordinates of landmarks as the data. The analysis proceeds by 
removing non-shape variation. This is variation in orientation, position and scale (Adams et 
al., 2004). There are a number of superimposition methods developed to remove the non-
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of his study was to differentiate between three Sphex species S. maxillosus, S. flavipennis and 
S. pruniosus. He used stepwise discriminant fuction analysis and found that the three species 
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His methods are clearly very successful at discriminating between wasp species, at least 
those represented in his data base. Kozmus et al. (2011) used eight lengths, 17 wing angles 
and five indices calculated from 19 points (Fig. 1, Table 1) for a total of 37 characters, and 
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discriminant analysis based on Mahalanobis distance and from this assigned each specimen 
to a group. Canonical variates analysis was also performed and used to calculated three 
variables to separate the species into groups (Kozmus et al, 2011). They were able to 
correctly assign 97% of the bumble bees to the correct species, an in 13 species all the bees 
were correctly assigned (Kozmus et al, 2011). They found that three characters were 
particularly informative, based on high R2 (explained variability) from an ANOVA. These 
were angle J16, A4 and discoidal shift (Dis D). Angle A4 is the angle described by the points 
(Fig. 1) 9, 7, 5 (where the vertex is denoted by the second number in the series and then first 
and last are the end points of line segments), J16 is the angle described by the points 3, 11, 26 
and Dis D that between 1, 2, 7 (Kozmus et al, 2011). The R2 were 63.82%, 61.91% and 60.30% 
respectively. This particular technique obviously holds great promise for identification and 
discrimination of Bombus species and groups.  

The discussion of combined traditional morphometrics and genetic studies (e.g. Aytekin et 
al., 2003; Owen et al., 2010) will be left until section 4, below.  

2.4 Geometric morphometrics 

As mentioned earlier, the development of geometric morphometrics has led to the analysis 
of shape by removing the confounding effects of size. It encompasses a variety of 
multivariate statistical techniques for the analysis of Cartesian coordinates. These 
coordinates are usually (but do not have to be) based on point locations called landmarks 
(Slice et al., 2009). The studies which I will discuss here are based on landmarks so the 
specific suite of techniques used is referred to as landmark based geometric morphometrics 
(Adams et al., 2004). Since it is crucial to understand exactly how landmarks are defined, I 
have taken the definition directly from Slice et al. (2009): 

“landmark - A specific point on a biological form or image of a form located according to 
some rule. Landmarks with the same name, homologues in the purely semantic sense, are 
presumed to correspond in some sensible way over the forms of a data set. 

Type I landmark - A mathematical point whose claimed homology from case to case is 
supported by the strongest evidence, such as a local pattern of juxtaposition of tissue types 
or a small patch of some unusual histology.  

Type II landmark - A mathematical point whose claimed homology from case to case is 
supported only by geometric, not histological, evidence: for instance, the sharpest curvature 
of a tooth.”  

(There are also Type III landmarks which do not concern us here). It is obvious that vein 
intersection points on insect wings are ideal Type I landmarks (Figs. 1, 2, 3,4), although they 
will not be homologous between relatively distantly related taxa (e.g. wasps and bees). It is 
better to use Type I landmarks and not Type II landmarks (e.g. wingtips) for evolutionary 
and developmental studies (Aytekin et al., 2007). Therefore differences between wings, 
either right and left ones of an individual, or differences between species can be analyzed 
using the Cartesian coordinates of landmarks as the data. The analysis proceeds by 
removing non-shape variation. This is variation in orientation, position and scale (Adams et 
al., 2004). There are a number of superimposition methods developed to remove the non-
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shape variation, but the Generalized Procrustes analysis (or just Procrustes analysis) has 
become widely used. Procrustes analysis is an optimization technique which superimposes 
landmark configurations using least-squares estimates for translation and rotation 
parameters (Adams et al., 2004). After superimposition the deformation or “warping” in 
shape of each individual from a consensus form is given by partial warp scores (Adams et 
al., 2004; Aytekin et al., 2007 ). The partial warp scores can be analysed statistically to 
compare variation in shape within and between populations. Relative warp analysis is a 
principal component analysis of the partial warps (Adams et al., 2004). The thin-plate spline 
is used to plot the deformations them on a grid.  

Landmark based geometric morphometrics and Procrustes methods have been used in a 
wide variety of studies over a wide range of taxa (Adams et al., 2004). Three applications of 
relevance here are (1) allometry of shape, (2) fluctuating asymmetry, and (3) taxonomy and 
classification.  

Allometry of shape was detected by Klingenberg et al. (2001) in their study of development 
and fluctuating asymmetry in bumble bees, although it was not the main focus of their 
investigation. In another arthropod, the Fiddler crab, Rosenberg (1997) analysed shape 
allometry of the major and minor chilipeds. Studies of fluctuating asymmetry will be 
discussed in section 3, below. Here I will review a few selected studies of Hymenoptera 
using landmark based geometric morphometrics.  

a. Bumble bees: As will be discussed in section 4, there are many taxonomic problems 
involving the exact status of species in some subgenera of bumble bees (Bombus). 
Aytekin et al. (2007) used landmark based geometric morphometrics to resolve some 
taxonomic problems in the subgenus Sibiricobombus. In particular the specific of B. 
vorticus and B. niveatus has been questioned (Williams, 1998). They collected 52 males 
from six species representing three subgenera (see Table 3).  

 
Species  Bending energy (10-5) 
 n Front-wing Hind-wing 
B. (Sibricobombus) niveatus 26 3369 1121 
B. (Sibricobombus) vorticosus 6 3850 1117 
B. (Sibricobombus) sulfureus 3 4004 1299 
B. (Mendacibombus) handlirchianus 6 5073 1816 
B. (Melanobombus) erzurumensis 3 2087 289 
B. (Melanobombus) incertus 8 294 61 

Table 3. The six species of bumble bees collected by Aytekin et al. (2007). Also given are the 
sample sizes (n) and the bending energies for the front- and hind-wings, calculated from the 
thin-plate-spline. Modified from Aytekin et al. (2007). 

Principal component analysis clearly separated all species except B. vorticus and B. niveatus, 
also there was no significant difference in size between these two species although all others 
could be separated by size Aytekin et al. (2007). The bending energies, calculated from the 
thin-plate-spline showed some difference in the front-wing between B. vorticus and B. 
niveatus, but were remarkably similar for the hind-wings (Table 3). They concluded that 
there were no significant morphological differences between these two taxa and they should 
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be considered conspecific. Aytekin et al. (2007) also concluded that landmark based 
geometric morphometrics was a powerful method for resolving taxonomic problems in 
bumble bees and that venation shape may be an important factor for the mechanics of 
bumble bee flight. Although it must be realised that the bending energies from the thin-plate 
spline (Table 3) do not represent actual bending energies of a real bumble bee wing, but that 
they may nevertheless reflect some real mechanical differences between species. Shih et al. 
(2010) analysed the patterns of wing venation in extinct (fossil) and living pelecinid wasps 
and identified an “X” pattern of venation in the forewing which evolved and was 
maintained in some lineages. They suggest that this pattern could have provided a stronger 
wing structure and led to better flight performance for the larger species (Shih et al., 2010).  

b. Apis mellifera: Francoy et al. (2009) used geometric morphometrics and an Automated Bee 
Identification System (ABIS) to examine changes in morphology of an Africanized 
honeybee population in Brazil 34 years after the African bee swarms escaped. This is 
interesting because it compare bees collected from 1965 – 1968 with those collected in 2002 
at the same location (Francoy et al., 2009). In 1957 swarms of 26 colonies of the African 
honeybee Apis mellifera scutellata escaped in Brazil and hybrized with the previously 
introduced European honeybee races (Francoy et al., 2009). These Africanized bees have 
since spread throughout South America, Central America and into the USA by 1990 and 
are now found as far north as Nevada (Francoy et al., 2009). In 2002 Francoy et al. (2009) 
collected samples of five workers from 10 colonies from Ribeirão Preto, about 150 km 
from the original place of introduction of A. mellifera scutellata. They measured the right 
front wing of these specimens, the bees collected from 1965-1968 in the same location and 
also specimens of A. mellifera scutellata, A. mellifera carnica, A. mellifera mellifera, and A. 
mellifera lingustica. They used the standard 19 landmarks on the honeybee wing (Fig. 1, 
Table 1) and carried out two analyses: (1) geometric morphometrics was done using a 
Procrustes superimposition followed by the calculation of the relative warps and then a 
discriminant analysis. Mahalanobis distances, D2, were also calculated (Table 4) and a 
dendrogram was plotted using these values (Francoy et al., 2009); (2) ABIS performs an 
automated analysis of images of honeybee forewings. It analyses the venation pattern and 
then uses various statistical techniques either linear discriminant analysis or a more 
powerful Kernal discriminant analysis which allows species and subspecies identification 
(Francoy et al., 2009). The system has to be “trained” with at least 20 specimens of each 
group (Francoy et al., 2009). 

 

 RP - 1968 RP - 2002 A. mellifera 
scutellata 

A. mellifera 
mellifera 

A. mellifera 
carnica 

A. mellifera 
lingustica 

RP - 1968 - 12.43 12.40 21.60 32.98 29.83 
RP - 2002 - 15.14 24.18 37.68 34.04 

A. mellifera scutellata - 22.47 27.08 23.65 
A. mellifera mellifera - 34.54 29.68 
A. mellifera carnica - 9.32 

A. mellifera lingustica - 

Table 4. Mahalanobis distances, D2, between the centroids of the Apis mellifera groups 
calculated through relative warp analysis (modified from Francoy et al., 2009). RP = Ribeirão 
Preto populations. 
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be considered conspecific. Aytekin et al. (2007) also concluded that landmark based 
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bumble bees and that venation shape may be an important factor for the mechanics of 
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spline (Table 3) do not represent actual bending energies of a real bumble bee wing, but that 
they may nevertheless reflect some real mechanical differences between species. Shih et al. 
(2010) analysed the patterns of wing venation in extinct (fossil) and living pelecinid wasps 
and identified an “X” pattern of venation in the forewing which evolved and was 
maintained in some lineages. They suggest that this pattern could have provided a stronger 
wing structure and led to better flight performance for the larger species (Shih et al., 2010).  

b. Apis mellifera: Francoy et al. (2009) used geometric morphometrics and an Automated Bee 
Identification System (ABIS) to examine changes in morphology of an Africanized 
honeybee population in Brazil 34 years after the African bee swarms escaped. This is 
interesting because it compare bees collected from 1965 – 1968 with those collected in 2002 
at the same location (Francoy et al., 2009). In 1957 swarms of 26 colonies of the African 
honeybee Apis mellifera scutellata escaped in Brazil and hybrized with the previously 
introduced European honeybee races (Francoy et al., 2009). These Africanized bees have 
since spread throughout South America, Central America and into the USA by 1990 and 
are now found as far north as Nevada (Francoy et al., 2009). In 2002 Francoy et al. (2009) 
collected samples of five workers from 10 colonies from Ribeirão Preto, about 150 km 
from the original place of introduction of A. mellifera scutellata. They measured the right 
front wing of these specimens, the bees collected from 1965-1968 in the same location and 
also specimens of A. mellifera scutellata, A. mellifera carnica, A. mellifera mellifera, and A. 
mellifera lingustica. They used the standard 19 landmarks on the honeybee wing (Fig. 1, 
Table 1) and carried out two analyses: (1) geometric morphometrics was done using a 
Procrustes superimposition followed by the calculation of the relative warps and then a 
discriminant analysis. Mahalanobis distances, D2, were also calculated (Table 4) and a 
dendrogram was plotted using these values (Francoy et al., 2009); (2) ABIS performs an 
automated analysis of images of honeybee forewings. It analyses the venation pattern and 
then uses various statistical techniques either linear discriminant analysis or a more 
powerful Kernal discriminant analysis which allows species and subspecies identification 
(Francoy et al., 2009). The system has to be “trained” with at least 20 specimens of each 
group (Francoy et al., 2009). 
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Fig. 5. A dendrogram produced by the Unweighted Pair-Group method (UPGMA) using the 
Mahalanobis distances in Table 4. Francoy et al. (2009) used the neighbour-joining tree 
method to produce a very similar dendrogram. Note that RP = Ribeirão Preto populations. 

From Table 4, from which a dendrogram is constructed (Fig. 5) it is clear that Africanized 
bees resemble the African race more than they do the European races. Also it is interesting 
to see that there have been some morphological changes in the Africanized bees in Brazil 
over the 34 years since the hybridization event. The 1968 and 2002 Ribeirão Preto 
populations are clearly distinct with a Mahalanobis distance of 12.43 (Table 4, Fig. 5). The 
ABIS gave essentially the same results. 

As mentioned earlier Tüzün (2009) used both traditional and geometric morphometric 
techniques. Clustering of the relative warps also separated the three Sphex species very well. 

Two more studies are of interest as they show slightly different applications of the 
techniques. Pretorius (2005) used standard geometric morphometrics to examine wing 
shape dimorphism between male and female wasps in the genus Tachysphex. He used 24 
species in this genus and measured 15 landmarks (Fig. 2, Table 1). He did find small but 
definite differences in the shapes of the wings between the sexes and cautioned that in an 
analysis of a genus only one of the sexes should be used as small-scale differences, may in 
some cases influence the results (Pretorius, 2005). 

Baylac et al. (2003) studied two closely related species of Bracoinid parasitoids. The two 
species Bassus tumidulus and B. tegularis had been synonymised and then subsequently split. 
Baylac et al. (2003) used geometric morphometrics of wing venation to study this problem 
but they also used some aspects of pattern analysis. Pattern analysis involves statistical 
techniques such as kernel density estimates and Gaussian mixture analysis (Baylac et al., 
2003). Baylac et al. (2003) measured 15 landmarks on the wing (Fig. 4, Table 1) and found 
that both methods did separate the species into two definite morphological groups.  
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It is often useful and informative to combine traditional and geometric morphometric 
techniques and other methods (Fruciano, et al., 2011; Tüzün, 2009; Baylac et al., 2003). For 
instance Fruciano et al. (2011) point out that it may be necessary to use traditional 
techniques to allow a comparison with earlier results in the literature.  

3. Fluctuating asymmetry 
Most animals are bilaterally symmetrical, with paired internal organs and paired 
appendages. However the symmetry is often not exact or “perfect”. There are two general 
classes of asymmetry; conspicuous and subtle; conspicuous asymmetries are very obvious, 
for example the extreme difference in size between right and left claws in some crabs, e.g. 
Fiddler Crabs. However many animals exhibit less obvious types of asymmetry which can 
only be quantified in a sample of individuals, and thus statistical methods must be used to 
analyze it (Palmer, 1994). Measurements are made on a structure on the right (R) and left (L) 
sides of each individual in the sample and an index of asymmetry is then calculated. Three 
types of asymmetry can occur: (1) fluctuating asymmetry (FA), with a normal distribution of 
R- L values around a mean of zero, (2) directional asymmetry (DA) where the mean of one 
side is almost always greater than that of the other, and (3) antisymmetry where there is a 
difference between the two sides but it cannot be predicted which will show the greater 
value, so giving a broad-peaked or bimodal distribution of R-L values about a mean of zero 
(Palmer & Strobeck 1986). 

Developmental stability (DS) is defined as “the ability of an organism to buffer development 
against genetic or environmental perturbation” (Clarke, 1997). For instance, populations 
undergoing decline are likely exposed to environmental and genetic stresses which may 
cause developmental instability (DI) of individuals (Parsons 1990, Milankov et al. 2010). This 
DI is often manifest by deviations from bilateral symmetry (Palmer 1994). Insect wing 
venation characters are ideal for assessing FA and environmental stress. Fluctuating 
asymmetry (FA), where the differences between right and left sides follow a normal 
distribution, should reflect perturbations from perfect bilaterally symmetrical development 
and thus serve as a measure of the stresses experienced by an individual during its 
development (Palmer & Strobeck 1986). In turn it can be used as an epigenetic measure of 
stress in natural populations (Parsons 1990). Therefore the estimation of FA could be an 
important indicator of the “health” of species and help guide decisions regarding 
conservation. Recently much attention has been paid to the significant contraction of the 
distributions, and the decline in the abundance, of some bumble bee species in North 
America and Europe (Evans et al. 2008; Goulson et al. 2008). In North America Bombus affinis 
Cresson, B. terricola Kirby and B. occidentalis Greene have all disappeared from significant 
parts of their historic ranges (Colla and Packer 2008; Evans et al. 2008, Grixti et al. 2009; 
Cameron et al. 2011). If FA is a good predictor of stress then we would predict higher levels 
of FA in species undergoing decline than stable species.  

3.1 Developmental stability, fluctuating asymmetry and quantitative genetic variation 

Here I clarify the relationship between developmental stability, fluctuating asymmetry and 
quantitative genetic variation in the Hymenoptera. Hymenoptera (ants, bees and wasps), 
have what is known as a haplodiploid genetic system. This means that females (queens and 
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workers in eusocial species), like most animals, are derived from fertilized eggs while males 
arise from unfertilized eggs. Thus males are haploid (n) inheriting only one member of each 
pair of chromosomes, those from their mother, whereas females are diploid (2n) having both 
members of each pair of chromosomes. Formally the system of inheritance follows the 
pattern of X-linked inheritance in organism in which both sexes are diploid. Many aspects of 
the genetics of X-linked or haplodiploid genes are different from that of autosomal genes, 
including the expression of quantitative or polygenic characters. One consequence is that for 
a genetically determined quantitative trait males are likely to be more variable than females 
(Eickwort, 1969; Owen, 1989). The variances are derived on the assumption of dosage 
compensation of genotypic values in males (Fig. 6), and we must distinguish between mean 
within-family (or within-colony) variances and population variances. Consider a single gene 
locus with alleles A1 and A2 at frequencies p and q respectively, and let the genotypes take 
the genotypic values shown in figure 6. 

 
Fig. 6. Arbitrarily assigned genotypic values of a quantitative trait at an X-inked or 
haplodiploid locus, showing the difference between dosage compensation (Male DC) and no 
dosage compensation (Male NDC) of male genotypic values. 

The well-known population variances (Owen, 1989) are, 

  Females:   ( )22
fV = 2pqα + 2pqd  

Af Df= V + V  

  Males:    2
m AmV = V = 4pqb  

Where the average effect α = a+d(q-p),and VAf and VDf are the female additive and dominance 
variance components, respectively. Note that the male genotypic variance, Vm consists solely 
of an additive component, Vm. The corresponding mean within-colony variances are, 

  Females:   ( )2 22½ [   ]fV pq ad q p dα= + − +  

  Males:   22mV pqb=  
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It is assumed that the male and female offspring are full-siblings. Thus we can see that with 
(i) no dominance in females (d = 0), and (ii) dosage compensation in males (a = b), then for 
the population variances, 

2m fV V=  

and for the mean within-colony variances, 

4m fV V=  

Thus males are predicted to more variable than females, and this will generally be the case 
unless there is complete dominance in females and only then when the allele frequency 
q>0.62 (Owen, 1989). However if there is no dosage compensation then females will be more 
variable, i.e. Vf >Vm, except with intermediate dominance when q<0.16 and with complete 
dominance when q<0.21 (Owen, 1989). This differential variability has no relationship per se 
with developmental stability and FA, it is just the result of the different ploidy levels in 
males and females. However if genome wide heterozygosity promotes DS then we would 
expect haploid males to show more DI and FA than their diploid counterparts, thus 
haplodiploid organism are good models with which to partition the effects of heterozygosity 
and ploidy on DI and FA (Clarke, 1997; Smith et al. 1997). The prediction is that, due to the 
absence of heterozgosity, the haploid males will show higher FA than the diploid females. 

3.2 Differential morphological variation between the sexes in the hymenoptera 

Males in many species of Hymenoptera, in accordance with quantitative genetic theory are 
indeed more variable in morphological characters than females, although this is not always 
the case. For comparisons of eusocial species it is important to compare reproductives, i.e. 
males with queens and not workers. In the Hymenoptera worker size variation is great and 
due to many different factors (Wilson, 1971). Eickwort (1969) in her multivariate 
morphometric study of Polistes exclamans found that males were more variables than queens 
in the characters used. In addition to wing measurements (see Fig. 2 and Table 1) she also 
used six other morphological characters (number of hamuli, distance between the most 
distal and proximal hamular sockets, mesoscutal width and length, distance between 
compound eyes, head width). She sampled 19 nests and calculated generalized variances 
(D) to compare mean within-colony (nest) variances of males and females. Variance-
covariance matrices were calculated across all the characters for males and females in each 
nest and the determinants of these matrices were defined as the generalized variances. 
Males were more variable than queens (P<0.01), and she noted that even the largest 
generalized variance for queens (0.000006020) was smaller than the smallest generalized 
variance of any group of males (0.000075343) ( Eickwort, 1969). 

Univariate studies of differential variability in the Hymenoptera are relatively common. I 
examined variation of radial cell length (distance between points 1-2, Fig. 1) in the bumble 
bee Bombus rufocinctus. A sample of 787 young queens from 38 laboratory reared colonies 
and a sample of 680 males from 38 colonies were measured. The males, with a coefficient of 
variation (CV) of 5.75% were significantly more variable (P<0.01) than the females 
(CV=3.98%). There were also significant intraclass correlations between male (tm = 0.553) and 
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The well-known population variances (Owen, 1989) are, 

  Females:   ( )22
fV = 2pqα + 2pqd  

Af Df= V + V  

  Males:    2
m AmV = V = 4pqb  

Where the average effect α = a+d(q-p),and VAf and VDf are the female additive and dominance 
variance components, respectively. Note that the male genotypic variance, Vm consists solely 
of an additive component, Vm. The corresponding mean within-colony variances are, 

  Females:   ( )2 22½ [   ]fV pq ad q p dα= + − +  

  Males:   22mV pqb=  
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It is assumed that the male and female offspring are full-siblings. Thus we can see that with 
(i) no dominance in females (d = 0), and (ii) dosage compensation in males (a = b), then for 
the population variances, 

2m fV V=  

and for the mean within-colony variances, 

4m fV V=  

Thus males are predicted to more variable than females, and this will generally be the case 
unless there is complete dominance in females and only then when the allele frequency 
q>0.62 (Owen, 1989). However if there is no dosage compensation then females will be more 
variable, i.e. Vf >Vm, except with intermediate dominance when q<0.16 and with complete 
dominance when q<0.21 (Owen, 1989). This differential variability has no relationship per se 
with developmental stability and FA, it is just the result of the different ploidy levels in 
males and females. However if genome wide heterozygosity promotes DS then we would 
expect haploid males to show more DI and FA than their diploid counterparts, thus 
haplodiploid organism are good models with which to partition the effects of heterozygosity 
and ploidy on DI and FA (Clarke, 1997; Smith et al. 1997). The prediction is that, due to the 
absence of heterozgosity, the haploid males will show higher FA than the diploid females. 

3.2 Differential morphological variation between the sexes in the hymenoptera 

Males in many species of Hymenoptera, in accordance with quantitative genetic theory are 
indeed more variable in morphological characters than females, although this is not always 
the case. For comparisons of eusocial species it is important to compare reproductives, i.e. 
males with queens and not workers. In the Hymenoptera worker size variation is great and 
due to many different factors (Wilson, 1971). Eickwort (1969) in her multivariate 
morphometric study of Polistes exclamans found that males were more variables than queens 
in the characters used. In addition to wing measurements (see Fig. 2 and Table 1) she also 
used six other morphological characters (number of hamuli, distance between the most 
distal and proximal hamular sockets, mesoscutal width and length, distance between 
compound eyes, head width). She sampled 19 nests and calculated generalized variances 
(D) to compare mean within-colony (nest) variances of males and females. Variance-
covariance matrices were calculated across all the characters for males and females in each 
nest and the determinants of these matrices were defined as the generalized variances. 
Males were more variable than queens (P<0.01), and she noted that even the largest 
generalized variance for queens (0.000006020) was smaller than the smallest generalized 
variance of any group of males (0.000075343) ( Eickwort, 1969). 

Univariate studies of differential variability in the Hymenoptera are relatively common. I 
examined variation of radial cell length (distance between points 1-2, Fig. 1) in the bumble 
bee Bombus rufocinctus. A sample of 787 young queens from 38 laboratory reared colonies 
and a sample of 680 males from 38 colonies were measured. The males, with a coefficient of 
variation (CV) of 5.75% were significantly more variable (P<0.01) than the females 
(CV=3.98%). There were also significant intraclass correlations between male (tm = 0.553) and 
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young queen (tf = 0.435) offspring, indicating a considerable degree of phenotypic 
resemblance between bees of the same caste within each colony (Owen, 1989). Heritability as 
estimated from offspring-parent regression (0.20 ± 0.19 for queens and 0.47 ± 0.38 for males) 
was significantly lower that than estimated from the intraclass correlations, suggesting that 
environmental variation is of the same order of magnitude as additive genetic variation 
(Owen, 1989). 

In other Hymenoptera environmental variation clearly is the most important determinant of 
phenotypic variation. Owen & McCorquodale (1994) examined variation and heritability of 
body size and postdiapause development time in the leafcutter bee, Megachile rotundata. The 
bees were from a domesticated population and the nests were in pine blocks (12 cm long) 
with about 500 standard nest tubes 5 mm in diameter (Richards, 1984). Head widths of 
offspring from total of 200 nests was measured and the frequency distribution is shown in 
figure 7.  

 
Fig. 7. Frequency distributions of head width in a sample of female and male offspring from 
200 nests of Megachile rotundata (modified from Owen & McCorquodale, 1994). 

Female offspring (n=312) from 151 of these nests had a mean head width ( ±SEM) = 3.5  ± 
0.011 mm, and male offspring (n=769) from 172 of the nests were significantly smaller 
(P<0.00001) with mean head width = 2.96  ±0.006 mm. Interestingly the males also were less 
variable with a CV=5.65% as compared to females with a CV of 6.58%. Heritability of head 
width, estimated from offspring-parent regression, was not significantly different from zero 
and was considerably lower than that obtained from the intraclass correlation coefficient. 
Because intraclass correlations can be inflated by environmental variation, the difference 
between these two estimates implies that in this case maternal effects are the most important 
determinant of head width (Owen & McCorquodale, 1994). O’Neill et al. (2010) found that in 
feral populations of M. rotundata offspring size (head width) was generally positively 
related to tunnel diameter. Again, as Owen & McCorquodale (1994) did, they found 
offspring within families were more similar to each other than to bees in other families. 
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O’Neill et al. (2010) concluded that the most important maternal effect which probably 
accounted for this was the amount of provision provided by the mother. In M. rotundata and 
other leafcutter bees there is low if any, genetic variation for body size, and environmental 
factors are the major causes of variation in males and females (Owen & McCorquodale, 
1994). 

In mass provisioning wasps the size of the offspring is determined to a great extent by the 
mass of provision they receive (Hastings et al., 2008), and so the variation in offspring size 
would also reflect the variation in mass provision size. Therefore we would expect genetic 
sources of variance to be quite weak in comparison to environmental causes. This is 
illustrated well by the cicada killer wasp, Specius speciosus (Hastings et al., 2008; 2010). 
Hastings et al. (2010) studied two populations of Eastern cicada killer wasp in northern 
Florida, and they measured wet mass (mg) and right wing length (mm) of males and 
females. Both males and females were significantly larger and heavier at St. Johns than at 
Newberry, but in both populations males were less variable than females. The CV’s 
calculated from Table 1 in Hastings et al. (2010) are: St. Johns, males CV=0.08%, females 
CV=0.10%; Newberry, males CV=0.05%, females CV=0.07%. There is a very interesting 
relationship between body size of the wasps and their prey. S. speciosus females provide 
male offspring with usually a single cicada, and each female offspring with usually two 
cicadas irrespective of prey size (Hastings et al., 2008). Hastings et al. (2008) sampled the 
wasps and cicadas from 12 different locations in 10 states in the USA, and they found a 
significant correlation between wasp size and the mean local cicada mass. However they did 
find the two locations in Florida (St. Johns and Newberry) where the pattern did not hold. 
Hastings et al. (2010) found that in these populations female wasps exhibited prey selection 
by size. Small wasps only collected small cicadas and large wasps only collected large 
cicadas. The small wasps probably cannot carry the large cicadas but the large wasps, which 
could carry the small ones, select only the larger sizes (Hastings et al., 2010).  

3.3 Fluctuating asymmetry in haplodiploids 

There are relatively few studies of FA and DI in Hymenoptera and haplodiploid organisms. 
Some studies have used traditional morphometric methods while others have employed 
geometric morphometric techniques. Clarke’s (1997) study was to test the hypothesis that 
haploid males should show greater DI than the diploid females, as manifest by larger FA in 
males. He used a combination of morphometric (wing vein lengths; the details were 
unspecified) and meristic (number of humuli) in six taxa of Hymenoptera; two races of Apis 
mellifera (capensis and scutellata), A. cerana, Trichocolletes affenutus (Colletidae) , Vespula 
germanica (Vespidae) and Solenopsis invicta (Formicidae). He also assessed two haplodiploid 
thrip (Tysanoptera) species, Haplothrips angustus and H. froggatti, the measure used was the 
number of duplicated cilia along the posterior margin of the forewing. Clarke (1997) 
calculated mean asymmetry values for each character in each sex, and tested the difference 
between sexes using single classification and multivariate analysis of variance. Clarke’s 
(1997) did not find any consistent pattern and his conclusion was that, as a whole, haploid 
males are no more asymmetric than diploid females. Of the 60 direct comparisons made 
using univariate ANOVA only 8% showed the haploid males to be more variable than the 
females and only 3% showed the reverse, and the other comparisons showed no significant 
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young queen (tf = 0.435) offspring, indicating a considerable degree of phenotypic 
resemblance between bees of the same caste within each colony (Owen, 1989). Heritability as 
estimated from offspring-parent regression (0.20 ± 0.19 for queens and 0.47 ± 0.38 for males) 
was significantly lower that than estimated from the intraclass correlations, suggesting that 
environmental variation is of the same order of magnitude as additive genetic variation 
(Owen, 1989). 

In other Hymenoptera environmental variation clearly is the most important determinant of 
phenotypic variation. Owen & McCorquodale (1994) examined variation and heritability of 
body size and postdiapause development time in the leafcutter bee, Megachile rotundata. The 
bees were from a domesticated population and the nests were in pine blocks (12 cm long) 
with about 500 standard nest tubes 5 mm in diameter (Richards, 1984). Head widths of 
offspring from total of 200 nests was measured and the frequency distribution is shown in 
figure 7.  

 
Fig. 7. Frequency distributions of head width in a sample of female and male offspring from 
200 nests of Megachile rotundata (modified from Owen & McCorquodale, 1994). 

Female offspring (n=312) from 151 of these nests had a mean head width ( ±SEM) = 3.5  ± 
0.011 mm, and male offspring (n=769) from 172 of the nests were significantly smaller 
(P<0.00001) with mean head width = 2.96  ±0.006 mm. Interestingly the males also were less 
variable with a CV=5.65% as compared to females with a CV of 6.58%. Heritability of head 
width, estimated from offspring-parent regression, was not significantly different from zero 
and was considerably lower than that obtained from the intraclass correlation coefficient. 
Because intraclass correlations can be inflated by environmental variation, the difference 
between these two estimates implies that in this case maternal effects are the most important 
determinant of head width (Owen & McCorquodale, 1994). O’Neill et al. (2010) found that in 
feral populations of M. rotundata offspring size (head width) was generally positively 
related to tunnel diameter. Again, as Owen & McCorquodale (1994) did, they found 
offspring within families were more similar to each other than to bees in other families. 
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O’Neill et al. (2010) concluded that the most important maternal effect which probably 
accounted for this was the amount of provision provided by the mother. In M. rotundata and 
other leafcutter bees there is low if any, genetic variation for body size, and environmental 
factors are the major causes of variation in males and females (Owen & McCorquodale, 
1994). 

In mass provisioning wasps the size of the offspring is determined to a great extent by the 
mass of provision they receive (Hastings et al., 2008), and so the variation in offspring size 
would also reflect the variation in mass provision size. Therefore we would expect genetic 
sources of variance to be quite weak in comparison to environmental causes. This is 
illustrated well by the cicada killer wasp, Specius speciosus (Hastings et al., 2008; 2010). 
Hastings et al. (2010) studied two populations of Eastern cicada killer wasp in northern 
Florida, and they measured wet mass (mg) and right wing length (mm) of males and 
females. Both males and females were significantly larger and heavier at St. Johns than at 
Newberry, but in both populations males were less variable than females. The CV’s 
calculated from Table 1 in Hastings et al. (2010) are: St. Johns, males CV=0.08%, females 
CV=0.10%; Newberry, males CV=0.05%, females CV=0.07%. There is a very interesting 
relationship between body size of the wasps and their prey. S. speciosus females provide 
male offspring with usually a single cicada, and each female offspring with usually two 
cicadas irrespective of prey size (Hastings et al., 2008). Hastings et al. (2008) sampled the 
wasps and cicadas from 12 different locations in 10 states in the USA, and they found a 
significant correlation between wasp size and the mean local cicada mass. However they did 
find the two locations in Florida (St. Johns and Newberry) where the pattern did not hold. 
Hastings et al. (2010) found that in these populations female wasps exhibited prey selection 
by size. Small wasps only collected small cicadas and large wasps only collected large 
cicadas. The small wasps probably cannot carry the large cicadas but the large wasps, which 
could carry the small ones, select only the larger sizes (Hastings et al., 2010).  

3.3 Fluctuating asymmetry in haplodiploids 

There are relatively few studies of FA and DI in Hymenoptera and haplodiploid organisms. 
Some studies have used traditional morphometric methods while others have employed 
geometric morphometric techniques. Clarke’s (1997) study was to test the hypothesis that 
haploid males should show greater DI than the diploid females, as manifest by larger FA in 
males. He used a combination of morphometric (wing vein lengths; the details were 
unspecified) and meristic (number of humuli) in six taxa of Hymenoptera; two races of Apis 
mellifera (capensis and scutellata), A. cerana, Trichocolletes affenutus (Colletidae) , Vespula 
germanica (Vespidae) and Solenopsis invicta (Formicidae). He also assessed two haplodiploid 
thrip (Tysanoptera) species, Haplothrips angustus and H. froggatti, the measure used was the 
number of duplicated cilia along the posterior margin of the forewing. Clarke (1997) 
calculated mean asymmetry values for each character in each sex, and tested the difference 
between sexes using single classification and multivariate analysis of variance. Clarke’s 
(1997) did not find any consistent pattern and his conclusion was that, as a whole, haploid 
males are no more asymmetric than diploid females. Of the 60 direct comparisons made 
using univariate ANOVA only 8% showed the haploid males to be more variable than the 
females and only 3% showed the reverse, and the other comparisons showed no significant 
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difference. Clarke (1997) found no significant difference in asymmetry between males and 
females in the two Haplothrips species. Crespi & Vanderkist (1997) measured FA in the thrip, 
Oncothrips tepperi also to test the hypothesis of higher FA in males, and also to compare FA 
in functional and vestigial traits. The latter should exhibit higher FA than the former due to 
relaxion of selection for functionality (Crespi & Vanderkist, 1997). They measured fore 
femora lengths of soldier and disperser morphs, and wing lengths of dispersers (functional 
traits), and wing length of soldiers (vestigial trait). Analysis was done following the 
methods of Palmer (1994). They found complex interactions between sex, caste and FA, 
namely that for wings FA was higher in female soldiers that in male soldiers, but in 
dispersers males had the higher FA. For the femora males and females did not differ in FA 
in either morph. Crespi & Vanderkist (1997) concluded that there was no consistently higher 
FA in males than females, but that vestigial traits did show higher FA than functional traits.  

Silva et al. (2009) estimated FA in two species of Euglossine bees in Brazil to assess the 
effects of climatic and anthropogenic stresses on these bee populations. They collected 60 
males of each species, 30 from the forest border and 30 from the interior of the forest, and 
half were collected during the hot, wet season and the other half during the cold, dry season 
(Silva et al., 2009). Four measurements (M1, M2, M3, M4, see Fig. 1, Table 1) were made on 
both wings of each individual, and for each measurement FA was calculated. A general 
body size index was obtained from a principal component analysis of measurements M 1-3, 
and then the transformed FA and size index data were analysed using ANOVA (Silva et al., 
2009). There were no differences in FA for the four characters between areas and seasons in 
Eulaema nigrita, however in Euglossa pleostica, they found significant greater FA of M3 in bees 
collected in the hot and wet season than those collected in the cold and dry season. Silva et 
al. (2009) concluded that this species was responding to increased environmental stress in 
the hot, wet season. 

The last two studies of FA that I will discuss used geometric morphometric methods. Smith 
et al. (1997) were interested in partitioning out the effects of ploidy and hybridization on 
levels of FA in A. mellifera. They used the coordinates of 19 points (see Fig. 1 and Table 1) on 
the forewings of ten workers and five males (drones) from each of 27 hives. The coordinates 
were digitized and subject to a Procrustes analysis of asymmetry (Smith et al., 1997). The 
specialized analysis described by Smith et al. (1997) produces a measure of asymmetry, A2, 
for each specimen, then the mean A2 of a series of specimens is decomposed into one term 
for FA and another term for directional asymmetry (DA). Smith et al. (1997) found that 
across all populations total asymmetry was significantly greater (one-way ANOVA, 
P<0.001)for haploid males than for diploid females, however they were surprised to find 
that most of the asymmetry was not due to FA but was directional asymmetry (Table 5). 
 

 All bees Females Males 
n=  377 261 116 

Total squared asymmetry 7.29 6.34 9.42 
Directional squared asymmetry 3.61 2.89 6.31 
Fluctuating squared asymmetry 3.68 3.45 3.11 

Table 5. Partitioning of total squared asymmetry in Apis mellifera into directional and 
fluctuating components. Note all entries are x 104. Modified from Smith et al. (1997). 
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Smith et al. (1997) concluded that perhaps DA was more common than previously thought. 
Klingenberg et al. (2001) examined FA and variation among individuals in the forewings 
and hindwings of bumble bees as part of an investigation of developmental modularity. The 
fore- and the hindwings develop from separate imaginal discs and so are expected to be 
independent developmental modules (Klingenberg et al., 2001). Klingenberg et al. (2001) 
predicted that patterns of variation among individuals should be similar to the patterns of 
FA within each wing, and that individual variation between fore-and hindwings will co-
vary (depending on how much they really are independent modules), but that FA will be 
independent between them. They measured 13 points on the forewings (see Fig. 1 and Table 
1) and six on the hindwings of worker bees. They used laboratory reared bumble bee 
colonies and subject sets of colonies to three treatments which consisted of providing a flow 
of air through the colonies, two with different concentrations of CO2, 10% and 5%, and one a 
control treatment with just air (ultimately they only used the control and 5% treatments). 
Klingenberg et al. (2001) used geometric morphometric and Procrustes methods to 
characterize size and shape variation in fore- and hindwings separately. They found that the 
major pattern of variation within each wing was the coordinated shifts in sets of landmarks 
over the entire wing. This suggests that each wing is a developmental module which is not 
further subdivided into smaller domains (Klingenberg et al., 2001). As a consequence they 
also concluded that any small perturbations causing FA are transmitted throughout the 
entire wing, affecting all landmarks. Since shape asymmetry co-varied only between fore- 
and hindwings in the CO2 treatment Klingenberg et al. (2001) concluded that the 
developmental interactions between wings are probably related to gas exchange.  

4. Taxonomic and systematic problems: Concordance between genetic and 
morphometric approaches in bumble bees 
Here I will discuss the use of combined genetic and morphometric approaches to resolve 
taxonomic problems, with examples from bumble bees. Bumble bees (tribe Bombini) form a 
well-defined monophyletic group containing a relatively small number of species (239 
according to Williams 1998), thus it may seem surprising that bumble bees pose many 
taxonomic and systematic problems. At the specific level the taxonomic status of closely 
related taxa is often unclear and subject to contradictory interpretations. Bumble bees are 
relatively quite invariant or ‘monotonous’ morphologically compared to other bees 
(Michener 2000), but many species show considerable pile colour variation. Some of this has 
a simple (Owen & Plowright 1980) or relatively simple (Owen & Plowright 1988) genetic 
basis, but most variation is continuous and probably polygenic in nature (Stephen 1957), 
and to complicate matters further, considerable convergence in colour pattern, often 
between distantly related species also occurs (Plowright & Owen 1980). The root of the 
problem is that traditional taxonomic approaches are limited when applied to bumble bees. 
Genetic and statistical methods must be used to understand processes of speciation in 
Bombus. For example, Scholl et al. (1990) found that B. moderatus differed from B. lucorum at 3 
out of 26 enzyme-gene loci, with the electromorphs exhibiting fixed differences in each 
species. Again, Scholl et al. (1992) found fixed electrophoretic differences between B. 
auricomus and B. nevadensis at 5 out of 18 enzyme loci. In both cases the authors suggested 
the return to the original specific designations. A powerful approach, which has been very 
successful in resolving some of these problems, is to combine genetics and morphometrics.  
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difference. Clarke (1997) found no significant difference in asymmetry between males and 
females in the two Haplothrips species. Crespi & Vanderkist (1997) measured FA in the thrip, 
Oncothrips tepperi also to test the hypothesis of higher FA in males, and also to compare FA 
in functional and vestigial traits. The latter should exhibit higher FA than the former due to 
relaxion of selection for functionality (Crespi & Vanderkist, 1997). They measured fore 
femora lengths of soldier and disperser morphs, and wing lengths of dispersers (functional 
traits), and wing length of soldiers (vestigial trait). Analysis was done following the 
methods of Palmer (1994). They found complex interactions between sex, caste and FA, 
namely that for wings FA was higher in female soldiers that in male soldiers, but in 
dispersers males had the higher FA. For the femora males and females did not differ in FA 
in either morph. Crespi & Vanderkist (1997) concluded that there was no consistently higher 
FA in males than females, but that vestigial traits did show higher FA than functional traits.  

Silva et al. (2009) estimated FA in two species of Euglossine bees in Brazil to assess the 
effects of climatic and anthropogenic stresses on these bee populations. They collected 60 
males of each species, 30 from the forest border and 30 from the interior of the forest, and 
half were collected during the hot, wet season and the other half during the cold, dry season 
(Silva et al., 2009). Four measurements (M1, M2, M3, M4, see Fig. 1, Table 1) were made on 
both wings of each individual, and for each measurement FA was calculated. A general 
body size index was obtained from a principal component analysis of measurements M 1-3, 
and then the transformed FA and size index data were analysed using ANOVA (Silva et al., 
2009). There were no differences in FA for the four characters between areas and seasons in 
Eulaema nigrita, however in Euglossa pleostica, they found significant greater FA of M3 in bees 
collected in the hot and wet season than those collected in the cold and dry season. Silva et 
al. (2009) concluded that this species was responding to increased environmental stress in 
the hot, wet season. 

The last two studies of FA that I will discuss used geometric morphometric methods. Smith 
et al. (1997) were interested in partitioning out the effects of ploidy and hybridization on 
levels of FA in A. mellifera. They used the coordinates of 19 points (see Fig. 1 and Table 1) on 
the forewings of ten workers and five males (drones) from each of 27 hives. The coordinates 
were digitized and subject to a Procrustes analysis of asymmetry (Smith et al., 1997). The 
specialized analysis described by Smith et al. (1997) produces a measure of asymmetry, A2, 
for each specimen, then the mean A2 of a series of specimens is decomposed into one term 
for FA and another term for directional asymmetry (DA). Smith et al. (1997) found that 
across all populations total asymmetry was significantly greater (one-way ANOVA, 
P<0.001)for haploid males than for diploid females, however they were surprised to find 
that most of the asymmetry was not due to FA but was directional asymmetry (Table 5). 
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Directional squared asymmetry 3.61 2.89 6.31 
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fluctuating components. Note all entries are x 104. Modified from Smith et al. (1997). 
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Smith et al. (1997) concluded that perhaps DA was more common than previously thought. 
Klingenberg et al. (2001) examined FA and variation among individuals in the forewings 
and hindwings of bumble bees as part of an investigation of developmental modularity. The 
fore- and the hindwings develop from separate imaginal discs and so are expected to be 
independent developmental modules (Klingenberg et al., 2001). Klingenberg et al. (2001) 
predicted that patterns of variation among individuals should be similar to the patterns of 
FA within each wing, and that individual variation between fore-and hindwings will co-
vary (depending on how much they really are independent modules), but that FA will be 
independent between them. They measured 13 points on the forewings (see Fig. 1 and Table 
1) and six on the hindwings of worker bees. They used laboratory reared bumble bee 
colonies and subject sets of colonies to three treatments which consisted of providing a flow 
of air through the colonies, two with different concentrations of CO2, 10% and 5%, and one a 
control treatment with just air (ultimately they only used the control and 5% treatments). 
Klingenberg et al. (2001) used geometric morphometric and Procrustes methods to 
characterize size and shape variation in fore- and hindwings separately. They found that the 
major pattern of variation within each wing was the coordinated shifts in sets of landmarks 
over the entire wing. This suggests that each wing is a developmental module which is not 
further subdivided into smaller domains (Klingenberg et al., 2001). As a consequence they 
also concluded that any small perturbations causing FA are transmitted throughout the 
entire wing, affecting all landmarks. Since shape asymmetry co-varied only between fore- 
and hindwings in the CO2 treatment Klingenberg et al. (2001) concluded that the 
developmental interactions between wings are probably related to gas exchange.  

4. Taxonomic and systematic problems: Concordance between genetic and 
morphometric approaches in bumble bees 
Here I will discuss the use of combined genetic and morphometric approaches to resolve 
taxonomic problems, with examples from bumble bees. Bumble bees (tribe Bombini) form a 
well-defined monophyletic group containing a relatively small number of species (239 
according to Williams 1998), thus it may seem surprising that bumble bees pose many 
taxonomic and systematic problems. At the specific level the taxonomic status of closely 
related taxa is often unclear and subject to contradictory interpretations. Bumble bees are 
relatively quite invariant or ‘monotonous’ morphologically compared to other bees 
(Michener 2000), but many species show considerable pile colour variation. Some of this has 
a simple (Owen & Plowright 1980) or relatively simple (Owen & Plowright 1988) genetic 
basis, but most variation is continuous and probably polygenic in nature (Stephen 1957), 
and to complicate matters further, considerable convergence in colour pattern, often 
between distantly related species also occurs (Plowright & Owen 1980). The root of the 
problem is that traditional taxonomic approaches are limited when applied to bumble bees. 
Genetic and statistical methods must be used to understand processes of speciation in 
Bombus. For example, Scholl et al. (1990) found that B. moderatus differed from B. lucorum at 3 
out of 26 enzyme-gene loci, with the electromorphs exhibiting fixed differences in each 
species. Again, Scholl et al. (1992) found fixed electrophoretic differences between B. 
auricomus and B. nevadensis at 5 out of 18 enzyme loci. In both cases the authors suggested 
the return to the original specific designations. A powerful approach, which has been very 
successful in resolving some of these problems, is to combine genetics and morphometrics.  
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Aytekin et al. (2003) combined these approaches to elucidate the relationship between two 
subspecies of Bombus terrestris. In the eastern Mediterranean region two subspecies have 
been recognized, B. terrestris dalmatinus from the Balkans and surrounding areas; and B. t. 
lucoformis from Anatolia (Aytekin et al., 2003). Aytekin et al. (2003) sampled 157 specimens 
of queens and workers from Bulgaria, Greece and Turkey. They assessed allozyme variation 
by using six enzyme systems and morphometric variation by using 28 morphological 
characters. Of the morphological characters employed 13 were distances measured between 
points, eight on the front wing (Fig. 1, Table 1) and five on the hindwing. They found that 
the allozymes exhibited very little variation and the electromorphs appeared to be fixed in 
all populations, and both taxa were monomorphic in all loci scored (Aytekin et al., 2003.). 
They found no heterozygotes or different electromorphs, except B. t. lucoformis found in the 
Ankara region had two alleles for malic enzyme (Me) with electrophoretic mobilities of 100 
and 102. The morphological characters were analysed by multigroup discriminant function 
analysis (canonical variates CANOVAR) and principal component analysis (PCA), and also 
failed to separate the two groups, so (Aytekin et al., 2003) concluded that there was not 
enough of a difference between lucoformis and dalmatinus to warrant separate sub-species 
status. I will now discuss two examples of some of my own work in more detail. 

4.1 B. melanopygus/ B. edwardsii  

Owen et al. (2010) examined the relationship between the two nominate taxa B. melanopygus 
Nylander, and B. edwardsii Cresson, using a combination of genetic and morphometric 
analyses. Traditionally there was absolutely no question that these taxa represented two 
distinct species (Stephen 1957; Milliron 1971) since the bees differ dramatically in the colour 
of the abdominal terga two and three, these being ferruginous (or red) in B. melanopygus and 
black in B. edwardsii, although other morphological differences between the two are minor 
(Stephen 1957; Owen et al. 2010). Moreover, the distributions have relatively little overlap. 
B. edwardsii occurs throughout California and just into neighbouring Nevada, while B. 
melanopygus extends north through Oregon, Washington, British Columbia, Alaska, east into 
Alberta, Saskatchewan, and across northern Canada possibly to Labrador (Stephen 1957; 
Laverty and Harder 1988). They are sympatric only in southern Oregon and northern 
California (Stephen 1957). However, the taxonomic status of these bees was called into 
question when Owen & Plowright (1980) reared colonies from queens collected in the area 
of sympatry. They discovered that pile coloration was due a single, biallelic Mendelian gene, 
with the red (R) allele dominant to the black (r). Also, the observed numbers of queen 
genotypes and colony types at each collection location conformed to those expected under 
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. This suggested that the two taxa are in fact conspecific, in 
which case there is a gene frequency cline running from north to south where the red allele 
is completely replaced by the black allele over a distance of about 600 km (Owen & 
Plowright 1980; Owen 1986). Although this genetic evidence is compelling, because the bees 
were only collected from the region where both alleles are present, it still leaves open the 
logical possibility that B. edwardsii is the dimorphic species and B. melanopygus exists as a 
separate, northern species.  

Owen et al. (2010) showed that both enzyme electrophoresis and wing morphometrics do 
unambiguously distinguish between these two species. Allozyme electrophoresis can be 
useful for distinguishing closely related species. If there are fixed differences, or large gene 
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frequency difference between two taxa then this would strongly suggest either complete, or 
a very high degree of, reproductive isolation. Conversely, if two taxa have identical 
allozyme profiles, then this would strongly suggest conspecificity (see above Aytekin et al., 
2003); however it cannot of course prove it. Similarly, morphometric analysis of wing 
venation patterns has also proved to be very successful for differentiating between bumble 
bee species as discussed earlier. Owen et al. (2010) included in their analysis a closely related 
species, B. sylvicola with which B. melanopygus is sympatric in Alberta. This was to verify 
that the techniques they used were sensitive enough to correctly discriminate closely related 
species if real differences do exist. Specimens were collected from Alberta and locations in 
Oregon and California (Fig. 8) and 113 bees were scored at 16 enzyme-gene loci using 
horizontal starch gel electrophoresis. For details see Owen et al. (2010). Traditional 
morphometrics was used and the points measured were a subset of those used by Plowright 
& Stephen (1973) The distance from 18 to the 13 points shown (Table 1, Fig. 1) was measured 
(for more details see Owen et al. (2010). Discriminant analysis was done using the statistical 
software package NCSS (Hintze 1996).Owen et al. (2010) did not standardize the 
measurements as done by Plowright & Stephen (1973), for two reasons: one was to ensure 
that any differences between taxa would be maximized by the discriminant analysis and the 
other reason was because size of bumble bee queens is important ecologically (Owen 1988), 
which might reflect real differences between the species if they exist. 

 
Fig. 8. Collection locations for bees examined electrophoretically and morphometrically. The 
enlarged section shows the gene frequency cline in Bombus melanopygus in Oregon and 
California. Pie diagrams give the relative frequency of the R (red) allele (clear portions) and 
the r (black) allele (shaded portions). The sample size (N) at each location represents the 
combined total of queen bees collected in1978, 1979, 1980, 1981 and 1988. 
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Aytekin et al. (2003) combined these approaches to elucidate the relationship between two 
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points, eight on the front wing (Fig. 1, Table 1) and five on the hindwing. They found that 
the allozymes exhibited very little variation and the electromorphs appeared to be fixed in 
all populations, and both taxa were monomorphic in all loci scored (Aytekin et al., 2003.). 
They found no heterozygotes or different electromorphs, except B. t. lucoformis found in the 
Ankara region had two alleles for malic enzyme (Me) with electrophoretic mobilities of 100 
and 102. The morphological characters were analysed by multigroup discriminant function 
analysis (canonical variates CANOVAR) and principal component analysis (PCA), and also 
failed to separate the two groups, so (Aytekin et al., 2003) concluded that there was not 
enough of a difference between lucoformis and dalmatinus to warrant separate sub-species 
status. I will now discuss two examples of some of my own work in more detail. 

4.1 B. melanopygus/ B. edwardsii  

Owen et al. (2010) examined the relationship between the two nominate taxa B. melanopygus 
Nylander, and B. edwardsii Cresson, using a combination of genetic and morphometric 
analyses. Traditionally there was absolutely no question that these taxa represented two 
distinct species (Stephen 1957; Milliron 1971) since the bees differ dramatically in the colour 
of the abdominal terga two and three, these being ferruginous (or red) in B. melanopygus and 
black in B. edwardsii, although other morphological differences between the two are minor 
(Stephen 1957; Owen et al. 2010). Moreover, the distributions have relatively little overlap. 
B. edwardsii occurs throughout California and just into neighbouring Nevada, while B. 
melanopygus extends north through Oregon, Washington, British Columbia, Alaska, east into 
Alberta, Saskatchewan, and across northern Canada possibly to Labrador (Stephen 1957; 
Laverty and Harder 1988). They are sympatric only in southern Oregon and northern 
California (Stephen 1957). However, the taxonomic status of these bees was called into 
question when Owen & Plowright (1980) reared colonies from queens collected in the area 
of sympatry. They discovered that pile coloration was due a single, biallelic Mendelian gene, 
with the red (R) allele dominant to the black (r). Also, the observed numbers of queen 
genotypes and colony types at each collection location conformed to those expected under 
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. This suggested that the two taxa are in fact conspecific, in 
which case there is a gene frequency cline running from north to south where the red allele 
is completely replaced by the black allele over a distance of about 600 km (Owen & 
Plowright 1980; Owen 1986). Although this genetic evidence is compelling, because the bees 
were only collected from the region where both alleles are present, it still leaves open the 
logical possibility that B. edwardsii is the dimorphic species and B. melanopygus exists as a 
separate, northern species.  

Owen et al. (2010) showed that both enzyme electrophoresis and wing morphometrics do 
unambiguously distinguish between these two species. Allozyme electrophoresis can be 
useful for distinguishing closely related species. If there are fixed differences, or large gene 
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frequency difference between two taxa then this would strongly suggest either complete, or 
a very high degree of, reproductive isolation. Conversely, if two taxa have identical 
allozyme profiles, then this would strongly suggest conspecificity (see above Aytekin et al., 
2003); however it cannot of course prove it. Similarly, morphometric analysis of wing 
venation patterns has also proved to be very successful for differentiating between bumble 
bee species as discussed earlier. Owen et al. (2010) included in their analysis a closely related 
species, B. sylvicola with which B. melanopygus is sympatric in Alberta. This was to verify 
that the techniques they used were sensitive enough to correctly discriminate closely related 
species if real differences do exist. Specimens were collected from Alberta and locations in 
Oregon and California (Fig. 8) and 113 bees were scored at 16 enzyme-gene loci using 
horizontal starch gel electrophoresis. For details see Owen et al. (2010). Traditional 
morphometrics was used and the points measured were a subset of those used by Plowright 
& Stephen (1973) The distance from 18 to the 13 points shown (Table 1, Fig. 1) was measured 
(for more details see Owen et al. (2010). Discriminant analysis was done using the statistical 
software package NCSS (Hintze 1996).Owen et al. (2010) did not standardize the 
measurements as done by Plowright & Stephen (1973), for two reasons: one was to ensure 
that any differences between taxa would be maximized by the discriminant analysis and the 
other reason was because size of bumble bee queens is important ecologically (Owen 1988), 
which might reflect real differences between the species if they exist. 

 
Fig. 8. Collection locations for bees examined electrophoretically and morphometrically. The 
enlarged section shows the gene frequency cline in Bombus melanopygus in Oregon and 
California. Pie diagrams give the relative frequency of the R (red) allele (clear portions) and 
the r (black) allele (shaded portions). The sample size (N) at each location represents the 
combined total of queen bees collected in1978, 1979, 1980, 1981 and 1988. 
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All bees had identical electrophoretic mobilities, and were invariant at 11 of the 16 
enzyme loci examined. Five loci exhibited either differences between taxa and/or 
variation within taxa (Table 6). The nominate forms of sylvicola and melanopygus from 
Alberta clearly have different electrophoretic profiles (Table 6). The electrophoretic 
profiles of melanopygus and edwardsii from all locations were entirely consistent with each 
other. There was a very small amount of variation present, with heterozygotes being 
detected at a few locations (Table 6).  

What was really interesting was the six bees (“MEL X”), collected in Alberta, that were 
assigned to melanopygus by eye when they were collected but turned out to have an 
electrophoretic profile inconsistent with that of melanopygus but consistent with that of 
sylvicola (Table 6). Going back to the collection records it was found that these bees (plus 
another three that were not electrophoresed) came from high elevations in the Kananaskis 
Valley (Fortress Mountain and Highwood Pass) where typical sylvicola had been collected. 
These were later reassigned to sylvicola on the basis of the wing morphometric analysis (see 
below).  

 

 Enzyme electromorph 
Pgm Gpi Idh (NAD) Hk Sdh 

Taxon* 72/82 82 93 93/100 92/96 96 95 100 102 100 100/105 105 100 105 
               
B. sylvicola 
(n=18) 1 17    18 16 2    18 1 17 

               
“X” (n=6)  6    6  6   1 5 6  
“B. 
melanopygus” 
AB (n = 16) 

  16   16  13 3 16   16  

               
“B. 
melanopygus” 
OR/CA (n=25) 

  23 2 1 24  15 10 25   25  

               
“B. edwardsii” 
OR/CA (n=48)   24 2 2 46  35 13 48   48  

* Taxon: B. sylvicola; “X” = the bees from Alberta resembling melanopygus, but with an electrophoretic 
profile inconsistent with the other melanopygus; B. melanopygus AB = from Alberta; B. melanopygus 
OR/CA = from Oregon and California; B. edwardsii OR/CA = from Oregon and California 

Table 6. Electrophoresis results for the five enzymes exhibiting either differences between 
taxa and/or variation within taxa. The other 11 loci were invariant within, and showed no 
differences between, all taxa. The body of the table gives the number of individual bees of 
each electromorph. Electromorph mobilities (mm) are standardized relative to those of B. 
occidentalis (= index 100, Scholl et al. 1990). Modified from Owen et al. (2010). 
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Fig. 9. Plot of the first two Canonical scores for B. sylvicola (S), the Alberta B. melanopygus (M) 
and the anomalous Alberta B. melanopygus (“Mel X”). Modified from Owen et al. (2010). 

 
Fig. 10. Plot of the first two Canonical scores for the total data set. S = B. sylvicola, R = red 
“melanopygus” from Oregon and California, B = black “edwardsii” from Oregon and 
California, M = B. melanopygus from Alberta. Modified from Owen et al. (2010). 

The discriminant functions analysis was run three times. Initially only specimens from Alberta 
were included. This was to verify that the technique could separate closely related species 
(melanopygus and sylvicola) in sympatry, and to determine the status of the aberrant 
melanopygus (“MEL X”). In addition to the six “MEL X” bees that were electrophoresed (Table 
6) three other queens that were collected on the same dates and at the same locations were 
reassigned from melanopygus and included in the “MEL X” category. The plot of the first two 
canonical scores is shown in Figure 9. B. melanopygus is clearly separated from B. sylvicola by 
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profiles of melanopygus and edwardsii from all locations were entirely consistent with each 
other. There was a very small amount of variation present, with heterozygotes being 
detected at a few locations (Table 6).  
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assigned to melanopygus by eye when they were collected but turned out to have an 
electrophoretic profile inconsistent with that of melanopygus but consistent with that of 
sylvicola (Table 6). Going back to the collection records it was found that these bees (plus 
another three that were not electrophoresed) came from high elevations in the Kananaskis 
Valley (Fortress Mountain and Highwood Pass) where typical sylvicola had been collected. 
These were later reassigned to sylvicola on the basis of the wing morphometric analysis (see 
below).  
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* Taxon: B. sylvicola; “X” = the bees from Alberta resembling melanopygus, but with an electrophoretic 
profile inconsistent with the other melanopygus; B. melanopygus AB = from Alberta; B. melanopygus 
OR/CA = from Oregon and California; B. edwardsii OR/CA = from Oregon and California 

Table 6. Electrophoresis results for the five enzymes exhibiting either differences between 
taxa and/or variation within taxa. The other 11 loci were invariant within, and showed no 
differences between, all taxa. The body of the table gives the number of individual bees of 
each electromorph. Electromorph mobilities (mm) are standardized relative to those of B. 
occidentalis (= index 100, Scholl et al. 1990). Modified from Owen et al. (2010). 
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Fig. 10. Plot of the first two Canonical scores for the total data set. S = B. sylvicola, R = red 
“melanopygus” from Oregon and California, B = black “edwardsii” from Oregon and 
California, M = B. melanopygus from Alberta. Modified from Owen et al. (2010). 

The discriminant functions analysis was run three times. Initially only specimens from Alberta 
were included. This was to verify that the technique could separate closely related species 
(melanopygus and sylvicola) in sympatry, and to determine the status of the aberrant 
melanopygus (“MEL X”). In addition to the six “MEL X” bees that were electrophoresed (Table 
6) three other queens that were collected on the same dates and at the same locations were 
reassigned from melanopygus and included in the “MEL X” category. The plot of the first two 
canonical scores is shown in Figure 9. B. melanopygus is clearly separated from B. sylvicola by 
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the first canonical score. Similarly the “MEL X” bees are obviously distinct from melanopygus 
and are grouped with sylvicola. Next, the analysis was run using the complete data set (Figure 
10) with the “MEL X” bees now being reclassified as sylvicola. Again, B. sylvicola is clearly 
separated by canonical score one, but melanopygus and edwardsii are not obviously resolved.  

Enzyme electrophoresis and wing morphometrics failed to distinguish the nominate species 
B. edwardsii and B. melanopygus, yet clearly separated B. sylvicola from the latter. This, 
together with the colour dimorphism genetic data (Owen and Plowright 1980), and the lack 
of other morphological differences led Owen et al. (2010) to conclude that melanopygus and 
edwardsii are conspecific. If B. melanopygus is a “good” species, then there is a gene frequency 
cline for the color dimorphism (Fig. 8).  

4.2 B. occidentalis/B. terricola 

Two other taxa, where the evolutionary status and taxonomic classification are also unclear, 
are B. terricola Kirby and B. occidentalis Greene. The basis of this confusion originates with 
their classification being based primarily on pile colour pattern. Greene's original 
description of B. occidentalis reads "…first four abdominal segments black… "(Franklin 1913). 
Given that this is the type specimen description, specimens with the first four abdominal 
segments being black should be considered 'typical' B. occidentalis. In contrast, typical B. 
terricola have TIII and TIV that are consistently and clearly defined by complete yellow 
bands, and lack the large amount of white to cream-coloured pile typical of B. occidentalis on 
TV and TVI. However, in some parts of its distribution including areas of overlap with B. 
terricola, B. occidentalis exhibits considerable pile colour variation with some specimens 
closely resembling B. terricola (Stephen, 1957; Milliron, 1971). The primary ambiguous 
components of these bees are the complete to incomplete yellow bands on gastral terga III 
and IV. Nevertheless Stephen (1957) noted that B. terricola was “one of the most color stable 
species in western America” (p. 82) showing little or no variation throughout its range, and 
that it could be distinguished from B. occidentalis in having TII always yellow and TIV black. 
On this basis many authors have regarded B. occidentalis and B. terricola to be separate 
species (Stephen 1957; Thorp et al. 1983). However, Milliron (1971) reduced B. occidentalis to 
subspecific status under B. terricola, citing a lack of evident reliable or constant 
morphological features by which to differentiate specimens in areas of overlap. Milliron 
(1971) also suggested that these two subspecies most probably interbreed, producing 
numerous perplexing subspecific hybrids. This is certainly one possible explanation for the 
rare occurrence of colonies headed by definite B. occidentalis queens which produce B. 
terricola-like offspring.  

Recently Bertsch et al. (2010) sequenced part (1005 bp) of the mitochondrial cytochrome 
oxidase subunit I (COI) gene and found a difference of 30 nucleotides between B. occidentalis 
and B. terricola, which is significantly larger than that found within a species. On this basis 
Bertsch et al. (2010) concluded that B. occidentalis and B. terricola do represent good 
biological species. They also suggested that to clarify the situation these taxa should be 
studied in greater detail in their area of contact in British Columbia and southern Alberta.  

Whidden (2002) studied sympatric populations of B. occidentalis and B. terricola in Alberta 
using randomly amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) analysis. For comparison he also 
analyzed one consubgeneric species, B. moderatus, and one non-consubgeneric species B. 
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(Pyrobombus) perplexus. Ninety two bands using four different PCR primers were generated. 
Fixed differences occurred between all groups, and individual haplotypes did not occur in 
more than one taxonomic group, although there was overlap in haplotype components. The 
corrected average number of pairwise differences of between B. moderatus and B. terricola 
and B. moderatus and B. occidentalis was 6.98 and 5.92 respectively, and that between B. 
occidentalis and B. terricola was 5.07 (Table 7). 
 

Species (n)  B. terricola B. occidentalis B. moderatus B. perplexus 
B. terricola (87) 1.28 6.27 7.91 54.76 
B. occidentalis (79) 5.07 1.11 6.77 53.87 
B. moderatus (104) 6.98 5.92 0.59 53.55 
B. perplexus (54) 53.21 52.41 52.34 1.81 

Table 7. Average pairwise differences between and within bumble-bee species.Above 
diagonal: Average number of pairwise differences between groups (PiXY).Diagonal 
elements: Average number of pairwise differences within groups (PiX). Below diagonal: 
Corrected average number of pairwise differences (PiXY-( PiY)/2). Sample sizes are given in 
parentheses.  

Traditional morphometric analysis was done on some specimens of B. occidentalis and B. 
terricola queens collected in 1985 and 1986. The left forewing was removed and measured 
using the methods of Owen et al. (2010) as described above, and discriminant analysis 
performed. The classification counts are given in Table 8, and the first and third canonical 
scores are plotted in Fig. 11. 
 

Species Predicted  
Actual1 occidentalis

1985 
occidentalis

1986 
terricola 

1985 
terricola 

1986 
Total 
(n) 

% correctly 
classified 

occidentalis 
1985 

16 15 4 5 40 77.5% 

occidentalis 
1986 

17 39 2 5 63 88.9% 

terricola1985 2 0 17 4 23 91.3% 
terricola 1986 1 3 6 15 25 84.0% 
       
Total 36 57 29 29 151 85.4% 

1 Reduction in classification error due to variables measured = 43.5%. 

Table 8. Classification count (actual and predicted) of the B. occidentalis and B. terricola from 
1985 and 1986 using discriminant analysis of wing venation.  

The taxa are clearly separated by both the genetic and morphological evidence. The 
corrected average number of pairwise differences of between B. moderatus and B. terricola 
and B. moderatus and B. occidentalis was 6.98 and 5.92 respectively, and that between B. 
occidentalis and B. terricola was 5.07. Therefore since B. terricola and B. occidentalis are 
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the first canonical score. Similarly the “MEL X” bees are obviously distinct from melanopygus 
and are grouped with sylvicola. Next, the analysis was run using the complete data set (Figure 
10) with the “MEL X” bees now being reclassified as sylvicola. Again, B. sylvicola is clearly 
separated by canonical score one, but melanopygus and edwardsii are not obviously resolved.  

Enzyme electrophoresis and wing morphometrics failed to distinguish the nominate species 
B. edwardsii and B. melanopygus, yet clearly separated B. sylvicola from the latter. This, 
together with the colour dimorphism genetic data (Owen and Plowright 1980), and the lack 
of other morphological differences led Owen et al. (2010) to conclude that melanopygus and 
edwardsii are conspecific. If B. melanopygus is a “good” species, then there is a gene frequency 
cline for the color dimorphism (Fig. 8).  

4.2 B. occidentalis/B. terricola 

Two other taxa, where the evolutionary status and taxonomic classification are also unclear, 
are B. terricola Kirby and B. occidentalis Greene. The basis of this confusion originates with 
their classification being based primarily on pile colour pattern. Greene's original 
description of B. occidentalis reads "…first four abdominal segments black… "(Franklin 1913). 
Given that this is the type specimen description, specimens with the first four abdominal 
segments being black should be considered 'typical' B. occidentalis. In contrast, typical B. 
terricola have TIII and TIV that are consistently and clearly defined by complete yellow 
bands, and lack the large amount of white to cream-coloured pile typical of B. occidentalis on 
TV and TVI. However, in some parts of its distribution including areas of overlap with B. 
terricola, B. occidentalis exhibits considerable pile colour variation with some specimens 
closely resembling B. terricola (Stephen, 1957; Milliron, 1971). The primary ambiguous 
components of these bees are the complete to incomplete yellow bands on gastral terga III 
and IV. Nevertheless Stephen (1957) noted that B. terricola was “one of the most color stable 
species in western America” (p. 82) showing little or no variation throughout its range, and 
that it could be distinguished from B. occidentalis in having TII always yellow and TIV black. 
On this basis many authors have regarded B. occidentalis and B. terricola to be separate 
species (Stephen 1957; Thorp et al. 1983). However, Milliron (1971) reduced B. occidentalis to 
subspecific status under B. terricola, citing a lack of evident reliable or constant 
morphological features by which to differentiate specimens in areas of overlap. Milliron 
(1971) also suggested that these two subspecies most probably interbreed, producing 
numerous perplexing subspecific hybrids. This is certainly one possible explanation for the 
rare occurrence of colonies headed by definite B. occidentalis queens which produce B. 
terricola-like offspring.  

Recently Bertsch et al. (2010) sequenced part (1005 bp) of the mitochondrial cytochrome 
oxidase subunit I (COI) gene and found a difference of 30 nucleotides between B. occidentalis 
and B. terricola, which is significantly larger than that found within a species. On this basis 
Bertsch et al. (2010) concluded that B. occidentalis and B. terricola do represent good 
biological species. They also suggested that to clarify the situation these taxa should be 
studied in greater detail in their area of contact in British Columbia and southern Alberta.  

Whidden (2002) studied sympatric populations of B. occidentalis and B. terricola in Alberta 
using randomly amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) analysis. For comparison he also 
analyzed one consubgeneric species, B. moderatus, and one non-consubgeneric species B. 
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(Pyrobombus) perplexus. Ninety two bands using four different PCR primers were generated. 
Fixed differences occurred between all groups, and individual haplotypes did not occur in 
more than one taxonomic group, although there was overlap in haplotype components. The 
corrected average number of pairwise differences of between B. moderatus and B. terricola 
and B. moderatus and B. occidentalis was 6.98 and 5.92 respectively, and that between B. 
occidentalis and B. terricola was 5.07 (Table 7). 
 

Species (n)  B. terricola B. occidentalis B. moderatus B. perplexus 
B. terricola (87) 1.28 6.27 7.91 54.76 
B. occidentalis (79) 5.07 1.11 6.77 53.87 
B. moderatus (104) 6.98 5.92 0.59 53.55 
B. perplexus (54) 53.21 52.41 52.34 1.81 

Table 7. Average pairwise differences between and within bumble-bee species.Above 
diagonal: Average number of pairwise differences between groups (PiXY).Diagonal 
elements: Average number of pairwise differences within groups (PiX). Below diagonal: 
Corrected average number of pairwise differences (PiXY-( PiY)/2). Sample sizes are given in 
parentheses.  

Traditional morphometric analysis was done on some specimens of B. occidentalis and B. 
terricola queens collected in 1985 and 1986. The left forewing was removed and measured 
using the methods of Owen et al. (2010) as described above, and discriminant analysis 
performed. The classification counts are given in Table 8, and the first and third canonical 
scores are plotted in Fig. 11. 
 

Species Predicted  
Actual1 occidentalis

1985 
occidentalis

1986 
terricola 

1985 
terricola 

1986 
Total 
(n) 

% correctly 
classified 

occidentalis 
1985 

16 15 4 5 40 77.5% 

occidentalis 
1986 

17 39 2 5 63 88.9% 

terricola1985 2 0 17 4 23 91.3% 
terricola 1986 1 3 6 15 25 84.0% 
       
Total 36 57 29 29 151 85.4% 

1 Reduction in classification error due to variables measured = 43.5%. 

Table 8. Classification count (actual and predicted) of the B. occidentalis and B. terricola from 
1985 and 1986 using discriminant analysis of wing venation.  

The taxa are clearly separated by both the genetic and morphological evidence. The 
corrected average number of pairwise differences of between B. moderatus and B. terricola 
and B. moderatus and B. occidentalis was 6.98 and 5.92 respectively, and that between B. 
occidentalis and B. terricola was 5.07. Therefore since B. terricola and B. occidentalis are 
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differentiated from each other to the same extent as they are from B. moderatus, they should 
regarded as distinct taxa. Discriminant function analysis of wing morphometric data 
correctly classified over 85% of the specimens of B. occidentalis and B. terricola, indicating 
significant morphological divergence. 

 
Fig. 11. Plot of the first and third Canonical scores for the 1985 and 1986 specimens of B. 
occidentalis (O) and B. terricola (T). 

5. Conclusions 
Morphometric analysis has been applied in a number of different ways to problems in the 
Hymenoptera and has proved to have an important and useful set of techniques for 
answering interesting questions. It is particularly useful for species identification and 
classification. The more traditional approaches appear to be as sensitive as geometric 
morphometrics for many problems. A powerful approach is to combine morphometric 
genetic methods, particularly to help answer questions of systematic and taxonomy. 
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1. Introduction

Biodiversity, encompassing diversity of genes, species, and ecosystems, is fundamental to
biology (Gaston & Spicer, 2004), yet tools to monitor it are insufficient. Biodiversity can be
estimated by using the number of species (species richness) in a community, and/or by this
number together with the proportion of species (species evenness), and/or by other more
indirect estimators among which is morphological variation.

Studies on morphological and biological diversity have highlighted the complexity of the
diversity structure, that is, the relationship between morphological and taxonomic diversity
(Foote, 1992). Most studies acknowledge a certain level of dissociation between morphological
diversity and species richness, suggesting that taxonomic and morphological diversity
patterns are distinct ones (Foote, 1993; Moyne & Neige, 2007; Roy et al., 2001; Roy & Foote,
1997; Vasil’ev et al., 2010). Occasionally, the use of metric diversity as a proxy for species
richness has been suggested (Dolan et al., 2006).

However, appropriate morphological disparity metrics and sets of morphological characters
are not clearly defined (Navarro, 2003; Roy & Foote, 1997; Wills et al., 1994). Although
most studies have used one or two measures of disparity to quantify and characterize the
occupation of morphospace, multiple measures might be necessary to fully detect changes in
patterns of morphospace occupation (Ciampaglio et al., 2001).

Moreover, organisms present an indefinitely large number of potentially quantifiable traits,
and in practice only a small number of features can be studied. Therefore, we cannot strictly
measure morphological diversity, but diversity with respect to some set of traits. The common
practice is to seek broad coverage of morphology, using as many characters as possible. The
present study is disputing this common practice, showing that the opposite strategy could be
more informative: to seek for elementary coverage of morphology.

Our hypothesis is that when grouping many traits morphological variation becomes too
complex to validly reflect a single factor like species richness. Organismal morphology is the
result of many biological causes that are not only evolutionary factors but also environmental
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2 Will-be-set-by-IN-TECH

and historical. Instead of considering a conglomerate of traits to “ cover ” the organismal
morphology, we suggest to decompose the global morphology into more elementary units
and test their variation against species richness.

A set of anatomical landmarks in the wing represents a suitable tool to explore that
hypothesis since it can be decomposed into subsets of different landmarks. In our approach,
the complete set of anatomical landmarks of the wing would represent the broadest
morphological coverage, and its decomposition into smaller configurations of landmarks
would provide more elementary units of morphology. Do different subsets (combinations)
of landmarks reflect biodiversity in the same way as the total set? Landmark-based
geometric morphometrics, which is applied here, provides a convenient way for measuring
morphological variety, requiring only the recognition of homologous landmarks in all
individuals under comparison. This condition applies very well to mosquito wings, because
their venation pattern is almost identical among different species and higher taxa, including
different tribes.

2. Materials & methods

2.1 The insects

We used a total sample of 480 individuals (one wing per individual). They were tentatively
identified using available morphological keys (Rattanarithikul et al., 2005; Rattanarithikul,
Harrison, Panthusiri, Peyton & Coleman, 2006; Rattanarithikul, Harrison, Harbach, Panthusiri
& Coleman, 2006.; Rattanarithikul et al., 2010). A total of 10 genera and 43 species of Culicidae
(mosquitoes) was found, with unidentified species pooled into one putative "species" (Table
1). This collection was a representative set of higher taxa within Culicidae: it contained indeed
the two subfamilies (Anophelinae and Culicinae) and, within the Culicinae, 6 tribes out of 11.

2.2 Mosquito collection

The mosquito collection was done during the rainy season of 2008 (June-August) along a
forest-agro-urban landscape gradient within Nakhon Nayok province, central Thailand. Six
habitat types: forest, fragmented forest, rice field, rural, suburban, and urban were identified
and characterized across the landscape gradient (Table 1). For each habitat type, four sites
were picked as representative of similar habitat range. Forest sites were situated along the
border of the pristine Khao Yai National Park. Fragmented forest sites were on the edge of
disturbed vegetation patch not far from the National Park, where human settlements were
sparse and traditional small-scale agricultures were practiced. Rice field sites were further
away from the National park and situated in the lowland closer to the main river hence the
big-scale and irrigated rice agricultures were possible. The rural, suburban, and urban sites
distributed based on the distance from the centre of town. The rural sites were more than 7
km from town; the suburban were within 5 km from town; and the urban sites were in the
center of the town.

Four types of adult mosquito trap: BG sentinel, Mosquito Magnet, CDC UV light traps, and
CDC backpack aspirator, were used in order to maximize the variety of mosquito samples
collected. In each site, mosquitoes were collected for 24 hours using 8 BG traps, 2 Mosquito
Magnet traps, and 3 of 3 to 10 minute-long aspirations for the day trapping, and 8 UV light
traps, 8 BG traps, and 2 Mosquito Magnet traps for the night trapping. A total of over
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80,000 mosquitoes were collected. For the morphometric study, only a subset of the female
mosquitoes (Table 1) were examined.

Genus Species n F FF R RF SU U
Aedes aegypti 12 . . 1 3 5 3

albopictus 7 . 4 2 1 . .
lynetopennis 14 . 4 10 . . .
mediolineatus 12 . 6 6 . . .
vexans 25 . 7 16 . 2 .
unknown 20 1 5 7 2 5 .

Aedomyia catasticta 1 . 1 . . . .
Anopheles baezai 1 . . . . 1 .

barbirostris 10 2 3 . 1 3 1
kochi 6 . 6 . . . .
minimus 2 . 2 . . . .
peditaeniatus 5 . . 1 2 2 .
phillippines 5 . 3 2 . . .
tessellatus 9 . 4 . . 5 .
vagus 37 . 21 12 . 1 3
unknown 7 . 7 . . . .

Armigeres dentatus 1 1 . . . . .
magnus 2 2 . . . . .
malayi 1 . 1 . . . .
subalbatus 10 2 4 1 . 1 2
unknown 2 . 2 . . . .

Coquillettidia crassipes 8 . . . 8 . .
unknown 5 . 5 . . . .

Culex bitaeniorhynchus 22 5 4 1 4 7 1
brevipalpis 7 . 2 2 2 . 1
fuscocephala 6 . 5 . . . 1
gelidus 18 . 4 1 5 4 4
mocthogenes 1 . 1 . . . .
nigropunctatus 12 10 . . . 1 1
quinquefasciatus 11 . 1 . . 4 6
sinensis 28 3 11 1 7 6 .
tritaeniorhynchus 1 . 1 . . . .
vishnui 53 1 29 8 1 11 3
unknown 24 2 14 1 3 2 2

Ficalbia minima 3 . 3 . .
Heizmania unknown 7 7 . . .
Mansonia annulifera 5 . 3 . . 2

indiana 6 . . 1 5 .
uniformis 11 . 7 . 1 3 .
chamberlainai 5 . 3 1 1 .
hybrida 7 2 2 2 1 . .
luzonensis 7 2 1 1 . . 3
metallica 2 . . . . 2 .
unknown 1 . 1 . . .
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Genus Species n F FF R RF SU U
Uranotaenia campestris 2 . 2 . . . .

lateralis 1 . . . . 1 .
lutescens 4 . . . 1 3 .
micans 7 . 1 . 3 3 .
nivipleuraura 3 2 . . . 1 .
subnormalis 2 . . . . 2 .
unknown 22 17 2 1 1 1

Table 1. List of genera and species of Culicidae identified on morphological ground, with
their repartition according to the habitat. F, forest; FF, fragmented forest; RF, rice field; R,
rural; SU, semi-urban and U, urban. For statistical tests, unknown species have been pooled
into one single taxon (92 specimens). n, number of specimens submitted to morphometric
analyses.

2.3 Shape of the wing

The shape of the mosquito wings was described by 13 landmarks (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Mosquito wing. Landmarks are labelled according to the order of digitization.

The decomposition of shape used a total of 254 different LM configurations out of the 7814
possible ones, i.e. the totality (13) of landmarks (LM), the 13 combinations of 12 LM, and 240
combinations of decreasing numbers of LM. For each subset of LM, going from 11 LM to 4
LM, 30 different combinations were tested (see Table 2).

The above testing of 254 LM configurations was replicated on ten different species sequences
(see Table 3).

2.4 Species sequence

A sequence refers here to a succession of species assemblages with increasing richness. The
mosquitoes were randomly sampled with replacement into 22 assemblages of increasing
species richness. These 22 assemblages constituted a sequence where each unit represented a
community with different species richness, starting from 2 species, 4 species, 6 species, and so
on until 44 species. A partial representation of a sequence is shown Table 3; ten such sequences
were constituted. The range of categorical units (44 species) was not modified.
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(4) (5) 0 (10) (11)
1 8-9-11-13 1-4-6-8-11 0 1-2-5-7-8-10-11-12-13 1-3-4-5-7-8-10-11-12-13
2 4-5-7-13 3-5-9-10-11 0 1-3-4-5-6-7-9-10-11-12 1-2-3-4-5-6-9-10-11-12-13
3 2-6-7-13 5-9-10-11-12 0 1-2-3-4-5-7-8-10-11-12 1-2-3-4-7-8-9-10-11-12-13
4 2-3-8-13 4-6-7-10-13 0 2-3-5-6-7-8-9-10-12-13 2-3-4-5-7-8-9-10-11-12-13
5 1-2-3-10 1-4-6-9-13 0 3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-13 1-2-3-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13
6 4-5-12-13 1-2-3-4-5 0 3-4-5-6-8-9-10-11-12-13 1-2-4-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13
7 5-8-10-13 2-3-7-9-11 0 1-2-4-6-7-8-9-10-11-12 2-3-4-5-6-7-8-10-11-12-13
8 2-9-12-13 2-3-5-7-12 0 1-2-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-9-11-12-13
9 1-3-8-12 1-3-7-8-10 0 1-2-3-5-6-7-9-11-12-13 2-3-4-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13
10 1-4-5-9 1-5-7-12-13 0 1-2-4-5-6-9-10-11-12-13 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-9-10-11-12
11 6-8-10-13 2-4-7-8-10 0 2-3-4-6-7-8-9-10-11-13 1-2-3-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12
12 4-7-8-9 3-4-8-11-12 0 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-12-13 1-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12
13 1-3-6-9 1-5-8-9-10 0 1-2-3-5-7-8-10-11-12-13 1-2-3-4-5-7-8-9-10-11-13
14 1-5-8-10 3-5-9-11-12 0 2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-13 1-2-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-12-13
15 1-4-8-9 3-8-9-10-11 0 1-2-4-5-6-7-8-10-12-13 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-12
0 0 . 0 0 0
30 3-5-8-12 2-5-8-9-13 0 1-2-3-4-5-7-9-11-12-13 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-12-13

Table 2. A partial representation of the sets of landmarks used to examine a sequence of
increasing taxonomic richness (see Table 3). Landmarks were numbered from 1 to 13 (Fig. 1).
The first row refers to the number of landmarks (between brackets). The first column
enumerates the 30 combinations of landmarks randomly generated for each number of
landmarks. The second column partially shows the 30 combinations to represent 4
landmarks. To save space, only some combinations for 4, 5, 10 and 11 landmarks are
represented here. To these 240 (30*8) combinations, we added the 13 combinations of 12
landmarks, and the total number of landmarks (13).

2.5 Species assemblage

In the building of sample sets of increasing taxonomic richness (a sequence), species were not
“ added ” to previous ones, they were resampled at each step from the total available. This can
be seen in the sequence shown Table 3. The program was not simulating a temporal variation
where species progressively accumulate in a given environment, but a spatial sampling of
taxa where groups represent communities of various taxonomic richness.

2.6 Sampling individuals

To measure metric disparity (MD), a total of 50 specimens by assemblage was typically used.
However, for assemblages of low SR (2 to 8 species), the sample size could be less than 50 (28.6
+- 9.6). On average, the sample size was 45.8 +- 8.7. The abundance of each species within an
assemblage was approximately the same. For instance, an assemblage of 10 species contained
approximately 5 specimens per species, while an assemblage of 24 species could contain for
instance 20 species with 2 individuals and 4 species containing 3 individuals. This situation
of high evenness is generally not the one found in natural conditions.

2.7 Metric disparity

To estimate morphological diversity, we considered only the geometric, landmark-based
approach. Morphological diversity was estimated by the metric disparity (MD) index. For
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analyses.

2.3 Shape of the wing

The shape of the mosquito wings was described by 13 landmarks (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Mosquito wing. Landmarks are labelled according to the order of digitization.

The decomposition of shape used a total of 254 different LM configurations out of the 7814
possible ones, i.e. the totality (13) of landmarks (LM), the 13 combinations of 12 LM, and 240
combinations of decreasing numbers of LM. For each subset of LM, going from 11 LM to 4
LM, 30 different combinations were tested (see Table 2).

The above testing of 254 LM configurations was replicated on ten different species sequences
(see Table 3).

2.4 Species sequence

A sequence refers here to a succession of species assemblages with increasing richness. The
mosquitoes were randomly sampled with replacement into 22 assemblages of increasing
species richness. These 22 assemblages constituted a sequence where each unit represented a
community with different species richness, starting from 2 species, 4 species, 6 species, and so
on until 44 species. A partial representation of a sequence is shown Table 3; ten such sequences
were constituted. The range of categorical units (44 species) was not modified.
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(4) (5) 0 (10) (11)
1 8-9-11-13 1-4-6-8-11 0 1-2-5-7-8-10-11-12-13 1-3-4-5-7-8-10-11-12-13
2 4-5-7-13 3-5-9-10-11 0 1-3-4-5-6-7-9-10-11-12 1-2-3-4-5-6-9-10-11-12-13
3 2-6-7-13 5-9-10-11-12 0 1-2-3-4-5-7-8-10-11-12 1-2-3-4-7-8-9-10-11-12-13
4 2-3-8-13 4-6-7-10-13 0 2-3-5-6-7-8-9-10-12-13 2-3-4-5-7-8-9-10-11-12-13
5 1-2-3-10 1-4-6-9-13 0 3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-13 1-2-3-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13
6 4-5-12-13 1-2-3-4-5 0 3-4-5-6-8-9-10-11-12-13 1-2-4-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13
7 5-8-10-13 2-3-7-9-11 0 1-2-4-6-7-8-9-10-11-12 2-3-4-5-6-7-8-10-11-12-13
8 2-9-12-13 2-3-5-7-12 0 1-2-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-9-11-12-13
9 1-3-8-12 1-3-7-8-10 0 1-2-3-5-6-7-9-11-12-13 2-3-4-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13
10 1-4-5-9 1-5-7-12-13 0 1-2-4-5-6-9-10-11-12-13 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-9-10-11-12
11 6-8-10-13 2-4-7-8-10 0 2-3-4-6-7-8-9-10-11-13 1-2-3-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12
12 4-7-8-9 3-4-8-11-12 0 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-12-13 1-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12
13 1-3-6-9 1-5-8-9-10 0 1-2-3-5-7-8-10-11-12-13 1-2-3-4-5-7-8-9-10-11-13
14 1-5-8-10 3-5-9-11-12 0 2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-13 1-2-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-12-13
15 1-4-8-9 3-8-9-10-11 0 1-2-4-5-6-7-8-10-12-13 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-12
0 0 . 0 0 0
30 3-5-8-12 2-5-8-9-13 0 1-2-3-4-5-7-9-11-12-13 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-12-13

Table 2. A partial representation of the sets of landmarks used to examine a sequence of
increasing taxonomic richness (see Table 3). Landmarks were numbered from 1 to 13 (Fig. 1).
The first row refers to the number of landmarks (between brackets). The first column
enumerates the 30 combinations of landmarks randomly generated for each number of
landmarks. The second column partially shows the 30 combinations to represent 4
landmarks. To save space, only some combinations for 4, 5, 10 and 11 landmarks are
represented here. To these 240 (30*8) combinations, we added the 13 combinations of 12
landmarks, and the total number of landmarks (13).

2.5 Species assemblage

In the building of sample sets of increasing taxonomic richness (a sequence), species were not
“ added ” to previous ones, they were resampled at each step from the total available. This can
be seen in the sequence shown Table 3. The program was not simulating a temporal variation
where species progressively accumulate in a given environment, but a spatial sampling of
taxa where groups represent communities of various taxonomic richness.

2.6 Sampling individuals

To measure metric disparity (MD), a total of 50 specimens by assemblage was typically used.
However, for assemblages of low SR (2 to 8 species), the sample size could be less than 50 (28.6
+- 9.6). On average, the sample size was 45.8 +- 8.7. The abundance of each species within an
assemblage was approximately the same. For instance, an assemblage of 10 species contained
approximately 5 specimens per species, while an assemblage of 24 species could contain for
instance 20 species with 2 individuals and 4 species containing 3 individuals. This situation
of high evenness is generally not the one found in natural conditions.

2.7 Metric disparity

To estimate morphological diversity, we considered only the geometric, landmark-based
approach. Morphological diversity was estimated by the metric disparity (MD) index. For
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6 Will-be-set-by-IN-TECH

(SR) (2) (4) (6) (8) (etc.) (40) (44)
1 13 21
etc. . .
30 3 14
1 15 18 23 34
etc. . . . .
30 3 12 14 38
1 7 17 22 35 37 41
etc. . . . . . .
30 3 5 6 10 26 38
1 11 12 16 22 24 35 38 42
etc. . . . . . . . .
30 3 6 7 13 18 20 26 37
1 6 9 18 19 22 28 34 38 etc.
etc. . . . . . . . . etc.
30 3 6 9 13 15 24 27 38 etc.
etc. etc. etc. etc. etc. etc. etc. etc. etc. etc.
1 1 2 5 6 8 11 12 13 etc. 41
etc. . . . . . . . . etc. .
30 1 3 4 6 7 8 10 11 etc. 44
1-30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 etc. 42 43 44

Table 3. A partial representation of a sequence of increasing taxonomic richness (numbers
between brackets) as used by our simulation programme. Each number represents a
mosquito species. There were 44 different taxa. The first set of rows shows two assemblages
of two randomly selected species (species “13”, species “21” and species “3”, species “14”)
among the 30 species pairs randomly generated. The second set of rows shows two such
assemblages of 4 species among the 30 random combinations of 4 species, and so on till
reaching an assemblage of 44 species. This makes a total of 22 assemblages of increasing
species richness, each one sampled 30 times among species. The last assemblage, containing
the totality of the species, was sampled 30 times among individuals (1-30). Ten such
sequences were generated, and each one was explored by using 254 different landmarks
configurations (Table 2).

each of N wings, after Procrustes superposition using the Generalized Procrustes Algorithm
(GPA) (Rohlf, 1990) and partial warps (PW) computation as in Rohlf (1996), the sum of squared
PW was obtained. This sum was divided by the degrees of freedom (N-1) to compute MD
(Zelditch et al., 2004). To estimate MD for an assemblage with, for instance, 2 species, 30
random pairs of species were used (see Table 3) and the average MD value was considered.

2.8 Habitat heterogeneity

The sample composition did not allow valid statistics using the habitat as a categorical unit
(instead of the species). To evaluate the importance of the environment on the metric disparity
(MD), we performed a simple two-way ANOVA with taxa and habitat as effects. The variable
used was the individual sum of squared PW because this sum is the term directly used
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to compute MD (see above). Five ANOVA were performed, one using the totality of LM
to compute the PW, and four using selected combinations of LM. The latter were chosen
according to their relationship to species diversity: they were two configurations of LM that
produced MD highly correlated to the species richness (SR), and two others not related to SR
(see Table 7).

2.9 Biodiversity

To estimate the biodiversity, we used the species richness index (SR, or the number
of categorical units) which is the total number of species found in the community (an
assemblage). Since evenness was maintained as high as possible, biodiversity indexes like
the Shannon index (Shannon & Weaver, 1949) or the Simpson one (Simpson, 1949) were not
examined.

2.10 Diversity structure

Diversity structure (DS) is described here as the relationship between MD and SR (Foote,
1992). It was estimated by the determination coefficients (squared linear correlation
coefficients) (see Table 5), and illustrated graphically (Fig. 2). An average estimate of MD was
used during all correlations. For each specific combination of LM, at each level of SR, MD was
an average value derived from the 30 different assemblages (Table 3). For one specific number
of LM, for example 4, this average was performed taking into account also 30 combinations of
4 LM (Table 2).

2.11 Software

A special TclTk (http://www.tcl.tk/software/tcltk/) script was written where
Procrustes superposition (GPA), partial warps (PW) computations, as well as metric diversity
(MD) estimations, made use of procedures extracted from the CLIC package
(http://www.mpl.ird.fr/morphometrics/clic/index.html). Table 3 was
computed using STATA (?). Figure 2 used the GNUMERIC spreadsheet
(http://projects.gnome.org/gnumeric/).

3. Results

Globally, the effects of SR on various LM configurations of the same wing confirmed our
initial hypothesis: different aspects of shape did not vary the same way in response to the
same factor. The relationship between species richness (SR) and metric disparity (MD) was
estimated by the determination coefficient (see DS, for “diversity structure” in Tables 4, 5 and
6). This coefficient does not inform about the sign of the correlation between SR and MD,
which was not necessary since these correlation coefficients were all positive. The species
richness contributed to the metric disparity according to the number of landmarks used to
compute MD (Tables 4 and 5), and also according to the identity of landmarks involved (Table
6). We subdivide our results according to these two aspects of shape composition: the number
(see paragraph 3.1) and the identity (see paragraph 3.2) of LM. We then show the ANOVA
output for some remarquable configurations of LM (high DS, low DS): it estimates the possible
role of habitat heterogeneity on the metric disparity (see paragraph 3.3).
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to compute MD (see above). Five ANOVA were performed, one using the totality of LM
to compute the PW, and four using selected combinations of LM. The latter were chosen
according to their relationship to species diversity: they were two configurations of LM that
produced MD highly correlated to the species richness (SR), and two others not related to SR
(see Table 7).
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To estimate the biodiversity, we used the species richness index (SR, or the number
of categorical units) which is the total number of species found in the community (an
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the Shannon index (Shannon & Weaver, 1949) or the Simpson one (Simpson, 1949) were not
examined.

2.10 Diversity structure

Diversity structure (DS) is described here as the relationship between MD and SR (Foote,
1992). It was estimated by the determination coefficients (squared linear correlation
coefficients) (see Table 5), and illustrated graphically (Fig. 2). An average estimate of MD was
used during all correlations. For each specific combination of LM, at each level of SR, MD was
an average value derived from the 30 different assemblages (Table 3). For one specific number
of LM, for example 4, this average was performed taking into account also 30 combinations of
4 LM (Table 2).

2.11 Software

A special TclTk (http://www.tcl.tk/software/tcltk/) script was written where
Procrustes superposition (GPA), partial warps (PW) computations, as well as metric diversity
(MD) estimations, made use of procedures extracted from the CLIC package
(http://www.mpl.ird.fr/morphometrics/clic/index.html). Table 3 was
computed using STATA (?). Figure 2 used the GNUMERIC spreadsheet
(http://projects.gnome.org/gnumeric/).

3. Results

Globally, the effects of SR on various LM configurations of the same wing confirmed our
initial hypothesis: different aspects of shape did not vary the same way in response to the
same factor. The relationship between species richness (SR) and metric disparity (MD) was
estimated by the determination coefficient (see DS, for “diversity structure” in Tables 4, 5 and
6). This coefficient does not inform about the sign of the correlation between SR and MD,
which was not necessary since these correlation coefficients were all positive. The species
richness contributed to the metric disparity according to the number of landmarks used to
compute MD (Tables 4 and 5), and also according to the identity of landmarks involved (Table
6). We subdivide our results according to these two aspects of shape composition: the number
(see paragraph 3.1) and the identity (see paragraph 3.2) of LM. We then show the ANOVA
output for some remarquable configurations of LM (high DS, low DS): it estimates the possible
role of habitat heterogeneity on the metric disparity (see paragraph 3.3).
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8 Will-be-set-by-IN-TECH

3.1 Species richness and the number of landmarks

We observed that the configurations involving a low number of landmarks varied more
frequently in very close accordance with species richness. Actually, for the same species
arrangements, some configurations of the wing involving a very low number of landmarks
(LNLM configurations) had either very high (column “DS > 75”, see Table 4) or very low
(column “DS < 50”, see Table 4) prediction power on species diversity, while more complex
anatomical configurations of the same wing showed a more stable but less predictive
relationship with SR.

LM_nb total sampled DS ≤ 55 55 < DS < 75 DS ≥ 75
4 715 (4%) 26% 45% 29%
5 1287 (2%) 21% 71% 8%
6 1716 (2%) 17% 71% 12%
7 1716 (2%) 12% 82% 9%
8 1287 (2%) 16% 77% 7%
9 715 (4%) 6% 87% 7%
10 286 (10%) 10% 83% 6%
11 78 (38%) 5% 86% 9%
12 13 (100%) 0% 98% 2%
13 1 (100%) 0% 100% 0%

Table 4. For each number of landmarks (LM_nb), the column “total” gives the total number
of possible configurations among the possible landmark positions on the wing (a total of 13),
the column “sampled” indicates the percentage of such configurations that have been
studied; except for 12 and 13 LM, we always examined 30 random configurations for each
number of landmark. Thus, 4% for instance is 30 out of 715. DS, or the “diversity structure”
was estimated here by the determination coefficient (expressed in percentages) between
metric disparity and species richness. The three last columns refers to the frequency at which
a given DS was observed. It can be seen that a determination coefficient lower than 55% or
higher than 75% between species richness and metric disparity was observed more
frequently when using a low number of LM

Both the best and worst DS scores between SR and MD were obtained with configurations
made from a low number of landmarks (LNLM). The range of scores progressively decreased
with the addition of more LM (see column SD of Table 5). With more numerous LM however,
the best predictive values did not reach such high levels as with fewer LM. Thus, more LM
meant a more stable assessment of diversity structure (DS, or the relationship between MD
and species richness), with no occurrence of very high values (Table 5).

3.2 Species richness and the identity of landmarks

Not only were we able to disclose different diversity structures according to the number of
landmarks, but also according to specific configurations of landmarks. A partial output is
presented Table 6. The highest determination coefficient (94%) observed was obtained with
a specific combination of 4 LM (see 2-3-8-13, Table 4); other combinations involving the same
number of LM gave much lower predictability (see 1-3-8-12, Table 4). It could be as low as
27% (see the columns MAX and MIN of Table 5).
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NLM DS SD MIN MAX STABILITY
4 64.7% 13.8 27 94 5.8
5 63.4% 7.7 35 85 6.0
6 65.4% 8.3 40 89 5.7
7 65.3% 5.8 41 86 6.4
8 64.1% 6.5 40 83 6.6
9 66.4% 3.6 49 83 6.1
10 64.5% 3.9 47 79 6.8
11 65.8% 3.4 48 80 6.3
12 67.5% 2.5 59 71 2.2
13 64.0% 0.6 57 62 3.5

Table 5. Determination coefficients (column DS) as percentages representing the contribution
of species richness (SR) to metric disparity (MD) according to the number of landmarks
(NLM) used to compute MD. These coefficients allow comparisons of the diversity structures
(DS), i.e. the relationship between MD and SR according to NLM. Columns DS lists the
determination coefficients and SD their standard deviation; MIN is the minimum value of DS
and MAX its maximum. The table, except last column, represents an average DS derived
from an average sequence of groups having increased SR; it was computed from the ten
replicated sequences used in the study (see Table 3). The last column (STABILITY) is the
standard deviation of the DS mean scores obtained from one sequence to another; it indicates
how stable were the DS for the same LM configurations across 10 different random sequences
of species. For each number of landmarks (each row), DS and SD values were averaged over
30 combinations of different landmarks (except for 12 LM which had only 13 possible
configurations and of course for 13LM, see Table 2) and over ten replicated sequences, each
one providing an average estimate from 30 random assemblages of species (Table 3)

For the same specimens and the same species arrangements, some shape components (i.e.
landmarks configurations) of the wing varied in accordance with the number of species and
others did not. Furthermore, a LM configuration highly predictive of SR, like the set of
landmarks 2, 3, 8, 13 or the landmarks 2, 6, 7, 13, remained predictive regardless of the
species sequences. The same observation applied for non-predictive sets of landmarks, like
for instance the set of landmarks 1, 4, 5, 6 or 1, 3, 6, 9. This stability was verified across the ten
replicates (see last column of Table 5).

3.3 The habitat heterogeneity

The highly predictive LNLM configurations, like 2-3-8-13 and 2-6-7-13 used in the ANOVA,
were both affected by species richness only (P < 0.0001), not by the habitat heterogeneity (P >
0.0500), while the TNLM and two poorly predictive LNLM (1-4-5-6 and 1-3-6-9) were affected
by both species and habitat (Table 7).

4. Discussion

To explore the diversity structure (DS), i.e. the relationship between metric and biological
diversity, our model tested the effect of species richness (SR) on the metric disparity (MD)
computed from 254 possible combinations of landmarks. Our data showed that the DS
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(4) MIN MAX (11) MIN MAX
1 8-9-11-13 71 93 1-3-4-5-7-8-10-11-12-13 56 75
2 4-5-7-13 44 62 1-2-3-4-5-6-9-10-11-12-13 55 67
3 2-6-7-13 71 90 1-2-3-4-7-8-9-10-11-12-13 58 70
4 2-3-8-13 77 94 2-3-4-5-7-8-9-10-11-12-13 58 76
5 1-2-3-10 44 72 1-2-3-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13 57 76
6 4-5-12-13 54 74 1-2-4-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13 57 76
7 5-8-10-13 52 72 2-3-4-5-6-7-8-10-11-12-13 58 75
8 2-9-12-13 62 80 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-9-11-12-13 56 70
9 1-3-8-12 37 48 2-3-4-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13 61 77
10 1-4-5-9 39 62 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-9-10-11-12 49 63
11 6-8-10-13 51 71 1-2-3-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12 49 68
12 4-7-8-9 74 89 1-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12 50 68
13 1-3-6-9 64 78 1-2-3-4-5-7-8-9-10-11-13 56 77
14 1-5-8-10 47 65 1-2-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-12-13 52 73
15 1-4-8-9 65 79 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-12 48 67
. . . . . . .
30 3-5-8-12 42 63 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-12-13 54 76

Table 6. Minimum (MIN) and maximum (MAX) determination coefficients as percentages
representing the contribution of species richness to metric disparity according to the
configurations of landmarks used. The 8-9-11-13 formula means the configuration of four
landmarks using landmarks 8, 9, 11 and 13 as represented in Fig. 1. As in Table 2 the LM
configurations are classified according to the number of LM (number between brackets). To
save sapece, we present only a partial output of the data for 4LM and 11LM. For each
configuration of landmarks (each row), values were obtained from ten replicated sequences,
each one providing an average estimate from 30 random assemblages of species (Table 3). It
can be seen that the contribution of species richness to metric disparity (MD) can be very
high when MD is computed from a low number of LM (column 4LM), which does not seem
to be the case for configurations involving more landmarks (column 11LM). Table 5 provides
the average DS over all the tested configurations for each number of LM (not only 4 and 11).

depended on the aspects of shape that were considered (the number of LM, the configuration
of LM).

4.1 Our model

The ability to detect morphological trends and occupation patterns within morphospace
might depend on using the appropriate measure(s) of disparity. Since there is no clear
indication about which index is best, some authors used a variety of measurements
(Ciampaglio et al., 2001; Navarro, 2003). Our model presented results regarding only the
MD index: it is the most commonly applied measurement of morphological disparity in
landmark-based geometric studies (Zelditch et al., 2004).

In trying to include 50 individuals per group within our model, we were unable to consider
the effect of sampling variation. However, metric disparity, as measured here, is relatively
insensitive to sample size variation and has been shown to be a stable estimate when using a
sample of 50 individuals (Navarro, 2003).
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Source Partial SS df MS F Prob > F
Model (13 LM) 0.036945 48 0.000770 14.710 0.000000
species richness 0.030978 43 0.000720 13.770 0.000000
habitat heterogeneity 0.005266 5 0.001053 20.130 0.000000
Residual 0.022545 431 0.000052
Total 0.059491 479 0.000124

Source Partial SS df MS F Prob > F
Model (2-3-8-13) 0.001168 48 0.000770 10.240 0.000000
species richness 0.001126 43 0.000024 11.020 0.000000
habitat heterogeneity 0.000025 5 0.000005 2.140 0.059800
Residual 0.001025 431 0.000002
Total 0.002193 479 0.000005

Table 7. Two-way ANOVA showing the contribution of species richness and habitat
heterogeneity to the individual sum of squared PW: this sum per individual is the value on
which metric disparity is directly estimated (as an average). The ANOVA was performed on
values computed from the total number of landmarks (TNLM configuration, top) or from the
following configuration of four landmarks: 2-3-8-13 (bottom). For the latter (and also for
LNLM highly predictive configurations like 2-6-7-13, not shown here), only species richness
contributed to metric variation. Both species richness and habitat heterogeneity contributed
to the variation of the total set of landmarks (as well as of LNLM poorly predictive
configurations like 1-4-6-9 or 1-3-5-6, not shown here)

The model did not randomize the total number of species, which was always fixed to 44 taxa,
nor did it randomize the sequence of species richness (2, 4, 6,..., 44), two parameters that are
likely to affect the diversity structure of some landmark configurations.

There is however no a priori reason to think that these shortcomings would reduce the interest
to use smaller configurations of shape to simplify the interpretation of the diversity structure.

More critical may be that our model did not take into account variation in species evenness.
In each assemblage of species for a given sequence, the model was designed to get an
approximately equal number of specimens within each species. In the natural conditions,
there is generally no such evenness, and, because the MD index is an average value, this might
affect the correlation between MD and SR. Rare taxa are often assumed to exhibit unusual
morphologies because of specialized life habits and could thus contribute disproportionately
to the disparity of an assemblage (Deline, 2009). But wings of mosquitoes, because they are
generally very similar, are unlikely to have such an effect. Their general similarity may cause
the opposite effect to take place: rare taxa may fill the mophospace among the common species
and would likely lower MD (Deline, 2009).

Finally, in our simulation the successive assemblages contained an increasing number of
species randomly selected from a total pool of mosquitoes, they were not obtained by “
adding ” species to previously selected ones. Because of this specific design, our simulation
is not relevant to temporal follow-up of metric diversity, however it is specific to the spatial
comparison of biodiversity.
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nor did it randomize the sequence of species richness (2, 4, 6,..., 44), two parameters that are
likely to affect the diversity structure of some landmark configurations.

There is however no a priori reason to think that these shortcomings would reduce the interest
to use smaller configurations of shape to simplify the interpretation of the diversity structure.

More critical may be that our model did not take into account variation in species evenness.
In each assemblage of species for a given sequence, the model was designed to get an
approximately equal number of specimens within each species. In the natural conditions,
there is generally no such evenness, and, because the MD index is an average value, this might
affect the correlation between MD and SR. Rare taxa are often assumed to exhibit unusual
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generally very similar, are unlikely to have such an effect. Their general similarity may cause
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is not relevant to temporal follow-up of metric diversity, however it is specific to the spatial
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4.2 Species diversity: The number of landmarks

Although correlations between MD and SR could be weak or not significant, they were
positive. A positive correlation has an intuitive explanation: more diversity means more
forms. Weak and not significant correlation between SR and MD obtained from some
combinations of LM could be the consequence of a few species immediately occupying the
extremes of the morphospace. In that situation, by filling in the morphospace between
disparate taxa, increasing taxonomic diversity was not able to have a significant effect on
MD estimates (Roy & Foote, 1997).

The intensity of the correlation between SR and MD depended on the number of LM.
Unexpectedly, the low number of LM (LNLM) configurations gave the best predictive power
on SR (Fig. 2, left side). This is counter-intuitive since it is the current belief that more shape
would have more taxonomic contents and hence would be more useful to distinguish species.
We verified that by using one of the most predictive configuration of 4 LM (2-3-8-13) only
30% of individuals could be correctly assigned to their species, while more than 75% could
be correctly attributed with 13 LM (the TNLM configuration). How could it be that a better
discriminating configuration of LM could give a lower taxonomic prediction than a poorly
discriminating one? The answer could lie in the observation that a LNLM configuration also
could have no relationship at all with SR, and that the TNLM configuration is gathering both
the predictive and non-predictive subsets of LM. Thus, the mixing of better predictive with
poorly predictive components of shape into a larger set of LM was likely to mix opposite
trends and blur the relationship between MD and SR (Fig. 2, right side). In other words, when
a larger number of LM is used as a proxy for SR, a larger number of influences is also allowed
which is not limited to SR. This explanation raises the question whether in our material there
were other influences affecting the variation of the LM configurations that were not related to
SR.
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Fig. 2. Two graphs representing the diversity structure (DS), i.e. the relationship between
species richness (SR, on the horizontal axis) and metric diversity (MD, on vertical axis). The
left graph shows the DS appearing when using a set of four landmarks (namely the
landmarks 2, 3, 8 and 13; see Fig. 1). The right graph shows the DS using the total number
(13) of LM. When using the totality of LM (right graph) there is a first list of increasing MD
values up to a SR of 30 species. This first list is common to the two graphs. In the right one
however, after 30 species, there is a “ plateau ” breaking the global correlation between SR
and DM
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4.3 Species diversity: The identity of landmarks

For a given number of landmarks, the same configurations produced high (or low) correlation
with SR regardless of the taxonomic composition of the species sequence. For instance, the
2-3-8-13 configuration always produced high correlation with SR regardless of the sequence
of species considered, and the 1-3-6-9 configuration always produced one of the worst
correlations. Thus, there seemed to be specific configurations of LM that could reflect the
number of species, and others that could not, regardless of the species sequence used. This
observation raises two questions:

• Are there any LM configurations that could be used in mosquitoes as a proxy for species
richness estimations?

• What are the sources (other than randomness) that generated variation for the LM
configurations that were not influenced by the species richness?

The first question is about the effect of taxonomic diversity on wing shape variation: can the
latter be used as a proxy for indirect species richness estimation?

Before starting to answer that question, one could ask what the interests are in making an
indirect estimation of species richness. The answer is about time. Metric disparity extracted
from wing venation is much faster to obtain than metrics requiring a taxonomic identification
of each collected individual. Mosquitoes are often distinguished on the basis of labile
characters which may be lost on damaged specimens, making species diagnostic difficult in a
group where species are numerous (3500 species) and taxonomists are unfortunately not. An
indirect but fast comparative estimation of SR would be welcome.

Our results showed that some landmarks configurations were highly predictive for SR. If
these landmark configurations were known in advance, their variation could be used indeed
as a proxy for SR. In our study, their performances seemed stable regardless of species
arrangement in different groups (Table 5, last column). However, whether the high scoring of
these LM configurations would be maintained in other studies on other mosquito species is
still to be investigated.

The second question refers to other possible meanings of MD in our data set. Other than SR,
what could be the cause of shape variation? It probably has many causes, certainly among
which is species evenness (Deline, 2009), but also functional and ecological attributes (Roy
& Foote, 1997), environmental conditions (Vasil’ev et al., 2010), founder effects (David, 1999;
Whitlock & Fowler, 1999), endemicity (Magniez-Jannin et al., 2000) or reproduction mode
(Baltanas et al., 2002). The only factor we could discuss with our data was the habitat, an
environmental parameter to which insect metric properties are known to be sensible (Benítez
et al., 2011; Tantowijoyo & Hoffmann, 2011). Insects were collected in the forest, in rural and
urban areas. It was difficult to address the question of habitat influence for a given species
since the within species sample sizes did not allow valid statistics inference (see Table 1).
Thus, the habitat as explored here was not free from the possible effects due to different
species compositions. Our ANOVA analyzes could however provide some indications. When
both species richness and habitat heterogeneity were significantly contributing to the MD, a
good relationship between MD and SR was not observed. A broad morphological covering
(TNLM), or some unpredictive elementary units of morphology (LNLM configurations like
1-4-6-9 or 1-3-5-6), were under the influence of both species and habitat heterogeneities (Table
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of species considered, and the 1-3-6-9 configuration always produced one of the worst
correlations. Thus, there seemed to be specific configurations of LM that could reflect the
number of species, and others that could not, regardless of the species sequence used. This
observation raises two questions:

• Are there any LM configurations that could be used in mosquitoes as a proxy for species
richness estimations?

• What are the sources (other than randomness) that generated variation for the LM
configurations that were not influenced by the species richness?

The first question is about the effect of taxonomic diversity on wing shape variation: can the
latter be used as a proxy for indirect species richness estimation?

Before starting to answer that question, one could ask what the interests are in making an
indirect estimation of species richness. The answer is about time. Metric disparity extracted
from wing venation is much faster to obtain than metrics requiring a taxonomic identification
of each collected individual. Mosquitoes are often distinguished on the basis of labile
characters which may be lost on damaged specimens, making species diagnostic difficult in a
group where species are numerous (3500 species) and taxonomists are unfortunately not. An
indirect but fast comparative estimation of SR would be welcome.

Our results showed that some landmarks configurations were highly predictive for SR. If
these landmark configurations were known in advance, their variation could be used indeed
as a proxy for SR. In our study, their performances seemed stable regardless of species
arrangement in different groups (Table 5, last column). However, whether the high scoring of
these LM configurations would be maintained in other studies on other mosquito species is
still to be investigated.

The second question refers to other possible meanings of MD in our data set. Other than SR,
what could be the cause of shape variation? It probably has many causes, certainly among
which is species evenness (Deline, 2009), but also functional and ecological attributes (Roy
& Foote, 1997), environmental conditions (Vasil’ev et al., 2010), founder effects (David, 1999;
Whitlock & Fowler, 1999), endemicity (Magniez-Jannin et al., 2000) or reproduction mode
(Baltanas et al., 2002). The only factor we could discuss with our data was the habitat, an
environmental parameter to which insect metric properties are known to be sensible (Benítez
et al., 2011; Tantowijoyo & Hoffmann, 2011). Insects were collected in the forest, in rural and
urban areas. It was difficult to address the question of habitat influence for a given species
since the within species sample sizes did not allow valid statistics inference (see Table 1).
Thus, the habitat as explored here was not free from the possible effects due to different
species compositions. Our ANOVA analyzes could however provide some indications. When
both species richness and habitat heterogeneity were significantly contributing to the MD, a
good relationship between MD and SR was not observed. A broad morphological covering
(TNLM), or some unpredictive elementary units of morphology (LNLM configurations like
1-4-6-9 or 1-3-5-6), were under the influence of both species and habitat heterogeneities (Table
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7). On the contrary, the highly predictive LNLM configurations (like 2-3-8-13 or 2-6-7-13) were
apparently under the influence of SR only (Table 7).

5. Perpectives

Almost two decades ago, Foote (1993) claimed that “ discordances between morphological and
taxonomic diversity demand to be interpreted biologically, not explained away as artifact of taxonomic
practice ”. Morphological disparity is obviously under the influence of factors other than
the mere species number, and we showed here for instance the likely influence of the
mosquito habitat. However, this does not preclude the possibility to use shape variation as an
indicator of species richness. We considered this possibility through decomposing wing shape
into elementary components and comparing their respective relationships with taxonomic
richness.

We suggest that the use of elementary units of shape (LNLM) could allow one to focus on a
single factor, like species richness, and that in this regard the use of many characters (TNLM)
has the inconvenience of mixing various effects, making a clear interpretation difficult. In a
recent study showing good parallelism between SR and metric diversity, a single character
was used (Dolan et al., 2006).

If the objective of the morphometric analysis was to accurately reflect one factor, then the use
of LNLM is recommended, although not any LNLM configuration. The remaining question
is: which LNLM configuration to use?

The answer to such a question certainly implies to explore the relationship of the LNLM
configurations with known factors other than possible species richness, like the habitats, the
localities of collection, etc. Any combination of landmarks which would vary under the
influence of such parameters would be less likely to reliably reflect species richness alone.
However, a more definitive answer cannot be provided through the use of a model which
did not reflect natural conditions closely enough. As explained above, an investigation is still
needed to evaluate the interference of species evenness on the relationship between MD and
SR (Deline, 2009), an issue not contemplated in our model.

6. Conclusion

At this stage, our data confirmed that metric properties of a given community contain hidden
but accurate information about species richness. Our model suggests that this information is
likely to be found through the examination of some elementary shape configurations rather
than of a global multivariate projection of many morphological traits.
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6. Conclusion
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1. Introduction 
The most threatened chelonians occur in Asia, where virtually all species are heavily harvested 
for food and traditional medicinal trades (van Dijk et al. 2000). This includes the two endemic 
chelonians, Indotestudo travancorica, and the sympatric Vijayachelys silvatica in the Region of the 
Western Ghats, South India. Indotestudo travincorica is listed as Vulnerable under the IUCN Red 
List, and comes under Schedule IV of the Indian Wildlife (Protection) Act.  

Phylogenetic relationships between the three species of Indotestudo, these being forstenii, 
elongata, and travancorica, have been in flux. Iverson et al (2001) examined these clades, and 
found that I.travancorica, the species in question here, was found to be more closely related 
to I. elongata. They also place Indotestudo forstenii from Sulawesi and Halmahera, as a distinct 
species unrelated to I.travancorica and I. elongata, refuting information that I. forstenii were 
introduced from India to Indonesia.  

In 1982, 14 sub-adult Indotestudo travancorica were collected from Kerala (10° 5, 76°4), by the 
then MCBT (Madras Crocodile Bank Trust) researcher J. Vijaya, who also worked on 
Vijayachelys silvatica (Whitaker & Jaganathan, 2009). Between 1988 – 1995, the captive group 
of Travancore tortoises (Indotestudo travancorica) at the MCBT have produced 21 clutches of 
eggs (Whitaker and Andrews, 1997). However, not much information resulted from these 
clutches, as most of them were infertile (but see below). Apart from this publication, there 
are only a small number of other publications on the biology of this species, by Appukuttan 
(1991), Ramesh (2002, 2003, 2007, 2008), Bhupathy and Choudhury (1995), Vasudevan et al 
(2010), and Vijaya (1983). Here I examine factors related to the reproductive biology, 
morphology, and temperature selection in the species, in between the years 1999 – 2001, and 
2008 – 2011.  

2. Methods 
The adult Indotestudo travancorica breeding pen at the MCBT houses two males, fifteen 
females , and two sub-adults. It consists of two interconnected exclosures, measuring 105 sq 
meters. One of the two exclosures was meshed off for a Geochelone elegans enclosure, on 18th 
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December 2010, which left a single exclosure for Indotestudo travancorica, reducing area to 87 
sq meters. The exclosures contain Pongamia and Bambusa, shade trees. Leaf litter is removed 
and replaced every six months. A circular pond 100 centimeters in diameter varies from 5 – 
10 cm in depth, and this provides drinking water and heat sinks. Hatchlings are housed in a 
separate outdoor terrarium measuring 2.54 x 0.55 x 0.28 m. The substratum is beach sand 
covered with dry bamboo leaf litter, and both substrata are changed on a regular basis. A 
bowl of water is provided filled with pebbles leaving 2 – 4 cm exposed, to prevent accidental 
drowning. V-shaped roof tiles are used as shelters.  

Juvenile and adult tortoises are fed on tomato, carrots, beans, and various types of spinach, 
pumpkin, grasses, and beef. Food is placed at three feeding stations, on granite slabs 
measuring 1.2 x 1.2 meters, and 5 centimeters off of the exclosure floor. This occurs between 
1000 – 1030 hrs, and 1530 – 1600 hrs, and any remnant feed is removed the following 
morning/evening Precise quantities of feed offered are not recorded. Feed is provided every 
day.  

Chelonian embryos are at the gastrula stage (at a presomite stage of development) at 
oviposition ( Ewert, 1979), as compared to crocodilians, with 16 – 18 somites at oviposition 
(Ferguson, 1985). The most advanced eggs of the Reptilia at egg laying are the lepidosaurs 
with 20-30 pairs of somites at oviposition (Muthukkaruppan et. al. 1970).Eggs are candled 
utilizing the technique used to candle crocodilian eggs as described by Hutton & Webb 
(1990), under a focused light, to determine the presence or absence of sub-embryonic fluid. 
This is found to be inaccurate in I. travancorica, and eggs deemed non viable hatch and vice 
versa (see section 3.3) Part of the chalking process in turtles, the development of an opaque 
band, involves adhesion of the vitelline membrane to the shell membrane, and this 
determines to some degree subsequent embryonic orientation (Ewert 1985). In addition, 
Andrews and Mathies (2000), note that adhesion of the embryo to the egg shell following 
oviposition may have a respiratory purpose “since chalking (drying) of the shell that is 
associated with adhesion increases the conductance to gases”. However, in the travancore 
tortoise, viability of eggs is best confirmed by the presence of vascularisation under a 
candling lamp around a month into incubation, and by embryonic movement later in 
incubation.  

Eggs were collected from 22 nests laid between December 1999 and September 2011 (Table 1). 
Eggs and hatchling tortoises were measured with vernier calipers (±0.1 mm) and weighed 
with an ACCULAB ™electronic weighing scale (±1 gram resolution). Eggs were then 
candled for presence or absence of sub-embryonic fluid. Clutches were segregated into 
different boxes, half immersed in vermiculite media, and allowed to develop at ambient 
room temperature. When egg laying was observed, female morphometrics, namely carapace 
length (mm), carapace width (mm), plastron length (mm), and weight (grams) were 
measured after females had compacted the nest. Where sexual size dimorphism in adults 
was done, four male and eighteen females were used from both the current MCBT 
population and animals measured in-situ by the late MCBT researcher J. Vijaya. Two 
females were included from a study by Bhupathy & Choudhury (1995), and nineteen 
females were from a dataset collected by Arun Kalagaven, from Eastern Kerala. The online 
database of the Global Diversity Information Facility revealed 26 specimens of unknown 
sex/size residing at the Florida Museum of Natural History (GBIF, 2011). Locations and GPS 
coordinates are not given on purpose, to protect in-situ populations.  
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Incubation temperature was monitored utilizing a HOBO XT ™ automatic temperature 
logger (Onset Instruments, P.O. Box 3450, Pocasset, MA 02559, USA) set to record 
temperature 4 times a day throughout the incubation period, at 800, 1200, 1600, and 2000 hrs 
for a group of 11 clutches laid in 1999. To get mean temperatures of all of the incubation 
boxes, the thermocouple from the logger was positioned in the middle of all boxes. Eggs 
were placed in 10 centimeter by 8 centimeter Tupperware boxes, within a plywood 
cupboard, to avoid predation of eggs by Rattus bengalensis. Incubation substrate was fine 
grain vermiculite. In addition, a bottle of beer with ca. ¼ of the contents left, and a piece of 
small beef within, was used in 2009 – 2011 to provide additional protection of eggs from 
fruit flies, as described by Wolff (2007) When oviposition was observed, eggs were removed 
from nests following compaction of the nest by the female.  

Eggs that have rotted or cracked were discarded to avoid attracting flies and ants to other 
eggs in the same box. This was clearly evident from loss in egg weight and/or a sulphur-like 
smell. Morphometric measurements were recorded once hatching occurred, these being 
carapace length (millimeters), carapace width (millimeters), plastron length (millimeters), 
plastron width (millimeters), and weight (grams). A “successful hatching” was defined as 
an event where a hatchling managed to “pip”, emerge from the egg, and survive >7 – 10 
days post hatch This was the number of days typically required to absorb external yolk from 
pre-mature hatchlings. Hatchlings were measured and weighed within 12 hours of hatching, 
residual yolk outside the abdominal cavity varied from small, normal quantities, to 
abnormally large yolk sacs, with these hatchings not surviving.  

To record tortoise temperature, an I-button TM was lodged on top of the carapace, and affixed 
with Gorilla glue ™. At between 30 – 90 days, animals were captured, and temperatures for 
the preceding days were recorded via the USB interface provided with the I-button 
software/I-buttons onto a Lenovo ™ laptop. Resolution of the I-buttons was at ± 0.5 °C. One 
male and four female tortoises was were measured for a period of 400+ days, and a sample is 
given here for 157 days, resulting in 943 observations (temperature loggers were programmed 
to record temperature every six hours), between 30th May – 3rd December 2011. The number of 
observations per individual varies, as loggers fell off of animals. Searches in the leave litter had 
to be done to retrieve lost loggers. Temperatures for these periods were eliminated.  

Statistical analysis follows that of McGuinness (1999) and Fowler et al. (1998). In addition, 
SPSS 10.0 was used to confirm manual calculation of statistics. The level of significance for 
all analyses was P <0.05. 

3. Results & discussion  
3.1 Clutch and egg sizes of Indotestudo travancorica  

Clutch size of Indotestudo travancorica clutches collected ranged from one to six eggs. Clutch 
sizes and morphology of eggs is presented in Table 1. One particularly large egg from a clutch 
laid on the of 9th September 2011 measured 152.39 mm (egg length), 123.41 mm (egg width), 
and weighed 85 grams. Sane & Sane (1988) hatched a single Indotestudo travancorica, incubation 
period for this one egg was 139 days. Das (1995) puts the average incubation period of this 
species at 146-149 days. Incubation period for the seven hatched Indotestudo travancorica in 1999 
ranged from 128 – 159 days (X = 141.5 days), with temperatures ranging between 22.4 º C - 28.7 
º C. All clutches with more than one egg had hatchlings emerging on different days.  
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Clutch # /Date 
Χ egg 
length  
(mm) 

Χ egg 
width 
(mm) 

Χ egg 
weight (gms)

Clutch 
size 

Total clutch 
weight 
(gms) 

01 : 7th December 1999 44.73 37.08 36.03 3 108.1 
02 : 7th December 1999 47.4 36.7 38.1 2 76.2 
03 : 7th December 1999 46.47 37.5 38.07 3 114.21 
04 : 7th December 1999 48.47 38.77 43.43 3 130.29 
05 : 2nd December 1999 45.77 35.98 34.93 3 104.79 
06 : 4th December 1999 51.56 39.07 44.78 4 179.12 
07 : 8th December 1999 42.23 36.18 33.05 2 66.1 
08 : 8th December 1999 53.1 42.38 57.1 2 114.20 
09 : 8th December 1999 45.3 36.53 36.13 3 108.39 
10 : 14th December 1999 44.39 37.5 36.25 4 145.0 
11 : 26th December 1999 50.48 39.62 47.33 3 141.99 
12: 8th November 2010 51.5 40.7 51.7 3 155 
13: 8th November 2010 48.4 37.2 37.0 2 74.0 
14: 8th November 2010 49.9 38.6 44.0 1 44 
15: 8th November 2010 52.4 39.2 46.8 5 234 
16: 4th January 2011 48.7 37.1 42.7 6 256 
17: 21st January 2011 50.3 38.5 44.9 2 90 
18: 1st March 2011 48.2 33.2 44.1 2 88.10 
19: 2nd March 2011 51.7 38.3 46.7 2 93.40 
20: 22nd March 2011 50.8 37.4 44.7 3 134 
21: 9th September 2011 84.0 67.3 59.7 3 179 
22: 22nd September 2011 49.6 39.7 48 2 96 
23: 1st October 2011 50.48 39.78 48 2 96 

Average S.D. (Range) 50.26 ±7.89
(42.23- 84) 

39.32 ±6.38 
(33.2-67.3)

43.63 ±6.89
(33.05-59.7)

2.83 ±1.11
(1-6) 

122.96 ±51.3 
(44 – 256) 

Table 1. Clutch sizes, morphometrics of eggs, of Indotestudo travancorica nests at the Madras 
Crocodile Bank.  

Hatching success was 63.6 % from eggs laid in 1999, and it was not possible to incorporate 
eggs laid post this period as they are currently undergoing incubation. Interesting to note is 
that Viarda (2003), who maintains a captive colony of the sister species, Indotestudo forstenii, 
had clutch sizes ranging between one and two eggs. The same author noted that incubation 
period was between 101 – 130 days for this species, which overlaps with incubation periods 
of Indotestudo travancorica. 

3.2 Female size, clutch correlates and notes on related behavior 

I found six nests associated with females, as hole digging (Ramesh 2002) or oviposition was in 
progress. All nests were observed being dug post 1600 hours in all cases, save for one laid on 
13th March 2006, laid at 1030 hrs. Results are presented in Table 2. It is noted in that in this 
study clutch size ranged from 1 – 6 eggs, the clutch with 6 eggs appears to be the largest clutch 
observed. Vasudevan et. al. (2010) summarized clutch size, and reported a range of 1 – 5 eggs.  
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In all cases, female weight post oviposition was not related to clutch size (Pearson 
Correlation= -2.86, Significance = 0.582, N=6), Figure 1. Overall, clutch masses represented 4 
% of total female weight. No information was available on inter-nesting intervals, or which 
females were the most fecund. Clutch size was not related to female carapace length 
(ANOVA, F=1.95, d.f=4, P=0.257). Seasonality of oviposition varies highly in I. travancorica, 
with eggs being laid in January, March, September, October, and December. It appears that 
this species, with its tropical climate, may lay twice a year, once in the wet season, (October 
– February), and once in the dry (March - September).  

 
Fig. 1. Clutch weight (above text box, in grams) related to female weight post oviposition 
(grams). 

Females were in a trance like state whilst digging/laying eggs (Plate 1), up until the time 
when they were packing the nest. Human observers and other tortoises were ignored 
during this period. In one instance, a female that laid on 20th September 2011, was noticed 
gathering/covering with Bambusa leaf litter at 1630, after which oviposition occurred, and 
the female was observed covering her nest post 1700. The nest was located at the periphery 
of a Bambusa clump. Following packing of the nest, she was observed to move directly 
towards the enclosure pond, and spent ca. one minute soaking herself and drinking water. 
She then went to one of the feeding stations and began to gorge on carrots, grass, and 
pumpkin with two other females.  
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Date laid 
Female 

CL 
(mm) 

Female 
CW 

(mm) 

Female 
PL 

(mm) 

Female 
Wt 

(gms) 

Clutch 
size 

X egg 
Length(mm)

X egg 
width 
(mm)

X egg 
weight 
(gms) 

Total 
clutch 

wt 
(gms) 

4th December 
1999 290 250 200 3750 4 51.6 39.1 44.8 179.12 

21st January 
2011 261 161 208 3500 2 50.3 38.5 44.9 90 

22nd March 
2011 - - - 2670 3 50.8 37.4 44.7 134 

9th September 
2011 250 157 191 2600 3 84 67.3 59.7 179 

22ndSeptemb
er 2011 257 163 207 3200 2 49.6 39.7 48 96 

1st October 
2011 268 171 222 3568 2 50.48 39.78 48 96 

Table 2. Relationship between clutch and female morphometrics in Indotestudo travancorica. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Plate 1. Oviposition in Indotestudo travancorica. Photograph by Shakti Sritharan, © Madras 
Crocodile Bank Trust. 
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Plate 2. Indotestudo travancorica female packing the nest; alternate hind limbs were used to do 
this. Photo by Nikhil Whitaker © Madras Crocodile Bank Trust. 

 
Plate 3. Female I. travancorica were marked with a permanent marker once they start packing 
the nest; tortoises were easily identified and measured and weighed the following day. 
Photo by Nikhil Whitaker © Madras Crocodile Bank Trust. 
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Plate 2. Indotestudo travancorica female packing the nest; alternate hind limbs were used to do 
this. Photo by Nikhil Whitaker © Madras Crocodile Bank Trust. 

 
Plate 3. Female I. travancorica were marked with a permanent marker once they start packing 
the nest; tortoises were easily identified and measured and weighed the following day. 
Photo by Nikhil Whitaker © Madras Crocodile Bank Trust. 
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3.3 Monitoring embryonic development  

Of the four types of developmental arrest occurring in turtles described by Ewert (1985), 
embryonic diapause may be the situation in Indotestudo travancorica eggs. Once shifted from 
“natural” nests to the laboratory it was possible that humidity and temperature regimes might 
have changed to more favorable regimes for the species. Ewert (1985) defines embryonic 
diapause as “early developmental arrest at normal temperatures, irregular duration of this 
arrest, and the occasional detrimental effects of continuous normal development 
temperatures”. Successful “natural” incubation within the Indotestudo travancorica enclosure is 
known. However, the time taken for eggs with unknown oviposition dates to hatch are similar 
to incubation periods described for the species. An alternative to the diapause theory was that 
eggs are laid shortly before collection. Another testudine, Geochelone pardalwas, is known to 
have diapause-like development (Carincross & Greig, 1977).  

Chalked eggs in this study of Indotestudo travancorica appeared to indicate dehydration of 
the egg to the point where the embryos succumbed. Chalking was neither evident in eggs 
observed within the incubation boxes, or when viewed in front of a focused beam of light 
during the candling sessions. Given the importance of chalking, with regards to embryonic 
orientation and its association with gas exchange within the egg (Ewert, 1985; Andrews & 
Maties, 2000), this deserves further research. What was evident during the candling sessions 
was the extent of the extra-embryonic membranes in normally developing eggs. However, 
out of a total of 34 eggs candled in the 1999 incubation sessions, 18 had sub embryonic fluid 
visible, whilst 16 did not.  

  
Fig. 2. Incubation temperatures for Indotestudo travancorica eggs incubated in 1999. 
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Air spaces were a common factor in Indotestudo travancorica eggs nearing termination of the 
incubation period, being confirmed by the afore mentioned candling technique, and they 
reflect a state of hydration (Ewert 1985). Ewert (1985) notes that air spaces were common in 
viable, brittle-shelled eggs, and recorded air spaces in Rhinoclemmys annulata, R. wereolata, 
and R. punctularia, evident from a few days before hatching. Metabolic heat produced by 
late stage embryos may promote water loss (Tracy, 1982). Figure 2 had six drops in average 
incubation temperature, and fourteen peaks; indeed in the last week of incubation, 
temperature became elevated to 28.4 º C, from an average of 25.5 ºC.  

3.4 Diel variation in incubation temperature and incubation period  

Temperatures at different times of the day, recorded for clutches between 1999 – 2000, are 
presented in Figure 3. At 800, temperature averaged 25.59, at 1200 25.92, at 1600 26.22, and at 
2000 26.13 C; there is no significant variation in temperature between the 4 different times 
(ANOVA; F=3.19; p=0.032; d.f=467). Temperatures occasionally dropped drastically due to 
wetting of incubation media. Incubation temperature from the same group of eggs ranged 
from 22.4 º C to 28.7 º C (X=25.5º C; ±1.68 Figure 2). In a review of incubation times in reptiles, 
Birchard & Masseleni (1996) noted that mean incubation period for a group of 28 testudines 
averaged 30.0 º C ±0.7, which was higher than the (25.5 º C) mean I observed in this dataset.  

 
Fig. 3. Diel variation in incubation temperature of Indotestudo travancorica eggs incubated in 
1999. 
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3.5 Hatchling morphometrics  

One hatchling from eggs incubated in 1999 had a particularly large yolk sac and hatched 3 
days premature to its single clutch mate, which hatched on day 128 of incubation and had 
an almost fully internalized yolk sac. The premature hatchling had the exposed yolk sac and 
umbilicus swabbed with Providine Betadine™, and was placed in a sterile container and 
then put into an incubator set at a constant 32.5º C in an attempt to speed up yolk 
internalization. However, the hatchling was found dead the next day.  

Another hatchling with the same condition hatched 6th July 2011 (Plates 2 and 3) and had a 
much larger unabsorbed yolk sack. This animal died following 12 hours post hatch. Most 
individuals hatched with an external yolk sac, but these were rapidly absorbed within six to 
twelve hours (Plate4).  

 

No. CL  
(millimeters) 

CW 
(millimeters) 

PL  
(millimeters) 

Hatchling 
weight 
(grams) 

Initial egg 
weight 
(grams) 

1 43.60 44.90 36.40 27.30 36.90 

2 47.40 41.30 43.10 28.80 39.50 

3 48.70 49.30 39.20 27.20 36.60 

4 48.60 46.50 41.30 26.20 37.00 

5 49.50 46.30 40.00 28.20 38.10 

6 46.80 45.60 40.00 26.50 36.90 

7 41.50 45.20 36.50 20.60 30.90 

8 44.24 43.87 34.20 32.00 . 

9 52.80 47.52 45.39 33.67 . 

10 50.85 50.07 44.21 30.49 . 

11 50.71 45.87 43.42 32.81 . 

12  58.70 50.03 43.30 27.10  

Table 3. Hatchling morphometrics derived from clutches incubated in 1999 (with initial egg 
weight), and in 2011 (without initial egg weight). 

Hatchling morphometrics, and relations to initial egg weight are presented in Table 3. 
Permeability of eggshells of Chrysemys picta, Pseudemys concinna, and Trionyx muticus almost 
doubles at mid to late incubation stages (Tracy 1982, in Ewert 1985). Average initial egg 
weight for seven hatchlings from 1999 was 10.2 gm heavier than hatchling weight. Average 
loss in percentage of initial egg weight as compared to hatchling weight was 72 %. This lies 
within Ewert’s (1979) observations on juvenile turtles that were hatched from brittle shelled 
eggs, weighing 60 – 75 % of initial egg weight.  
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Plate 4. Premature I. travancorica, with a large external yolk. Photo by Nikhil Whitaker © 
Madras Crocodile Bank Trust. 
 

 
Plate 5. Premature hatchling I.travancorica. Photo by Nikhil Whitaker © Madras Crocodile Bank 
Trust. 
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Plate 4. Premature I. travancorica, with a large external yolk. Photo by Nikhil Whitaker © 
Madras Crocodile Bank Trust. 
 

 
Plate 5. Premature hatchling I.travancorica. Photo by Nikhil Whitaker © Madras Crocodile Bank 
Trust. 
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Plate 6. Plate 6. A normal, healthy Indotestudo travancorica with the yolk sac absorbed 24 hrs 
post hatching. Photo by Nikhil Whitaker © Madras Crocodile Bank Trust. 

3.6 Sexual size dimorphism in Indotestudo travancorica 

Sexes of I. travancorica did not differ significantly in any morphological attribute (Table 5). 
Specimens examined were from the Madras Crocodile Bank Trust’s captive collection, and 
data collected within the archives of the MCBT by past researcher J.Vijaya at Nadukani, 
Kerala. Other data from the literature was gleaned from Bhupathy & Choudhury’s (1995) 
work, and Arun Kanagavel, obtained from the Vazachal, Athirapally, and Chalakudy Forest 
ranges in Kerala during his surveys of I. travancorica in these areas.This agrees with 
Ramesh’s (2008) work, wherein she examined 24 males and 25 females, and did not come to 
a consensus that sexes differed in carapace length. Interesting to note here, this is perhaps 
the first time individuals of I.travancorica from several locales have been combined for 
analyses of size.  

Wilbur and Morin (1988), noted that if males were able to control copulation, such as in the 
MCBT’s captive tortoise breeding enclosure, where copulation occurred regardless of 
interference by other males, then males will exceed females in body size and this allows 
them to forcibly inseminate females (plate 7). The variables introduced by maintaining I. 
travancorica in a captive environment as opposed to a natural population where they are free 
to choose diet, microhabitats, distance between animals, does not occur. Neither is there 
data available from the natural populations mentioned. 
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Plate 7. Mating in Indotestudo travancorica. Photo by Nikhil Whitaker © Madras Crocodile Bank Trust. 

 

Sex N Parameter X SD SEM Range Dimor-
phism 

F 
Crit 

P 

M 10 SCL 248.3 48.38 15.23 187-331 M=F 0.522 0.476 
F 20 SCL 238.9 23.58 5.27 192-273 -   
M 10 CW 157.1 26.59 8.41 120-195 M=F 0.061 0.806 
F 20 CW 159.26 19.91 4.57 135-225 -   
M 9 PL 182.89 34.91 11.64 139-224 M=F 0.359 0.554 
F 20 PL 189.03 17.8 4.32 165-221 -   
M 9 MASS 2420.3 1470.37 490.12 876-4800 M=F 0.018 0.896 
F 20 MASS 2036.8 729.55 167.37 1100-3600 -   

Table 4. Morphometric analysis was via ANOVA of adult Indotestudo travancorica from the 
Madras Crocodile Bank Trust’s captive collection, data collected within the archives of the 
MCBT by past researcher J.Vijaya at Nadukani, Kerala , Choudhury & Bhupathy (1995), and 
Arun Kanagavel, collected from the Vazachal, Athirapally, and Chalakudy Forest ranges in 
Kerala. 

2 male and 3 female I.travancorica were necropsied by J. Vijaya from the natural habitat of 
the species. CL for the 2 males averaged 154.5 millimeters (S.D. 6.36, 150 – 159), carapace 
width averaged 106.25 millimeters (S.D. 3.18, 104 – 108.5). The right testes length averaged 
10.5 millimeters (S.D.3.54, 8-13), whilst the right testes width averaged 3.15 millimeters (S.D. 
2.12, 2-5). The left testes length was 11.0 millimeters for both specimens.  
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Plate 6. Plate 6. A normal, healthy Indotestudo travancorica with the yolk sac absorbed 24 hrs 
post hatching. Photo by Nikhil Whitaker © Madras Crocodile Bank Trust. 
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With regards to the three females, CL averaged 190 millimeters (S.D. 22.07, 167 – 211), 
carapace width averaged 131 mm (S.D. 6.08, 124 – 135), plastron length for two females 
averaged 157.3 millimeters (S.D. 18.73, 144 – 170.5). In one of the necropsied females, 
(Carapace length, 192 millimeters, carapace width 135 millimeters, plastron length 170.5 
millimeters, and weight 1100 grams) the right oviduct weighed 2.5 grams, whilst the left 
weighed 3 grams. Newly developed corpea lutea in the right oviduct weighed one gram. 
Older corpea lutea in the left oviduct weighed two grams, whilst in the right oviduct this 
was one gram. Oviducal eggs were 1 each in the left and right oviduct. This indicates that 
female I. travancorica reach maturity at between 192 – 290 millimeters, and around one 
kilogram in weight. (Table 4, J.Vijaya’s information metioned above). A caveat here is that 
body size and age are not necessarily correlated (Justin & Gibbons, 1990). 

The 1 male and 4 females from this study were measured on June 30th 2010, and the male 
measured 33 centimeters carapace length and weighed 5 kilograms. The four females 
averaged 24.34 centimeters carapace length, and 2900 grams. At the next measurement on 
3rd August 2011, the male’s carapace length was 32.4 centimeters, and weight was 4800 
grams. The females averaged 26.73 centimeters carapace length , and 2350 grams in weight. 
The reduction in weight is real, whilst the reduction in carapace length by 0.6 centimeters 
was probably an observer error. Ernst & Barbour (1972), note, as observed in this study, that 
growth in turtles decreases following maturity, evident from the 1 year between 
measurements of captive animals here. Snider & Bowler (1992), record longevity of 
Indotestudo travancorica (then I. forstenii), as 26 years, however males and females in the 
MCBT captive group are approximately 30 years old.  

The largest male from this study had a carapace length of 331 millimeters, and weighed 4800 
grams, whilst the largest female had a carapace length of 271 millimeters and weighed 3600 
grams. Both these tortoises were from the Madras Crocodile Bank’s captive collection. 

3.7 Temperature selection 

The basic morphological versus temperature related parameters are presented in Table 5. 
The highest average temperatures were for the male, the heaviest animal considered here, 
35.5 º C. The smallest female’s maximum average, female 3 was identical. No inferences can be 
made at this stage on this pattern. Both these animals also had the highest variance, inferring 
that they were perhaps the most active animals in this group. With regards to the male, he 
spent a large amount of the early morning and evening walking around the enclosure, in 
contrast to the females which had their movements largely restricted to the feeding stations.  
 

Tortoise number and 
weight (grams) Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation Variance 
Male 1 (4800) 19.5 35.5 28.01 2.31 5.33 
Female 2 (2200) 20 33.5 27.36 2. 98 4.4 
Female 3 (1900) 19 35.5 27.56 2.20 4.85 
Female 4 (3300) 19.5 34 27.05 2.04 4.17 
Female 5 (2000) 21.5 33.5 27.56 1.82 3.32 

Table 5. Statistics relating to tortoise temperature (1 male and 4 females), between 30th May 
2010 to 3rd December 2010.  
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Despite large size differences between the male and the females, temperature variation 
between the sexes was lower than expected (Figure 4). The male had the highest mean 
temperature 28.01 º C, ranging between 21.5 – 35.5, and the highest variance (5.33 º C ). 
Consolidated female temperatures averaged 27.56 º C , with an minimum and maximum of 
20.0 º C and 34.1 º C respectively, and the highest maximum temperature at 34 º C.  
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Tortoise temperatures (1 male and 4 females) between 30th May and 3rd December 
2010. 

Females 2 and 5 had sudden drops in temperature, due to 5 millimeters of rainfall on 
November 5th 2010. Hailey & Coulson’s (1995) observations on Kinixys spekii were similar to 
those observed in Indotestudo travancorica, in that during particularly hot days (i.e. > 35 º C), 
movement was at a minimum, and on days that rainfall occurred, maximum activity was 
observed, this including courtship/mating, male combat, and nesting.  

4. Conclusions 
In this chapter I discussed the reproductive biology, morphometrics, and temperature 
selection in a small group of Indotestudo travancorica. Incubation period varied between 128 – 
159 days (X = 141.5 days), in a group of 34 eggs from 11 clutches; out of these eggs candled 
in the 1999 incubation sessions, 18 had sub embryonic fluid visible, whilst 16 did not. From 
this series, diel variation did not differ between four measurements of temperature in a day. 
Initial determination of viability was not accurate, and definitive determination of viability 
did not occur until one month into incubation when vascularisation was visible.  
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Incubation periods were found to be similar in the sister species Indotestudo forstenii, but 
maximum clutch size was two, compared to six in I.travancorica. Clutch size was not related 
to female carapace length. Following egg laying , total clutch weight represented 4 % of the 
female’s weight. Initial egg weight as compared to hatchling weight was 72 %. With regards 
to sexual size dimorphism, no differences were noted between males and females. I. 
travancorica females reach maturity at between 192 – 290 millimeters, and a kilogram in 
weight. Future studies may find females reaching maturity at smaller sizes. Temperature 
selection presented here in captivity as opposed to natural populations was a preliminary 
attempt at best; higher resolution loggers than the ones used here (±0.5º C) in combination 
with behavioral observations would result in a better data set.  
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1. Introduction 
Fish morphometrics has been in the hot-spot of ichthyological studies for many decades, but 
the initial steps date back to the time of Galileo Galilei (Froese 2006). Yet, the scientific basis 
for morphometry in fishes, and especially the mathematical way that weight relates to 
length, was set by Fulton, in 1906, who for the first time introduced fisheries science into 
‘allometry’ (Froese 2006). 

Nowadays, the most commonly used relationships, that have been established for the 
majority of fishes (Binohlan & Pauly 2000, FishBase: www.fishbase.org: Froese & Pauly 
2011), are those relating weight to body length (in the majority of cases, total body length 
(TL)), and different types of length (i.e., standard (SL) and fork (FL) length) to TL. Weight 
(W)-length (TL) relationships are of power type, i.e., W=a TLb. In this equation, a is the 
coefficient of body shape (Lleonart et al. 2000, Froese 2006, www.fishbase.org), and it gets 
values around 0.1 for fishes which are small sized and with a rounded body shape, 0.01 for 
streamlined-shaped fishes and 0.001 for eel-like shaped fishes. In contrast, b is the coefficient 
balancing the dimensions of the equation and its values can be smaller, larger or equal to 3 
(Lleonart et al. 2000, Froese 2006, www.fishbase.org). In the first two cases (i.e., b<3 and 
b>3) fish growth is allometric (i.e., when b<3 the fish grows faster in length than in weight, 
and when b>3 the fish grows faster in weigth than in length), whereas when b=3 growth is 
isometric. Froese (2006) analyze 3929 weight-length relationships for 1773 species, and 
reports that b ranges between 1.96 and 3.94, with 90% of the cases falling inside the 2.7-3.4 
range. The lowest values have been recorded for Cepola macropthalma, whereas the highest 
for Chaenocephalus aceratus. In principle, these types of relationships are allometric (82%), 
with a trend towards positive allometry (Froese 2006). Weight-length relationships are of 
high importance for fisheries science and can be used in a wide range of applications, such 
as: (a) estimation of biomass from length data; (b) estimation of a species condition factor; 
and (c) comparisons among life history and morphologic differentiations of the same species 
in different areas (e.g., Pauly 1993, Petrakis & Stergiou 1995, Binohlan & Pauly 2000). 

In recent years, attempts have been made to relate other morphological characteristics of 
fishes, such as mouth (e.g., Karpouzi & Stergiou 2003, Chalkia & Bobori 2006, Karachle & 
Stergiou 2011a), intestine (e.g., Kramer & Bryant 1995a, b, Karachle & Stergiou 2010) and tail 
(Karachle & Stergiou 2004), to TL, and as well as to feeding habits and fractional trophic 
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levels (τ). In general, eco-morphological studies focus on the patterns that relate 
morphology and the use of available resources (e.g., Motta et al. 1995, Wainwright & 
Richard 1995), and consider morphology as a key factor for the determination of a species’ 
feeding habits. Hence, variations in morphology are due to differences in the ability of 
different fish species to catch and consume their food, affecting the overall diet composition 
(e.g., Wainwright & Richard 1995, Wootton 1998). 

Mouth gape has long being considered as the most important, yet restraining, factor 
affecting food consumption mainly in: (a) defining the size range of prey items a consumer 
can catch/consume and (b) affecting the efficiency of a predator to catch and consume its 
food (Wainwright & Richard 1995). More specifically, mouth gape can be used for the 
evaluation of the relationship between prey and predator size (e.g., Keast & Webb 1966, 
Wainwright & Richard 1995), whereas mouth shape and position, teeth, structure and 
number of gill rakers seem to be related to the type of food being consumed (e.g., Al-
Hussaini 1947, Kapoor et al. 1975, Verigina 1991). The size spectrum of prey items for fishes 
increases as they grow, which is more evident in apex predators (Karpouzi & Stergiou 2003), 
and this fact has been mainly attributed to ontogenetic changes related to mouth 
morphology, visual acuity, more efficient digestion and better swimming ability of large fish 
(e.g., Keast & Webb 1966, Kaiser & Hughes 1993, Juanes 1994, Juanes & Conover 1994, Hart 
1997, Wootton 1998, Fordham & Trippel 1999). Hence, mouth morphometry is generally 
related to τ (Karpouzi & Stergiou 2003).  

Intestine (or gut) length (GL) is considered to be an indicator of diet (Kramer & Bryant 
1995a) and, particularly in fishes, can be used for interspecific dietary comparisons (e.g., Al-
Hussaini 1947, Karachle & Stergiou 2010a). For a given body length, intestine in herbivorous 
species is longer than in omnivorous ones, and in omnivorous species longer than in 
carnivorous ones (e.g., Kapoor et al. 1975, Kramer & Bryant 1995b, Karachle & Stergiou 
2010a, b). Hence, the widely accepted pattern of fish GL variation in relation to species 
feeding habits is: 

Carnivores<omnivores<herbivores<detritus feeders 

(e.g., Kapoor et al. 1975, Ribble & Smith 1983, Kramer & Bryant 1995b, Karachle & Stergiou 
2010a, b). The same pattern is also true in other vertebrate classes (e.g., reptiles: O’Grady et 
al. 2005, birds: Ricklefs 1996, and mammals: Chivers & Hladik 1980).  

Recent research has shown that there is a strong relationship between GL and body length 
(BL), that can be best described by the power type equation, i.e., GL=a BLb (Kramer & Bryant 
1995a, b, Karachle & Stergiou 2010a, b). The significance of this allometry in GL could be 
related to the effect of the increasing body length to the relative efficiency of intestine to 
absorb nutrients from the digested food (e.g., Ribble & Smith 1983, Kramer & Bryant 1995a). 
Since growing organisms require more energy and nutrients, changes of the structural 
capacity, i.e. lengthier intestine, must be performed in order for those needs to be met. Those 
structural changes of intestine will ensure that food will be retained longer in the tract and 
more nutrients will be adsorbed, and more receptors for the absorption of energy and 
nutrients will be available. 

Tail, the one characteristic that in the eyes of everyday people is what defines a fish, is the 
least examined of all feeding-related morphologic characteristics in fishes. Its relationship 
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with feeding was established in a model of the estimation of annual food consumption per 
unit biomass, i.e., Q/B (Palomares & Pauly 1989). In this model, the tail aspect ratio (A; i.e., 
the ratio of squared tail height per tail area) is a key variable: 

�
�� = ����� � �����

��� �����  

where T is the mean water temperature (°C) and W is the asymptotic (or maximum) live 
weight of the fish (g) in the population (Pauly 1989a). 

Despite the importance of tail characteristics, such as height, area and aspect ratio, little 
effort has been put into their study and thus available information is limited (Karachle & 
Stergiou 2004, 2005, 2008a). Moreover, even in research focusing on Q/B estimation, Α has 
been estimated mainly from fish photos or drawings (e.g., García & Duarte 2002), or from 
measurements derived from a small number of individuals (e.g., 3-4 individuals; Angelini & 
Agostinho 2005). 

In this chapter, we explore the effects of feeding habits, environment and/or habitat type on 
weight-length relationships and the morphometrics of feeding-related characteristics of 
fishes, namely mouth, intestine and tail. For weight-length relationships, mouth and 
intestine, we expanded on previously published information and relationships. For tail 
allometry we estimated tail area (TA), height (TH) and tail aspect ratio (A) for 61 species 
from the North Aegean Sea, Greece, using imprints of tails, for a large number of 
individuals per species. Based on these estimates, we established the within-species 
relationships between TA, TH and A with TL. We also explored the relationships of the 
above mentioned tail characteristics with species’ feeding habits and habitat type (i.e., 
pelagic, benthopelagic, demersal, and reef-associated; the ecological niche concept being 
also included). Finally, the relationship between the mean A values (Am) and mean TL (TLm) 
per species was explored. 

2. Materials and methods 
We used prior published information on morphology and morphometrics of fishes, and 
especially mathematical expressions, which were transformed into allometric regressions 
and grouped based on species’ feeding habits and environment/habitat. The use of the 
allometric model, instead of other types of models (i.e., linear, exponential, and logarithmic), 
in the description of relationships between morphological characteristics, such as those 
presented here, and body length, was better for the following reasons: 

1. it allows the detection of morphologic changes in shape, which is the basic hypothesis 
in the study of morphometrics (Lleonart et al. 2002) 

2. in contrast with the other types of models, the allometric one is the only one for which 
when X=0, then Y=0, a fact that is meaningful in morphometrics (Lleonart et al. 2002), 
and 

3. especially in the case of feeding related characteristics, it is the only one that can explain 
changes in the morphology such as required for a growing fish to meet its increasing 
energetic demands, while the energy spent for the acquisition of food is minimized 
(Karachle & Stergiou 2010b, 2011a). 
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2.1 Weight-length relationships 

In order to examine the effect of feeding habits and habitat type on the weight-length 
relationships, we used the data of Karachle & Stergiou (2008b) for 60 species from the North 
Aegean Sea. The individual data of all 60 species were plotted together in order to examine 
whether there is any pattern in the way that W changes with TL across species. 
Consequently, the weight-length data of the different species were grouped according to:  

1. species’ feeding habits, using their τ as given in FishBase (www.fishbase.org). Based on 
τ values, fishes were grouped into five different functional trophic groups (FTGs), using 
the classification of Stergiou & Karpouzi (2002):  
a. pure herbivores (2.0 <τ<2.1) (H);  
b. omnivores with preference for plants (2.1<τ<2.9) (OV); 
c. omnivores with preference for animals (2.9 <τ<3.7) (OA); 
d. carnivores with preference for decapods/fish (3.7 <τ<4.0) (CD); and 
e. carnivores with preference for fish/cephalopods (4.0 <τ<4.5) (CC). 

2. habitat type (i.e., pelagic, benthopelagic, demersal, and reef-associated; information 
from FishBase (www.fishbase.org)). 

Next, the combined regression lines of species per FTG and habitat type were plotted on the 
same graph and patterns were identified. Finally, the combined general regression lines of 
W-TL relationships of each of the above mentioned groupings were compared, using the 
log-transformed data, with Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA; Zar 1999). 

2.2 Mouth characteristics 

The relationships of mouth area (MA) with total body length (TL), which are given in 
Karpouzi & Stergiou (2003) and Karachle & Stergiou (2011a), were used. They were again 
grouped according to FTGs and habitat type (see section 2.1). Based on the original MA-TL 
equations for 68 species, general regression lines were constructed. 

2.3 Intestine morphometrics 

The relationships of fish gut length (GL) with body length (BL), presented in Karachle & 
Stergiou (2010a) and Karachle & Stergiou (2010b), were used in order to check for GL 
changes in relation to feeding habits and habitat. Overall, relationships of GL-BL were used 
for 99 species, and the individual data for these species were grouped according to the FTGs 
of the species and habitat (see section 2.1). 

2.4 Tail  

Samples were collected in the North Aegean Sea, on a seasonal basis, from June 2001 to 
January 2006, using commercial fishing vessels (i.e., trawlers, purse-seiners, and gill-netters) 
and preserved in 10% formalin (for details see Karachle & Stergiou 2008c). In the laboratory, 
TL was measured and tail was imprinted (for at least 30 individuals per species, when 
possible). Based on these imprints, tail height (TH) and area (TA) were estimated, using 
UTHSCSA IMAGETOOL Ver. 3.0 (Wilcox et al. 1997) software. Based on TH and TA 
measurements, A was estimated, as follows (Pauly 1989a): 
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. 

The relationships between TA-TL and TH-TL were established using power regression (Y=a 
Xb; Lleonart et al. 2000) and consequently b (given the mathematical traits of b as explained 
in the introduction) was tested for difference from 2, in the case of TA (since the 
measurement unit of TA is cm2), and difference from 1, in the case of TH (since the 
measurement unit of TH is cm), using t-test (Zar 1999). Additionally, all TA-TL regressions 
were plotted together for the detection of possible groupings of species. 

In order to identify patterns of changes of TA with TL, the data for the different species were 
compiled together based on FTGs and habitat type (see section 2.1). In order to identify 
possible patterns, the regressions per group in each of the above mentioned compilations 
were plotted together. Comparisons of the slopes of the general regression lines were 
performed on the log-transformed data using ANCOVA (Zar 1999). 

The relationships between A and TL were estimated for all species (they are not presented 
here) and the type of the relationship was defined based on the R2 values. Finally, the 
across-species relationship between the mean A values (Am) and mean TL (TLm) per species 
was also explored. 

3. Results 
3.1 Weight-length relationships 

When all data for the 60 species were plotted together, three major groups were identified 
(Fig. 1a, b): group (I) included C. macrophthalma and Belone belone, group (II) Scyliorhinus 
canicula and Sphyraena sphyraena, and group (III) the remaining species. The slopes of the 
regressions of the three groups differed significantly (for all combinations: p<0.05). The 
graphs of the combined regression lines per FTG and habitat type (number of species per 
FTG and habitat type are given in Table 1) did not reveal any clear grouping of weight-
length relationships (Fig. 1c and d). Nevertheless, in the case of FTGs, based on the results of 
ANCOVA, there was a significant difference in the slopes of the regression lines between 
omnivores with preference to animal material, carnivores with preference to fish and 
decapods and carnivores with preference to fish and cephalopods (for all combinations: 
p<0.05), whereas there was no difference between those of the regressions for herbivorous 
species with those of the species of all other FTGs (for all combinations: p>0.10). 
Accordingly, in the case of habitat type, there was not any significant difference in the 
slopes of the relationships between pelagic and benthopelagic species (ANCOVA: p=0.569, 
F-ratio=9026.64), while the slopes of all remaining combinations differed significantly (for all 
combinations: p<0.05). 

For the same length, omnivores with preference to animal material weighed less than 
carnivores (carnivores with preference to fish and decapods and carnivores with preference 
to fish and cephalopods) (Fig. 1c). When habitat type was examined (Fig 1d), for the same 
length, the following pattern was observed for weight: 

D<P<BP = RA. 
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2.1 Weight-length relationships 

In order to examine the effect of feeding habits and habitat type on the weight-length 
relationships, we used the data of Karachle & Stergiou (2008b) for 60 species from the North 
Aegean Sea. The individual data of all 60 species were plotted together in order to examine 
whether there is any pattern in the way that W changes with TL across species. 
Consequently, the weight-length data of the different species were grouped according to:  

1. species’ feeding habits, using their τ as given in FishBase (www.fishbase.org). Based on 
τ values, fishes were grouped into five different functional trophic groups (FTGs), using 
the classification of Stergiou & Karpouzi (2002):  
a. pure herbivores (2.0 <τ<2.1) (H);  
b. omnivores with preference for plants (2.1<τ<2.9) (OV); 
c. omnivores with preference for animals (2.9 <τ<3.7) (OA); 
d. carnivores with preference for decapods/fish (3.7 <τ<4.0) (CD); and 
e. carnivores with preference for fish/cephalopods (4.0 <τ<4.5) (CC). 

2. habitat type (i.e., pelagic, benthopelagic, demersal, and reef-associated; information 
from FishBase (www.fishbase.org)). 

Next, the combined regression lines of species per FTG and habitat type were plotted on the 
same graph and patterns were identified. Finally, the combined general regression lines of 
W-TL relationships of each of the above mentioned groupings were compared, using the 
log-transformed data, with Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA; Zar 1999). 

2.2 Mouth characteristics 

The relationships of mouth area (MA) with total body length (TL), which are given in 
Karpouzi & Stergiou (2003) and Karachle & Stergiou (2011a), were used. They were again 
grouped according to FTGs and habitat type (see section 2.1). Based on the original MA-TL 
equations for 68 species, general regression lines were constructed. 

2.3 Intestine morphometrics 

The relationships of fish gut length (GL) with body length (BL), presented in Karachle & 
Stergiou (2010a) and Karachle & Stergiou (2010b), were used in order to check for GL 
changes in relation to feeding habits and habitat. Overall, relationships of GL-BL were used 
for 99 species, and the individual data for these species were grouped according to the FTGs 
of the species and habitat (see section 2.1). 

2.4 Tail  

Samples were collected in the North Aegean Sea, on a seasonal basis, from June 2001 to 
January 2006, using commercial fishing vessels (i.e., trawlers, purse-seiners, and gill-netters) 
and preserved in 10% formalin (for details see Karachle & Stergiou 2008c). In the laboratory, 
TL was measured and tail was imprinted (for at least 30 individuals per species, when 
possible). Based on these imprints, tail height (TH) and area (TA) were estimated, using 
UTHSCSA IMAGETOOL Ver. 3.0 (Wilcox et al. 1997) software. Based on TH and TA 
measurements, A was estimated, as follows (Pauly 1989a): 
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. 

The relationships between TA-TL and TH-TL were established using power regression (Y=a 
Xb; Lleonart et al. 2000) and consequently b (given the mathematical traits of b as explained 
in the introduction) was tested for difference from 2, in the case of TA (since the 
measurement unit of TA is cm2), and difference from 1, in the case of TH (since the 
measurement unit of TH is cm), using t-test (Zar 1999). Additionally, all TA-TL regressions 
were plotted together for the detection of possible groupings of species. 

In order to identify patterns of changes of TA with TL, the data for the different species were 
compiled together based on FTGs and habitat type (see section 2.1). In order to identify 
possible patterns, the regressions per group in each of the above mentioned compilations 
were plotted together. Comparisons of the slopes of the general regression lines were 
performed on the log-transformed data using ANCOVA (Zar 1999). 

The relationships between A and TL were estimated for all species (they are not presented 
here) and the type of the relationship was defined based on the R2 values. Finally, the 
across-species relationship between the mean A values (Am) and mean TL (TLm) per species 
was also explored. 

3. Results 
3.1 Weight-length relationships 

When all data for the 60 species were plotted together, three major groups were identified 
(Fig. 1a, b): group (I) included C. macrophthalma and Belone belone, group (II) Scyliorhinus 
canicula and Sphyraena sphyraena, and group (III) the remaining species. The slopes of the 
regressions of the three groups differed significantly (for all combinations: p<0.05). The 
graphs of the combined regression lines per FTG and habitat type (number of species per 
FTG and habitat type are given in Table 1) did not reveal any clear grouping of weight-
length relationships (Fig. 1c and d). Nevertheless, in the case of FTGs, based on the results of 
ANCOVA, there was a significant difference in the slopes of the regression lines between 
omnivores with preference to animal material, carnivores with preference to fish and 
decapods and carnivores with preference to fish and cephalopods (for all combinations: 
p<0.05), whereas there was no difference between those of the regressions for herbivorous 
species with those of the species of all other FTGs (for all combinations: p>0.10). 
Accordingly, in the case of habitat type, there was not any significant difference in the 
slopes of the relationships between pelagic and benthopelagic species (ANCOVA: p=0.569, 
F-ratio=9026.64), while the slopes of all remaining combinations differed significantly (for all 
combinations: p<0.05). 

For the same length, omnivores with preference to animal material weighed less than 
carnivores (carnivores with preference to fish and decapods and carnivores with preference 
to fish and cephalopods) (Fig. 1c). When habitat type was examined (Fig 1d), for the same 
length, the following pattern was observed for weight: 

D<P<BP = RA. 
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Category W MA GL 

Functional Trophic Groups    

 Herbivores (H) 1  5 

 Omnivores with preference to plants (OV)  1 5 

 Omnivores with preference to animals (OA) 33 36 55 

 Carnivores with preference to decapods and fish (CD) 8 9 16 

 Carnivores with preference to fish and cephalopods (CC) 18 22 18 

Habitat type    

 Pelagic (P) 15 15 17 

 Benthopelagic (BP) 14 14 29 

 Demersal (D) 25 29 45 

 Reef-associated (RA) 6 7 8 

Total number of species 60 68 99 

Table 1. Number of species per functional trophic group and habitat, for which weight (W), 
mouth area (MA) and intestine length (GL) relationships with body length were retrieved 
from the literature (W: Karachle & Stergiou (2008b); MA: Karpouzi & Stergiou (2003) and 
Karachle & Stergiou (2011a); GL: Karachle & Stergiou (2010a, b)). 

3.2 Mouth characteristics 

The distribution of the 68 species used for mouth morphometrics by FTGs and habitat is 
given in Table 1. The vast majority of species were omnivores with preference to animals, 
followed by carnivores with preference to fish and cephalopods. In the present study, 
among the 68 studied species, demersal species outnumbered those living in the remaining 
habitats, followed by pelagic and benthopelagic species, which were equally represented. 

Plots of the regression lines of species per FTG revealed that for the same TL (Fig. 2a), MA 
dimensions change as followed: 

OA <OV < CC < CD. 

Comparison between the different habitats (Fig. 2b) did not reveal a clear pattern. Only 
benthopelagic species seemed to largely differentiate from the remaining three habitat-
related groups, at lengths >20cm. 
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Fig. 1. Regressions between total body length (TL) and weight (W) based on data from 
Karachle & Stergiou (2008b) for 60 fish species Νorth Aegean Sea, Greece, June 2001- 
January 2006: (a) original individual data, (b) groups identified in (a), (c) functional trophic 
group, as identified by Stergiou & Karpouzi (2002) and (d) habitat type (from Fishbase; 
www.fishbase.org: Froese & Pauly 2011). H: herbivores; OA: omnivores with preference to 
animal material; CD: carnivores with preference to decapods and fish; CC: carnivores with 
preference to fish and cephalopods; P: pelagic; BP: benthopelagic; D: demersal; RA: reef-
associated; Ni=number of individuals; Ns=number of species; R2 = coefficient of 
determination; and SE(b) = standard error of slope b. Fish drawings are from FishBase 
(www.fishbase.org; Froese & Pauly 2011). 
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 Reef-associated (RA) 6 7 8 
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Table 1. Number of species per functional trophic group and habitat, for which weight (W), 
mouth area (MA) and intestine length (GL) relationships with body length were retrieved 
from the literature (W: Karachle & Stergiou (2008b); MA: Karpouzi & Stergiou (2003) and 
Karachle & Stergiou (2011a); GL: Karachle & Stergiou (2010a, b)). 
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The distribution of the 68 species used for mouth morphometrics by FTGs and habitat is 
given in Table 1. The vast majority of species were omnivores with preference to animals, 
followed by carnivores with preference to fish and cephalopods. In the present study, 
among the 68 studied species, demersal species outnumbered those living in the remaining 
habitats, followed by pelagic and benthopelagic species, which were equally represented. 

Plots of the regression lines of species per FTG revealed that for the same TL (Fig. 2a), MA 
dimensions change as followed: 

OA <OV < CC < CD. 

Comparison between the different habitats (Fig. 2b) did not reveal a clear pattern. Only 
benthopelagic species seemed to largely differentiate from the remaining three habitat-
related groups, at lengths >20cm. 
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Fig. 1. Regressions between total body length (TL) and weight (W) based on data from 
Karachle & Stergiou (2008b) for 60 fish species Νorth Aegean Sea, Greece, June 2001- 
January 2006: (a) original individual data, (b) groups identified in (a), (c) functional trophic 
group, as identified by Stergiou & Karpouzi (2002) and (d) habitat type (from Fishbase; 
www.fishbase.org: Froese & Pauly 2011). H: herbivores; OA: omnivores with preference to 
animal material; CD: carnivores with preference to decapods and fish; CC: carnivores with 
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associated; Ni=number of individuals; Ns=number of species; R2 = coefficient of 
determination; and SE(b) = standard error of slope b. Fish drawings are from FishBase 
(www.fishbase.org; Froese & Pauly 2011). 
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Fig. 2. Regressions between total length and mouth area based on literature data for 68 fish 
species (from Karpouzi & Stergiou (2003) and Karachle & Stergiou (2011a)) grouped by:  
(a) functional trophic group, as identified by Stergiou & Karpouzi (2002), and (b) habitat 
type. OV: omnivores with preference to vegetable material; OA: omnivores with preference 
to animal material; CD: carnivores with preference to decapods and fish; CC: carnivores 
with preference to fish and cephalopods; P: pelagic; BP: benthopelagic; D: demersal; RA: 
reef-associated. 

3.3 Intestine morphometrics 

Of the 99 different species for which GL-BL relationships were used, more than half (55 out 
of 99 species) were omnivores with preference to animals, and the vast majority of them 
were demersal species (Table 1). 

The regression lines of the species per FTG showed a clear formation of two separate 
groups: one including herbivorous species and omnivores with preference to plants (group 
I), and another one including omnivores with preference to animal material, carnivores with 
preference to fish and decapods, and carnivores with preference to fish and cephalopods 
(group II) (Fig. 3a). Additionally, for the same BL, GL was higher for the species of the first 
group than in those of the second one.  

Finally, GL changed with habitat type as follows (Fig. 3b): 

D<BP ≤ P<RA. 

3.4 Tail 

Overall, TA, TH and A values were estimated for 61 fish species (2703 individuals; Table 2). 
The number of individuals examined ranged from 6 (for Lophius piscatorius and Pomatomus 
saltatrix) to 100 (for Arnoglossus laterna) (Table 2). Αm ranged from 0.23, for Gaidropsarus 
mediterraneus and Lesueurigobius suerii, to 4.38, for Scomber scombrus. 

The TA-TL and TH-TL relationships are shown in Table 2. They were all significant (p<0.05). 
In the case of TA-TL relationships, in 32 out of the 61 species (52.5%), the b value of the 
relationship was statistically different from 2 (t-test: p<0.10), indicating the predominance of 
the allometric relationship of TA and TL. This relationship was positively allometric (i.e., b>2) 
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Fig. 3. Regressions between body length and gut length based on literature data for 99 fish 
species (from Karachle & Stergiou (2010a, b) grouped by: (a) functional trophic group, as 
identified by Stergiou & Karpouzi (2002), and (b) habitat type (from Fishbase; 
www.fishbase.org: Froese & Pauly 2011). H: herbivores; OV: omnivores with preference to 
vegetable material; OA: omnivores with preference to animal material;  
CD: carnivores with preference to decapods and fish; CC: carnivores with preference to fish 
and cephalopods; P: pelagic; BP: benthopelagic; D: demersal; RA: reef-associated. 

in 20 species (62.5%), and negatively allometric (i.e., b<2) in 12 species (37.5%) (Table 2). For 
the remaining 29 species (47.5%) for which the power expression of the relationship was not 
statistically significant (t-test: p> 0.10), and based on the R2 values, the relationship was of 
the power type for 14 species (48.3%), exponential (TA =a ebTL) for 8 species (27.6%), linear 
(TA=a+bTL) for 5 species (17.2%) and logarithmic (TA=a+blogTL) only for Diplodus 
annularis and Diplodus vulgaris (6.9%) (Tables 2 and 3). 

Likewise, in the case of the TH-TL relationships, the allometric model was statistically 
accepted (i.e., b≠1; t-test: p<0.10) for the majority of species (40 out of the 61 species; 65.6%). 
Positive allometry (i.e., b>1) was found for 35 species (87.5%), and negative allometry (i.e., 
b<1) for only 5 species (12.5%) (Table 2). For the remaining 21 species (34.4%) for which the 
assumption that b≠1 was not statistically significant (t-test: p>0.10), the relationship type 
identified was: linear (TH=a+bTL) for 8 species (38.1%), power for 6 species (28.6%), 
exponential (TH =a ebTL) for 5 species (23.8%) and logarithmic (TH=a+blogTL) only for Coris 
julis and Dentex dentex (69.5%) (Tables 2 and 3). 

When individual data for each species were grouped per FTG (Fig. 4), there was a clear 
separation of omnivores with preference to animal material, from carnivores with 
preference to fish and decapods, and carnivores with preference to fish and cephalopods. 
Indeed, the slope of the regression of omnivores with preference to animal material differed 
significantly from that of the other two regressions (ANCOVA: for both cases p<0.01), 
whereas there was no difference between the slopes of the regressions for carnivores with 
preference to fish and decapods and carnivores with preference to fish and cephalopods 
(ANCOVA: p>0.10). Accordingly, when habitat type was used for the grouping of species 
(Fig. 5), two separate groups were formed, one including reef-associated and benthopelagic 
species and another one including pelagic and demersal species and there was a significant 
difference among the slopes of all four regressions (ANCOVA: for all cases p<0.01). 
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Fig. 2. Regressions between total length and mouth area based on literature data for 68 fish 
species (from Karpouzi & Stergiou (2003) and Karachle & Stergiou (2011a)) grouped by:  
(a) functional trophic group, as identified by Stergiou & Karpouzi (2002), and (b) habitat 
type. OV: omnivores with preference to vegetable material; OA: omnivores with preference 
to animal material; CD: carnivores with preference to decapods and fish; CC: carnivores 
with preference to fish and cephalopods; P: pelagic; BP: benthopelagic; D: demersal; RA: 
reef-associated. 

3.3 Intestine morphometrics 

Of the 99 different species for which GL-BL relationships were used, more than half (55 out 
of 99 species) were omnivores with preference to animals, and the vast majority of them 
were demersal species (Table 1). 

The regression lines of the species per FTG showed a clear formation of two separate 
groups: one including herbivorous species and omnivores with preference to plants (group 
I), and another one including omnivores with preference to animal material, carnivores with 
preference to fish and decapods, and carnivores with preference to fish and cephalopods 
(group II) (Fig. 3a). Additionally, for the same BL, GL was higher for the species of the first 
group than in those of the second one.  

Finally, GL changed with habitat type as follows (Fig. 3b): 

D<BP ≤ P<RA. 

3.4 Tail 

Overall, TA, TH and A values were estimated for 61 fish species (2703 individuals; Table 2). 
The number of individuals examined ranged from 6 (for Lophius piscatorius and Pomatomus 
saltatrix) to 100 (for Arnoglossus laterna) (Table 2). Αm ranged from 0.23, for Gaidropsarus 
mediterraneus and Lesueurigobius suerii, to 4.38, for Scomber scombrus. 

The TA-TL and TH-TL relationships are shown in Table 2. They were all significant (p<0.05). 
In the case of TA-TL relationships, in 32 out of the 61 species (52.5%), the b value of the 
relationship was statistically different from 2 (t-test: p<0.10), indicating the predominance of 
the allometric relationship of TA and TL. This relationship was positively allometric (i.e., b>2) 
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Fig. 3. Regressions between body length and gut length based on literature data for 99 fish 
species (from Karachle & Stergiou (2010a, b) grouped by: (a) functional trophic group, as 
identified by Stergiou & Karpouzi (2002), and (b) habitat type (from Fishbase; 
www.fishbase.org: Froese & Pauly 2011). H: herbivores; OV: omnivores with preference to 
vegetable material; OA: omnivores with preference to animal material;  
CD: carnivores with preference to decapods and fish; CC: carnivores with preference to fish 
and cephalopods; P: pelagic; BP: benthopelagic; D: demersal; RA: reef-associated. 

in 20 species (62.5%), and negatively allometric (i.e., b<2) in 12 species (37.5%) (Table 2). For 
the remaining 29 species (47.5%) for which the power expression of the relationship was not 
statistically significant (t-test: p> 0.10), and based on the R2 values, the relationship was of 
the power type for 14 species (48.3%), exponential (TA =a ebTL) for 8 species (27.6%), linear 
(TA=a+bTL) for 5 species (17.2%) and logarithmic (TA=a+blogTL) only for Diplodus 
annularis and Diplodus vulgaris (6.9%) (Tables 2 and 3). 

Likewise, in the case of the TH-TL relationships, the allometric model was statistically 
accepted (i.e., b≠1; t-test: p<0.10) for the majority of species (40 out of the 61 species; 65.6%). 
Positive allometry (i.e., b>1) was found for 35 species (87.5%), and negative allometry (i.e., 
b<1) for only 5 species (12.5%) (Table 2). For the remaining 21 species (34.4%) for which the 
assumption that b≠1 was not statistically significant (t-test: p>0.10), the relationship type 
identified was: linear (TH=a+bTL) for 8 species (38.1%), power for 6 species (28.6%), 
exponential (TH =a ebTL) for 5 species (23.8%) and logarithmic (TH=a+blogTL) only for Coris 
julis and Dentex dentex (69.5%) (Tables 2 and 3). 

When individual data for each species were grouped per FTG (Fig. 4), there was a clear 
separation of omnivores with preference to animal material, from carnivores with 
preference to fish and decapods, and carnivores with preference to fish and cephalopods. 
Indeed, the slope of the regression of omnivores with preference to animal material differed 
significantly from that of the other two regressions (ANCOVA: for both cases p<0.01), 
whereas there was no difference between the slopes of the regressions for carnivores with 
preference to fish and decapods and carnivores with preference to fish and cephalopods 
(ANCOVA: p>0.10). Accordingly, when habitat type was used for the grouping of species 
(Fig. 5), two separate groups were formed, one including reef-associated and benthopelagic 
species and another one including pelagic and demersal species and there was a significant 
difference among the slopes of all four regressions (ANCOVA: for all cases p<0.01). 
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Table 2. Relationships between tail area (TA) and tail height (TH) with total body length 
(TL) for 61 fishes from the North Aegean Sea, Greece, June 2001- January 2006. N = number 
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Table 2. Relationships between tail area (TA) and tail height (TH) with total body length 
(TL) for 61 fishes from the North Aegean Sea, Greece, June 2001- January 2006. N = number 
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of individuals; H = habitat type; P = pelagic; BP = benthopelagic; D = demersal; RA = reef-
associated; SEb = standard error of slope b; R2 = coefficient of determination; ToR = type of 
relationship; E = exponential type; L = logarithmic type; Li = linear type; P = power type; Pn 
= Polynomial type; Am = mean tail aspect ratio value. × indicates that b≠2 in the case of TA, 
and b≠1 in the case of TH. * indicates decreasing trend of the regression line. + indicates 
cases that polynomial relationship showed a minimum, and – indicates cases that 
polynomial relationship showed a peak. 

The majority of the relationships between A and TL (Table 2) were of the polynomial type 
(46 out of the 61 species; 75.4%). Out of these 46 species, in 18 species (39.1%) the regression 
showed a minimum, indicating that A decreases with TL until a certain point and thereafter 
increases again (e.g., Trachurus mediterraneus; Fig. 6), and in the remaining 28 species (60.9%) 
the regression showed a peak, i.e., A increases with TL up to a maximum and then decreases 
(i.e., Engraulis encrasicolus; Fig. 6). In addition, three other types of relationships were 
identified for the remaining 15 species: power (8 species; 13.1%); linear (4 species; 6.6%) and 
exponential (3 species; 4.9%). Among these 15 species, only in the case of C. macrophthalma 
the relationship showed a decreasing trend (Fig. 6). 

Finally, the relationship between Am and TLm for the 61 species was polynomial (Fig. 7), 
with a peak at TLm≈22-24 cm, indicating that A increases with body length up to a 
maximum and then decreases. 

4. Discussion 
The allometric model seems to be the most appropriate for describing morphometrics in 
fishes (Lleonart et al. 2002) and applies to the vast majority of relationships of morphological 
characteristics with body length (e.g., Karpouzi & Stergiou 2003, Karachle & Stergiou 2008a, 
2010a, b, 2011a). Yet, allometric calculations should not be considered optimally applicable 
to all metric comparisons, and one must always examine its validity (Peters 1983). Based on 
the results of the present study, as well as of previous ones (Karachle & Stergiou 2008a, 
2010a, b, 2011a), it is also apparent that such relationships might reflect the effect of different 
factors such as habitat type and feeding habits. 

There was a strong effect of body form and shape on W-L relationships and, thus, on b 
values, since group (I) was comprised of extremely elongated fishes with slim body (i.e., C. 
macrophthalma and B. belone), group (II) of elongated, yet more cylindrical body shape (i.e. S. 
canicula and S. sphyraena), and group (III) of stream-lined body shape. Furthermore, a values 
decreased and b values increased from group (I) to group (III), which is in accordance to the 
widely accepted norm for such relationships in fishes (e.g., Froese 2006). Additionally, based 
on the results presented here, there was also a strong effect of both feeding habits and 
habitat type. Nevertheless, the b value of the regressions of species grouped per FTG and 
habitat type, showed deviation from the widely accepted value b=3 (Froese 2006), a fact that 
can be mainly attributed to the high dispersion of W-L data values, which resulted from the 
inclusion of species of different body forms. Thus, these regressions are given only for 
illustrative purposes. 

Indeed, in the case of feeding habits the relationships between FTGs differed significantly, 
with the exception of that of herbivores. This could be attributed to the fact that only one  
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Table 3. Relationships between tail area (TA) and tail height (TH) with total body length 
(TL) for 23 fishes from the North Aegean Sea, Greece, June 2001- January 2006, for which 
power type of the relationship was not statistically significant (for explanation see text).  
N = number of individuals; R2 = coefficient of determination. 
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of individuals; H = habitat type; P = pelagic; BP = benthopelagic; D = demersal; RA = reef-
associated; SEb = standard error of slope b; R2 = coefficient of determination; ToR = type of 
relationship; E = exponential type; L = logarithmic type; Li = linear type; P = power type; Pn 
= Polynomial type; Am = mean tail aspect ratio value. × indicates that b≠2 in the case of TA, 
and b≠1 in the case of TH. * indicates decreasing trend of the regression line. + indicates 
cases that polynomial relationship showed a minimum, and – indicates cases that 
polynomial relationship showed a peak. 

The majority of the relationships between A and TL (Table 2) were of the polynomial type 
(46 out of the 61 species; 75.4%). Out of these 46 species, in 18 species (39.1%) the regression 
showed a minimum, indicating that A decreases with TL until a certain point and thereafter 
increases again (e.g., Trachurus mediterraneus; Fig. 6), and in the remaining 28 species (60.9%) 
the regression showed a peak, i.e., A increases with TL up to a maximum and then decreases 
(i.e., Engraulis encrasicolus; Fig. 6). In addition, three other types of relationships were 
identified for the remaining 15 species: power (8 species; 13.1%); linear (4 species; 6.6%) and 
exponential (3 species; 4.9%). Among these 15 species, only in the case of C. macrophthalma 
the relationship showed a decreasing trend (Fig. 6). 

Finally, the relationship between Am and TLm for the 61 species was polynomial (Fig. 7), 
with a peak at TLm≈22-24 cm, indicating that A increases with body length up to a 
maximum and then decreases. 

4. Discussion 
The allometric model seems to be the most appropriate for describing morphometrics in 
fishes (Lleonart et al. 2002) and applies to the vast majority of relationships of morphological 
characteristics with body length (e.g., Karpouzi & Stergiou 2003, Karachle & Stergiou 2008a, 
2010a, b, 2011a). Yet, allometric calculations should not be considered optimally applicable 
to all metric comparisons, and one must always examine its validity (Peters 1983). Based on 
the results of the present study, as well as of previous ones (Karachle & Stergiou 2008a, 
2010a, b, 2011a), it is also apparent that such relationships might reflect the effect of different 
factors such as habitat type and feeding habits. 

There was a strong effect of body form and shape on W-L relationships and, thus, on b 
values, since group (I) was comprised of extremely elongated fishes with slim body (i.e., C. 
macrophthalma and B. belone), group (II) of elongated, yet more cylindrical body shape (i.e. S. 
canicula and S. sphyraena), and group (III) of stream-lined body shape. Furthermore, a values 
decreased and b values increased from group (I) to group (III), which is in accordance to the 
widely accepted norm for such relationships in fishes (e.g., Froese 2006). Additionally, based 
on the results presented here, there was also a strong effect of both feeding habits and 
habitat type. Nevertheless, the b value of the regressions of species grouped per FTG and 
habitat type, showed deviation from the widely accepted value b=3 (Froese 2006), a fact that 
can be mainly attributed to the high dispersion of W-L data values, which resulted from the 
inclusion of species of different body forms. Thus, these regressions are given only for 
illustrative purposes. 

Indeed, in the case of feeding habits the relationships between FTGs differed significantly, 
with the exception of that of herbivores. This could be attributed to the fact that only one  
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Table 3. Relationships between tail area (TA) and tail height (TH) with total body length 
(TL) for 23 fishes from the North Aegean Sea, Greece, June 2001- January 2006, for which 
power type of the relationship was not statistically significant (for explanation see text).  
N = number of individuals; R2 = coefficient of determination. 
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Fig. 4. Regressions between total body length (TL, in cm) and tail area (TA, in cm2) for 61 
fish species from the North Aegean Sea, Greece, June 2001- January 2006. Equations are 
given in Table 2. (a) all regressions of species separately; and (b) regressions of groups of 
species, according to functional trophic groups based on Stergiou & Karpouzi (2002).  
Green: herbivores; blue: omnivores with preference to animal material (OA); black: 
carnivores with preference to decapods and fish (CD); red: carnivores with preference to fish 
and cephalopods (CC). Af: Alosa fallax; Aa: Anthias anthias; Ai: Apogon imberbis; Al: 
Arnoglossus laterna; Bb: Belone belone; Bo: Blennius ocellaris; Bοb: Boops boops; Bp: Bothus podas; 
Cm: Cepola macrophthalma; Chl: Chelidonichthys lucernus; Cch: Chromis chromis; Cl: Citharus 
linguatula; Cj: Coris julis; De: Dentex dentex; Da: Diplodus annularis; Dv: Diplodus vulgaris; Ee: 
Engraulis encrasicolus; Eg: Eutrigla gurnardus; Gb: Gaidropsarus biscayensis; Gm: Gaidropsarus 
mediterraneus; Ls: Lesueurigobius suerii; Lb: Lophius budegassa; Lp: Lophius piscatorius; Mme: 
Merlangius merlangus; Mm: Merluccius merluccius; Mp: Micromesistius poutassou; Mh: 
Monochirus hispidus; Ms: Mullus surmuletus; Om: Oblada melanura; Paa: Pagellus acarne; Pab: 
Pagellus bogaraveo; Pae: Pagellus erythrinus; Pp: Pagrus pagrus; Pb: Phycis blennoides; Ps: 
Pomatomus saltatrix; Sap: Sardina pilchardus; Sa: Sardinella aurita; Sas: Sarpa salpa; Su: Sciaena 
umbra; Sco: Scomber colias; Scs: Scomber scombrus; Sn: Scorpaena notata; Sp: Scorpaena porcus; Sc: 
Scyliorhinus canicula; Sec: Serranus cabrilla; Seh: Serranus hepatus; Ses: Serranus scriba; Ss: 
Sphyraena sphyraena; Spm: Spicara maena; Sps: Spicara smaris; Spc: Spondyliosoma cantharus; St: 
Symphodus tinca; Syn: Symphurus nigrescens; Tom: Torpedo marmorata; Td: Trachinus draco; Tm: 
Trachurus mediterraneus; Tt: Trachurus trachurus; Tmi: Trisopterus minutus; Us: Uranoscopus 
scaber; Xn: Xyrichtys novacula. 

herbivore species, namely Sarpa salpa, was included in the dataset, with a low number of 
individuals. Thus, this must be verified by including more herbivorous species. 
Additionally, based on the results presented here, for a given length carnivores are more 
robust than omnivores. The effect of diet could be anticipated, since, with food, organisms 
attain the necessary energy and nutrients for somatic growth and reproduction. Carnivorous 
feeding is considered as more profitable in terms of energy, whereas herbivorous diets or 
inclusion of plants in the daily “menu” (such as in the case of omnivores) requires larger 
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quantities of food (e.g., Gerking 1994, Wootton 1998) or morphologic adaptations (e.g., 
longer intestines: Wootton 1998, Pennisi 2005, Karachle & Stergiou 2010b) to meet with 
energetic demands. When habitat type was examined, there was also a significant difference 
in the weight-length relationships. From an ecological point of view, body form and habitat 
of any given species are strongly related. In general, pelagic and benthopelagic species are 
characterised by a more stream-lined body shape, reef-associated species are more roundish 
and demersal species seem to have more or less compressed (both dorsoventrally and 
laterally) bodies. This ecological adaptation in body form is also reflected in the weight-
length relationships, since the only case where no difference was identified in the weight-
length regressions was between pelagic and benthopelagic species; in all the remaining 
combinations the differences in weight-length relationships were highly significant.  

 
Fig. 5. Regressions between total body length (TL, in cm) and tail area (TA, in cm2) for 61 
fish species from the Νorth Aegean Sea, Greece, June 2001- January 2006. Equations are 
given in Table 2. (a) all regressions of species separately; and (b) regressions of groups of 
species, according to habitat type (from FishBase, www.fishbase.org: Froese & Pauly 2011). 
Blue: pelagic (P); green: benthopelagic (BP); black: demersal (D); red: reef-associated (RA). 
Abbreviations of species names are given in figure 4. 

It has been previously shown (Karpouzi & Stergiou 2003, Karachle & Stergiou 2011a) that 
for the same body length omnivorous fishes tend to have smaller mouth area than 
carnivorous ones. The larger mouths of carnivores could be attributed mainly to: (a) 
adaptations of the structural capacity in order to meet with increasing energetic demands 
(Galis et al. 1994) and (b) more effective handling and consumption of prey with large size 
(Scharf et al. 2000, Pauly et al. 2001). Indeed, according to the optimal foraging theory 
(Gerking 1994), carnivorous fishes that mainly feed with prey of high motility (e.g., other 
fishes) need to consume higher amounts of food or food of larger size in fewer feeding 
attempts, a fact that can be achieved by larger mouth gape and other adaptations (e.g., 
vision acuity, fast swimming and effective digestion; Keast & Webb 1966, Kaiser & Hughes 
1993, Juanes 1994, Juanes & Conover 1994, Hart 1997, Wootton 1998, Fordham & Trippel 
1999). On the other hand, there was no clear effect of habitat on mouth area. For example, in 
the category of reef-associated species are included species with large differences in mouth 
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fish species from the North Aegean Sea, Greece, June 2001- January 2006. Equations are 
given in Table 2. (a) all regressions of species separately; and (b) regressions of groups of 
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Green: herbivores; blue: omnivores with preference to animal material (OA); black: 
carnivores with preference to decapods and fish (CD); red: carnivores with preference to fish 
and cephalopods (CC). Af: Alosa fallax; Aa: Anthias anthias; Ai: Apogon imberbis; Al: 
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herbivore species, namely Sarpa salpa, was included in the dataset, with a low number of 
individuals. Thus, this must be verified by including more herbivorous species. 
Additionally, based on the results presented here, for a given length carnivores are more 
robust than omnivores. The effect of diet could be anticipated, since, with food, organisms 
attain the necessary energy and nutrients for somatic growth and reproduction. Carnivorous 
feeding is considered as more profitable in terms of energy, whereas herbivorous diets or 
inclusion of plants in the daily “menu” (such as in the case of omnivores) requires larger 
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quantities of food (e.g., Gerking 1994, Wootton 1998) or morphologic adaptations (e.g., 
longer intestines: Wootton 1998, Pennisi 2005, Karachle & Stergiou 2010b) to meet with 
energetic demands. When habitat type was examined, there was also a significant difference 
in the weight-length relationships. From an ecological point of view, body form and habitat 
of any given species are strongly related. In general, pelagic and benthopelagic species are 
characterised by a more stream-lined body shape, reef-associated species are more roundish 
and demersal species seem to have more or less compressed (both dorsoventrally and 
laterally) bodies. This ecological adaptation in body form is also reflected in the weight-
length relationships, since the only case where no difference was identified in the weight-
length regressions was between pelagic and benthopelagic species; in all the remaining 
combinations the differences in weight-length relationships were highly significant.  

 
Fig. 5. Regressions between total body length (TL, in cm) and tail area (TA, in cm2) for 61 
fish species from the Νorth Aegean Sea, Greece, June 2001- January 2006. Equations are 
given in Table 2. (a) all regressions of species separately; and (b) regressions of groups of 
species, according to habitat type (from FishBase, www.fishbase.org: Froese & Pauly 2011). 
Blue: pelagic (P); green: benthopelagic (BP); black: demersal (D); red: reef-associated (RA). 
Abbreviations of species names are given in figure 4. 

It has been previously shown (Karpouzi & Stergiou 2003, Karachle & Stergiou 2011a) that 
for the same body length omnivorous fishes tend to have smaller mouth area than 
carnivorous ones. The larger mouths of carnivores could be attributed mainly to: (a) 
adaptations of the structural capacity in order to meet with increasing energetic demands 
(Galis et al. 1994) and (b) more effective handling and consumption of prey with large size 
(Scharf et al. 2000, Pauly et al. 2001). Indeed, according to the optimal foraging theory 
(Gerking 1994), carnivorous fishes that mainly feed with prey of high motility (e.g., other 
fishes) need to consume higher amounts of food or food of larger size in fewer feeding 
attempts, a fact that can be achieved by larger mouth gape and other adaptations (e.g., 
vision acuity, fast swimming and effective digestion; Keast & Webb 1966, Kaiser & Hughes 
1993, Juanes 1994, Juanes & Conover 1994, Hart 1997, Wootton 1998, Fordham & Trippel 
1999). On the other hand, there was no clear effect of habitat on mouth area. For example, in 
the category of reef-associated species are included species with large differences in mouth 
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size; Apogon imberbis and Anthias anthias are two such species, which prey on fishes and 
benthic crustaceans (Karachle & Stergiou 2010c, www.fishbase.org), with rather big mouth 
gapes, whereas Coris julis and Symphodus tinca (which prey upon worms, bivalves, 
gastopods and small crustaceans, such as amphipods (Karachle & Stergiou 2010c, 
www.fishbase.org) are two species with small mouths, yet strong dentition. Likewise, 
pelagic species include a wide range of predators: from small pelagic filter feeders, such as 
sardines and anchovies, which prey on small-sized zooplankton (copepods) 
(www.fishbase.org) to apex predators such as tunas, which feed on fishes 
(www.fishbase.org). The same is also true for the remaining two categories of fishes 
(demersal: Lesueurigobius suerii and Blennius ocellaris that prey on small crustaceans and 
molluscs (Karachle & Stergiou 2010c), with small mouths, and flatfishes, such as Arnoglossus 
laterna and Citharus linguatula, that prey on fishes (Karachle & Stergiou 2011b) with large 
mouth gape; benthopelagic: Diplodus annularis and Oblada melanura, that mainly feed on 
worms, molluscs and small crustaceans, with small mouths, and large-mouthed species as 
Gadus morhua and Merlangius merlangus, that prey on fishes (www.fishbase.org). 

With respect to intestine length, there was a strong grouping of species according to their 
feeding habits: species that fed exclusively on plants and those which included large amounts 
of vegetable material in their diet (omnivores with preference to plants) formed a group that 
clearly separated from carnivorous species (omnivores with preference to animal material, 
carnivores with preference to fish and decapods and carnivores with preference to fish and 
cephalopods). Additionally, for the same body length, species of the first group had 
remarkably longer intestines than species in the second one. The above differences mainly 
result from the fact that plant material is more resistant to digestion, and hence longer 
intestines are required in order adequate amounts of nutrients and energy to be absorbed (e.g., 
Wootton 1998, Pennisi 2005). The effect of habitat type was also clear, yet no difference was 
observed between the pelagic and benthopelagic species studied here, a fact also observed in 
the case of weight-length relationships, and can be attributed to the fact that intestine growth, 
form and shape is strongly affected by the general body form, which in turn, as mentioned 
above, is related to habitat type (Verigina 1991, Karachle & Stergiou 2010b). 

The effect of both feeding habits and habitat type on tail morphometrics was also strong, 
with TA for the same body length increasing faster in carnivorous than in omnivorous 
species, and for benthopelagic than pelagic and demersal species. This fact can be attributed 
both to the differentiation of the general body form of fishes with habitats, as mentioned 
above, and to the importance of tail shape and area to the acquisition of food (Keast & Webb 
1966, Ward-Campbell & Beamish 2005). 

Despite the extensive search for relative literature on tail characteristics, and especially on 
relationships linking TA and TH to body length, no such information was found. The only 
available information is restricted to estimates of A, and the majority of such estimates are 
from photographs and/or fish drawings (www.fishbase.org). Additionally, there are 
differences in A estimates for the same species, a fact that has been attributed to one or a 
combination of the following parameters (García & Duarte 2002): (a) the method used for 
the estimation of ΤΗ and ΤΑ, (b) the type of picture (i.e., photograph or drawing) used for A 
estimation and (c) the disposition of tail. According to Palomares & Pauly (1998) the most 
appropriate way of acquiring more accurate A estimates is a disposition of tail resembling 
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that of swimming position and estimating TA to the point where caudal peduncle was the 
lowest height. The prevalence of the polynomial type in the relationships between A and TL 
adds a further factor responsible for such differences, notably the body length of the 
specimen used for A estimation. Hence, when A values are needed for the estimation of 
Q/B ratio, the body length of the species in question should be taken into consideration as 
well. Nevertheless, this needs further investigation, since there were 15 species that did not 
show polynomial type of relationship. Among these 15 species, only in the case of C. 
macrophthalma the relationship showed a decreasing trend. This could be attributed to the 
fact that tail shape in this species differs with sex (Stergiou 1991): in males the central spines 
of the caudal fin are rather elongated and therefore tail total area is larger than that in 
females, and hence A is lower. It must be stressed that the length range of the individuals of 
each sex used in the present study differed, with males being generally lengthier than 
females (males: 18.2-54.9 cm; females: 13.2-47.6 cm). 

Additionally, the relationship between Am and TLm of the examined 61 species was also 
polynomial, showing a maximum at TLm≈22-24 cm. The decline after this threshold of TL 
should be attributed to the fact that species which are located to the right of the peak are 
those with a rather elongated body form (i.e., B. belone, C. macrophthalma, S. canicula and S. 
sphyraena). This agrees with Pauly (1989b) who maintains that body depth ratio (i.e., the 
ratio between body length and maximum body depth) is positively related to food 
consumption, which, in turn, is positively related to A. Hence, fishes with a rather elongated 
body form, and therefore low body depth ratios, should be expected, for the same TL, to 
have lower A values than species with a streamlined or diamond-shaped body. 

 
Fig. 6. Relationships between tail area (TA; top), tail height (TH; center) and tail aspect ratio (A; 
bottom) and total body length (TL) for 3 fish species, from the North Aegean Sea, Greece, June 
2001- January 2006. Fish drawings from FishBase (www.fishbase.org: Froese & Pauly 2011).  
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size; Apogon imberbis and Anthias anthias are two such species, which prey on fishes and 
benthic crustaceans (Karachle & Stergiou 2010c, www.fishbase.org), with rather big mouth 
gapes, whereas Coris julis and Symphodus tinca (which prey upon worms, bivalves, 
gastopods and small crustaceans, such as amphipods (Karachle & Stergiou 2010c, 
www.fishbase.org) are two species with small mouths, yet strong dentition. Likewise, 
pelagic species include a wide range of predators: from small pelagic filter feeders, such as 
sardines and anchovies, which prey on small-sized zooplankton (copepods) 
(www.fishbase.org) to apex predators such as tunas, which feed on fishes 
(www.fishbase.org). The same is also true for the remaining two categories of fishes 
(demersal: Lesueurigobius suerii and Blennius ocellaris that prey on small crustaceans and 
molluscs (Karachle & Stergiou 2010c), with small mouths, and flatfishes, such as Arnoglossus 
laterna and Citharus linguatula, that prey on fishes (Karachle & Stergiou 2011b) with large 
mouth gape; benthopelagic: Diplodus annularis and Oblada melanura, that mainly feed on 
worms, molluscs and small crustaceans, with small mouths, and large-mouthed species as 
Gadus morhua and Merlangius merlangus, that prey on fishes (www.fishbase.org). 

With respect to intestine length, there was a strong grouping of species according to their 
feeding habits: species that fed exclusively on plants and those which included large amounts 
of vegetable material in their diet (omnivores with preference to plants) formed a group that 
clearly separated from carnivorous species (omnivores with preference to animal material, 
carnivores with preference to fish and decapods and carnivores with preference to fish and 
cephalopods). Additionally, for the same body length, species of the first group had 
remarkably longer intestines than species in the second one. The above differences mainly 
result from the fact that plant material is more resistant to digestion, and hence longer 
intestines are required in order adequate amounts of nutrients and energy to be absorbed (e.g., 
Wootton 1998, Pennisi 2005). The effect of habitat type was also clear, yet no difference was 
observed between the pelagic and benthopelagic species studied here, a fact also observed in 
the case of weight-length relationships, and can be attributed to the fact that intestine growth, 
form and shape is strongly affected by the general body form, which in turn, as mentioned 
above, is related to habitat type (Verigina 1991, Karachle & Stergiou 2010b). 

The effect of both feeding habits and habitat type on tail morphometrics was also strong, 
with TA for the same body length increasing faster in carnivorous than in omnivorous 
species, and for benthopelagic than pelagic and demersal species. This fact can be attributed 
both to the differentiation of the general body form of fishes with habitats, as mentioned 
above, and to the importance of tail shape and area to the acquisition of food (Keast & Webb 
1966, Ward-Campbell & Beamish 2005). 

Despite the extensive search for relative literature on tail characteristics, and especially on 
relationships linking TA and TH to body length, no such information was found. The only 
available information is restricted to estimates of A, and the majority of such estimates are 
from photographs and/or fish drawings (www.fishbase.org). Additionally, there are 
differences in A estimates for the same species, a fact that has been attributed to one or a 
combination of the following parameters (García & Duarte 2002): (a) the method used for 
the estimation of ΤΗ and ΤΑ, (b) the type of picture (i.e., photograph or drawing) used for A 
estimation and (c) the disposition of tail. According to Palomares & Pauly (1998) the most 
appropriate way of acquiring more accurate A estimates is a disposition of tail resembling 
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that of swimming position and estimating TA to the point where caudal peduncle was the 
lowest height. The prevalence of the polynomial type in the relationships between A and TL 
adds a further factor responsible for such differences, notably the body length of the 
specimen used for A estimation. Hence, when A values are needed for the estimation of 
Q/B ratio, the body length of the species in question should be taken into consideration as 
well. Nevertheless, this needs further investigation, since there were 15 species that did not 
show polynomial type of relationship. Among these 15 species, only in the case of C. 
macrophthalma the relationship showed a decreasing trend. This could be attributed to the 
fact that tail shape in this species differs with sex (Stergiou 1991): in males the central spines 
of the caudal fin are rather elongated and therefore tail total area is larger than that in 
females, and hence A is lower. It must be stressed that the length range of the individuals of 
each sex used in the present study differed, with males being generally lengthier than 
females (males: 18.2-54.9 cm; females: 13.2-47.6 cm). 

Additionally, the relationship between Am and TLm of the examined 61 species was also 
polynomial, showing a maximum at TLm≈22-24 cm. The decline after this threshold of TL 
should be attributed to the fact that species which are located to the right of the peak are 
those with a rather elongated body form (i.e., B. belone, C. macrophthalma, S. canicula and S. 
sphyraena). This agrees with Pauly (1989b) who maintains that body depth ratio (i.e., the 
ratio between body length and maximum body depth) is positively related to food 
consumption, which, in turn, is positively related to A. Hence, fishes with a rather elongated 
body form, and therefore low body depth ratios, should be expected, for the same TL, to 
have lower A values than species with a streamlined or diamond-shaped body. 

 
Fig. 6. Relationships between tail area (TA; top), tail height (TH; center) and tail aspect ratio (A; 
bottom) and total body length (TL) for 3 fish species, from the North Aegean Sea, Greece, June 
2001- January 2006. Fish drawings from FishBase (www.fishbase.org: Froese & Pauly 2011).  
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Fig. 7. Relationship between the mean values of tail aspect ratio (Am) and mean total body 
length (TLm) for 61 fish species, from the North Aegean Sea, Greece, June 2001- January 
2006. Fish drawings from FishBase (www.fishbase.org: Froese & Pauly 2011). 

5. Conclusions 
1. The allometric model is the most appropriate in describing morphometric relationships 

in fishes, yet its validity should not be taken for granted. 
2. There is a strong effect of feeding habits on the way the morphological characteristics 

presented here (weight, mouth, intestine and tail) change with body length. 
3. Habitat type was found to affect the way that weight, intestine and tail change with 

body length. Yet, this is not true of mouth area. 
4. Tail aspect ratio shows, in the majority of cases, a polynomial type of relationship with 

total body length. The only case where there was a decrease in tail aspect ratio with size 
was for Cepola macrophthalma, in which there is a strong a sexual dimorphism in tail 
size/shape. 

5. Mean tail aspect ratio is related to total body length with a polynomial type of model, 
showing a peak at a mean TL of ≈22-24 cm. 

6. The polynomial type of model found between 46 out of the 61 species (75.4%) indicates 
that when estimating Q/B ratios, the body length of the individuals should also be 
taken into account. 
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length (TLm) for 61 fish species, from the North Aegean Sea, Greece, June 2001- January 
2006. Fish drawings from FishBase (www.fishbase.org: Froese & Pauly 2011). 
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total body length. The only case where there was a decrease in tail aspect ratio with size 
was for Cepola macrophthalma, in which there is a strong a sexual dimorphism in tail 
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5. Mean tail aspect ratio is related to total body length with a polynomial type of model, 
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1. Introduction 
Embryos and young growing animals do not develop in isolation. The lake shiner, Notropis 
atherinoides, and the blue-gill sunfish, Lepomis incisor, produce more body segments when 
raised in cool water. Chickens raised in constant light have flattened corneas, making them 
abnormally hyperopic, or “far-sighted”. Cichlids provided with different types of diets 
during early growth develop different jaw morphologies as adults. Craniofacial proportions 
are different in children born with fetal alcohol syndrome, and those born to women who 
smoke tend to be underweight compared to the average. These examples demonstrate the 
plasticity of shape and size that is possible during ontogeny as a result of environmental 
conditions, and all produce permanent effects on the adult phenotype. In this chapter, I will 
describe different forms of vertebrate developmental phenotypes and phenotypic plasticity, 
with a brief review of the relevant biology, and then I will present some preliminary 
approaches to morphometric quantification of these phenomenae. 

The metamorphosis of a unique embryonic, or larval, body type into the definitive adult 
body form of the species (such as seen in fishes) involves dramatic, permanent phenotypic 
change, whereas regeneration, a property that the embryos of many species possess to a 
remarkable degree, is a form of phenotypic plasticity that effects embryonic repairs. 
Metamorphosis is highly refined among the invertebrates, in particular among insects, 
however some vertebrates (fishes) exhibit metamorphosis too, and quite spectacularly (see 
Figure 1). Among the mesopelagic Stomiiform fishes, larval craniofacial features include 
elaborate larval eyestalks and elongated, dorso-ventrally flattened skulls, which transform 
during metamorphosis into a more typical face...eyes seated within orbital sockets instead 
of at the ends of eye stalks…and increased skull depth. Some species of fishes actually 
shrink in size as well as change their shape during metamorphosis. For instance, the 
leptocephalus larvae of anadromous eels is significantly larger than the adult of the 
species. 

Embryonic regeneration is spectacular…it is the ability to achieve scarless reconstruction of 
injured body parts…and can extend from replacement of missing limbs to functional repair 
of enucleated eyes, as noted among amphibians in the order Urodela. The ability to 
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regenerate is more robust among embryos and among the young, although some 
vertebrates, such as the urodelans, retain vigorous regenerative capacity throughout life. 

 
Fig. 1. Larval dragonfish Idiacanthus atlanticus (a) standard length (SL) 3.5 cm, and adult  
(b) SL 13 cm. Craniofacial metamorphosis is pronounced, especially around the periocular 
area. Larval eye stalks are up to 1/3 of total body length, but are absent in the adult. The 
adult specimen shown here has partially ingested a jelly, still visible in its throat  
(Specimens photographed by C. Wahl at CSIRO, Hobart, and at the Australian Museum, 
Sydney, Australia). 

Although gene expression is at the heart of development and determines the basic 
“bauplan”, specific details of morphology such as size, shape, numbers of body segments, 
and even sex can be strongly influenced by the embryonic and early life environment, 
principally through action on signaling pathways or through gene regulation. In recent 
years, new attention has been paid to the ways in which developmental mechanisms are 
able to produce specific phenotypic solutions to environmental variables (Müller, 2011).  

Flexibility to adapt the body to local conditions during growth confers on the embryo, larva, or 
juvenile an opportunity to fine-tune certain aspects of anatomy and physiology and may 
increase fitness as the individual reaches adulthood. Epigenetic influence on development may 
prove to be not only common, but in many cases, critical to adaptive evolutionary change. 

Whereas the healing of amputated limbs or enucleated eyes in salamanders can result in 
slightly smaller yet functional replacements (Wahl, 1985), among embryos perfectly scaled 
repairs are possible (Wahl and Noden, 2001). The mechanisms active during embryonic 
regeneration must co-exist in the same body with temporally disparate ontogenetic 
activity….because one part of the body is being completely re-built while the rest is already 
further along the road towards adulthood.  

Development is defined, for the purposes of this chapter, as the process of transformation of 
haplo-diploid organisms from zygote to sexual maturity. The “embryonic period” is defined 
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as the time during development when the organism is unable to live without either a yolk 
sac or a placenta. The term “fetal” is used most often by medical professionals in reference to 
the latter period of human gestation, but since the exact developmental interval it refers to is 
poorly defined and does not apply to other vertebrates, the term is not useful to the basic 
science of developmental biology.  

Morphometry, i.e., methods used to quantify body forms, can be usefully applied to many 
questions in development, ecology, and physiology. Morphometric assessment of 
developing organisms offers valuable insights into the consequences of both natural and 
pathological environmental variables, and usefully informs analysis of epigenetic influence 
on gene expression patterns. This chapter introduces the different types of morphological 
variation among vertebrate embryos, and discusses some morphometric assessment 
techniques. As a colleague has pointed out, “It may be worth noting in passing that shape is 
a qualitatively discrete character; it is only our insufficient description of it that forces us to 
rely on continuous measures.” (McCune, 1981) . Quantitative measurements allow us to 
evaluate incremental changes in shape and size, both without and within bodies and organs. 

2. Adaptive and maladaptive morphological plasticity 
Growth is either uniform or allometric (disproportionate), and each type occurs naturally 
both within and among species. An example of uniform growth is bilateral symmetry. 
However, the developmental bauplan also necessitates allometry; limbs cannot grow 
properly without the prior appearance of the nervous and circulatory systems. The 
vertebrate head is usually disproportionately large throughout the embryonic period in 
order to prioritize development of the brain, eyes, and mouthparts. Allometry as a 
manifestation of morphological integration occurring during development has been studied 
for many years (Klingenberg, 2008). 

Environmental stressors alter growth patterns, and this is important to recognize and 
quantify morphometrically. It may also be important to distinguish between stressors that 
affect uniform growth versus those that influence allometric growth, since these have 
different implications to both short and long term fitness and viability.  

2.1 Uniform growth 

As D’Arcy Thompson pointed out in 1917, with respect to biological systems, as an 
organism increases in size, the forces in action within its systems vary. For instance, some 
physical features scale as functions of the mass, others scale with volume. While the 
“dimensions” may remain the same in our equations of equilibrium, the relative values alter 
with scale (Bonner, 1969). The consequences of this “principle of similitude”, first described 
by Galileo, has implications at every level of the developing body. Thus, gravity is of 
consequence to the whole animal only after it reaches a certain size, putting constraints on 
the maximum size attainable--but gravity is not a significant force to the neurulating 
embryo, where other properties such as diffusion gradients and turgor pressure are more 
important. The young embryo relies on direct diffusion of oxygen to the tissues prior to the 
development of its circulation, and makes use of turgor pressure to expand the brain and 
create various body folds. Such forces as viscosity and surface tension can have enormous 
influence on body form during this period. 
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Aside from genetic malfunctions, variations of developmentally significant environmental 
parameters produce asymmetries of uniform scaling, known as “fluctuating asymmetry” 
(Van Valen, 1962). Because bilateral asymmetries originate from random perturbations of 
developmental processes (Klingenberg, 2003), such asymmetries must arise within the 
developmental pathways themselves. Possibly because symmetry is a measure of 
developmental stability, among vertebrates it has been shown that bilaterally symmetrical 
individuals are more attractive than asymmetrical individuals to members of the opposite 
sex (Etcoff, 2000).  

What is the scholarly interest in attending to variations of uniform scaling among developing 
organisms? In the evolutionary context, it is because interactions between developmental 
pathways have significant effects on the phenotypic outcome and stabilizing selection should 
limit variation. However, adaptive plasticity to environmental parameters is also a survival 
strategy and is the mechanism by which the choice is made to mature at smaller or larger body 
sizes, a response to limited resources known as the “thrifty phenotype”. 

“The thrifty phenotype is the consequence of three different adaptive processes - niche 
construction, maternal effects, and developmental plasticity… The three processes also 
operate at different paces... In contemporary populations, the sensitivity of an offspring’s 
development to maternal phenotype exposes the offspring to adverse effects, through four 
distinct pathways. The offspring may be exposed to (1) poor maternal metabolic control (e.g. 
gestational diabetes), (2) maternally derived toxins (e.g. maternal smoking), or (3) low 
maternal social status (e.g. small size).” (Wells, 2007). 

During nutritional dearth, an individual may complete development at a smaller body size 
or mass than when the nutritional status is excellent. Smaller, metabolically less active 
individuals produced on limited nutrition exhibit this “thrifty phenotype”, demonstrated in 
several species, including rats (Buresova et al., 2006). Understanding how the thrifty 
phenotype is generated, and what the long-term consequences of such a phenotype might 
be, is currently of great interest due to the rising incidence of obesity and type 2 diabetes 
among western civilizations (Wells, 2007). These “diseases of the wealthy” are regarded by 
some as a maladaptive response to calorie-rich but nutritionally inadequate prenatal diets, 
where offspring, like their mothers, continue to consume more calories than their “thrifty” 
metabolism is equipped to burn. 

2.2 Allometric growth 

Normal developmental patterns of allometry and variations due to selection pressures are a 
topic of long-standing interest to evolutionary biologists, spawning the field of “evo-devo”. 
Some growth patterns may be a “normal” consequence of the immediate environment, for 
instance, differences correlated with temperature include shorter limbs among endotherms 
at higher latitudes (Allen’s Rule) for which a possible mechanism has recently been 
discovered… mice raised at lower temperatures have shorter limbs than littermates raised at 
higher temperatures (Serrat et al., 2008). Another example is that more body segments 
differentiate among fish of a given species developing in cool water, than are found in 
conspecifics raised in warmer water. Further study of this meristic and others correlated 
with temperature might reveal whether Bergman’s Rule (the reduction of surface-to-volume 
ratio with reduced environmental temperature) or Allen’s Rule (shorter limbs at lower 
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environmental temperatures) are manifestations of epigenetic responses by the developing 
animal. There are also pragmatic reasons to count fish vertebrae or make other 
measurements of animals from different climates. This information could be of assistance, 
along with DNA fingerprinting, in identifying fishing violations, or in determining where a 
particular animal “grew up”.  

Thompson defined allometry as “the study of size and its consequences” (Bonner, 1969), and 
there are physiological consequences of size and scale within the developing organism that 
are related to constraints of integration of developing body systems. Many allometric 
relationships scale as the power function y = bxa, where x and y are the two traits being 
compared (for instance, height and weight), b is the y-intercept, and α is the slope. However, 
any linear relationship with a y-intercept greater than 0 can describe allometric growth. For 
a detailed discussion of the use, and misuse, of mathematical relationships that describe 
allometric growth the reader is referred to many excellent reviews on the subject, for 
instance, (Gould, 1966).  

The response of developing organisms to local environment with phenotypic adaptation has 
been termed “epigenetic innovation”.  

“The fact that perturbations of general developmental parameters, such as blastema size, 
timing of processes, inductive interactions, or cell division rates, could yield very specific 
morphogenetic results that (mimic) patterns observed in natural change (is) a strong 
indication that the rules of ontogenetic development (have) an impact on the process of 
evolutionary variation.” (Müller, 2011). 

This idea has profound implications when one considers how developmental pathologies 
arise as a result of conditions such as hypoxia, hypertension, hyperglycemia, and the like. If 
embryos are capable of “epigenetic innovation” in a single generation, then environment…. 
influenced, among amniotes, by such factors as maternal diet and behavior….will affect 
both the morphological and physiological phenotype of the offspring, just as external 
environmental parameters like temperature directly affect the development of 
poikilotherms.  

Examples of abnormal variations in the embryonic environment include placental 
insufficiencies, fungal/viral infections, and teratogens. The effects of these unusual 
environmental parameters on embryonic morphometrics may not be direct, but can be 
mediated through changes in embryonic behavior patterns. For instance, mechanical forces 
influence formation of bones and cartilage, hence “phenotypic plasticity” of the skeleton 
(Müller, 2003), so reduced embryonic motility will produce skeletal insufficiencies (Hall and 
Herring, 1990). The responsiveness of skeletogenesis to embryonic movements means that 
there is a genetic permissiveness for de novo formation of skeletal elements in the embryo, a 
phenomenon we have often observed while performing experiments in the study of avian 
craniofacial morphogenesis (Wahl and Noden, 2001). 

The variance of maladaptive phenotypic expressions is often greater than “normal”. This 
confounds to some degree the ability to determine whether the response is primary or 
secondary to the perturbation. One approach utilizes a strain of animals with a mutation in 
the somatic growth axis as a second control when making morphometric comparisons 
(Boughner et al., 2008). 
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3. Morphological responses by embryos and growing vertebrates to 
environmental variables 
Although many environmental variables are known to influence developmental 
phenotypes, here I will discuss just two: the effects of oxygen tension on overall craniofacial 
development, and the effects of ambient light on the shape and ultimate size of the 
developing eye. The reader will find many other examples in the literature on topics such as: 
the effects of light on pigmentation and neuromast distribution; the effects of environmental 
organophosphates on limb development, differentiation of the reproductive organs, and rate 
of sexual maturation; the influence of gravity on early body patterning; and the effects of 
temperature on sex determination in reptiles. 

3.1 Responses to hypoxia 

At early embryonic stages, oxygen effects on cell proliferation and differentiation are 
different from those in the adult. For example, low oxygen tension is critical to certain 
aspects of normal development and cell differentiation, such as neurulation and 
chondrogenesis. Each type of embryonic tissue responds uniquely to local variations in 
oxygen tension (Huang et al., 2004; Webster, 2007). Thus, mesenchymal condensations 
destined to give rise to endochondral skeletal elements and joints normally show marked 
hypoxia compared to neighboring tissue during early embryogenesis, and will not 
differentiate if local O2 concentrations are too high (Provot et al., 2007; Thompson et al., 
1989). Angioblasts, highly migratory cells that aggressively cross tissue boundaries during 
embryogenesis, retain the ability to switch into a “hypoxic phenotype” as they transition to 
endothelial cells and adulthood.  

Retinopathy of prematurity (ROP), a condition responsible for 13% of the cases of childhood 
blindness in the U.S. and 62% of the cases in Mexico, occurs because in utero blood oxygen 
levels are much lower than postnatal levels, disturbing vascular development among 
children born prematurely (Adams, 2008). The effect of this premature “relative hyperoxia” 
on angiogenesis is to downregulate hypoxia driven, VEGF mediated cell proliferation, 
resulting in delayed vascularization of the peripheral retina. Subsequent hypoxia in the 
peripheral retina then produces proliferation of blood vessels in the eye of the premature 
infant (Fleck and McIntosh, 2008). Children with ROP often display abnormal eye 
movements and crossed eyes, suggesting that developing periocular tissues are also 
sensitive to variations in oxygen tension (O'Connor et al., 2007). Also important to this 
study, a strong correlation has been found between strabismus, anisotropia, amblyopia, and 
microphthalmia among newborns and maternal smoking during pregnancy (Hakim RB, 
1992; Lempert, 2005; Ponsonby AL, 2007; Stone RA, 2006). Smoking lowers maternal blood 
oxygen carrying capacity because carbon monoxide irreversibly binds to hemoglobin, thus 
there is a clear implication here that the fetus may be subjected to a relatively hypoxic 
environment when mom is a smoker. 

Thus, hypoxia per se can not be said to precipitate abnormal development (Grabowski, 1958), 
but rather it provokes adaptive changes that occur in response to hypoxia, thereby changing 
the pattern of gene expression at critical periods (Seta and Millhorn, 2004). Embryonic stem 
cell populations do not all respond in the same way to hypoxia. The “hypoxic phenotype” 
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among mesenchymal cells is characterized as “highly invasive and expressing several 
hypoxia regulated genes” (Lash et al., 2002). These features normally characterize 
trophoblast cells, that are responsive to hypoxic conditions via invasive, migratory 
behavior—if this behavior fails, abnormal blood flow occurs in the placenta’s intervillous 
spaces as early as week 7 of gestation (Jaffe et al., 1997). Although relatively low oxygen 
tension is important for proper neurulation, autonomic nerves proliferate excessively along 
blood vessels among embryos experiencing chronic hypoxia (Ruijtenbeek et al., 2000), thus 
early peripheral nerve cell populations respond differently to hypoxia from neurepithial 
cells. Apoptosis and necrosis of brain tissue are among the most dramatic indicators of 
hypoxia among older embryos (Grabowski, 1966), demonstrating that nervous tissues’ 
response to oxygen changes rapidly as they differentiate and grow. Among myoblasts, the 
two embryonic processes of cellular division and differentiation show reciprocal behaviors 
in response to oxygen. Although the rate of differentiation of myoblasts as measured by 
fusion into myotubes is proportional to oxygen concentration, the rate of division of 
myoblasts varies inversely with the oxygen concentration used, within a range of 2%-80% 
oxygen (Hollenberg et al., 1981). 

The behavior of cells during cell migration and differentiation events is critical to proper 
tissue and organ assembly. A good example of a complex system consisting of different 
tissues that initially arise and proliferate in isolation from each other, but differentiate and 
grow in proximity, is the periocular region of the head. Vertebrate vision depends on the 
ability to stabilize the eye with respect to the surroundings long enough to generate an 
image on the retina. The oculorotatory muscles that perform this function commit to the 
myogenic lineage and are hard-wired to the brain very early, before migrating to their final 
periorbital positions, and while they are still in the paraxial mesoderm along the hindbrain 
of the embryo (Wahl, 2007). Eye muscles have been observed to develop even in the absence 
of eyes in some mutants, or where eye size is dramatically reduced (Franz and Besecke, 
1991), an indication that the developmental program for early myogenic differentiation is 
not dependent on the presence of the eye. However, the periorbital environment is where 
extraocular muscles must integrate with surrounding support tissues and grow to 
appropriate size, so their ultimate functionality depends on the latter stages of 
organogenesis. The tissues that support the eyes and share that very limited periocular 
space include the optic nerve, lacrimal gland, extraocular muscles, fibroadipose tissue, 
peripheral nerves, ganglionic tissue, and blood vessels. These tissues originate both rostral, 
caudal, and dorsal to their final location in the periorbital region. They originate as neural 
crest, neural tube, ectodermal, and mesodermal cells. 

3.2 Effects of oxygen deprivation on craniofacial growth in chick embryos  

I designed experiments to study the physical environment’s effects on early craniofacial 
development in chick embryos. My preliminary work is described here.  

3.2.1 Methods 

To learn how acute anoxia affects eye and periocular development, 48 hr chick embryos 
(Hamburger-Hamilton stages 13-14) were exposed to a pure nitrogen atmosphere at the 
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among mesenchymal cells is characterized as “highly invasive and expressing several 
hypoxia regulated genes” (Lash et al., 2002). These features normally characterize 
trophoblast cells, that are responsive to hypoxic conditions via invasive, migratory 
behavior—if this behavior fails, abnormal blood flow occurs in the placenta’s intervillous 
spaces as early as week 7 of gestation (Jaffe et al., 1997). Although relatively low oxygen 
tension is important for proper neurulation, autonomic nerves proliferate excessively along 
blood vessels among embryos experiencing chronic hypoxia (Ruijtenbeek et al., 2000), thus 
early peripheral nerve cell populations respond differently to hypoxia from neurepithial 
cells. Apoptosis and necrosis of brain tissue are among the most dramatic indicators of 
hypoxia among older embryos (Grabowski, 1966), demonstrating that nervous tissues’ 
response to oxygen changes rapidly as they differentiate and grow. Among myoblasts, the 
two embryonic processes of cellular division and differentiation show reciprocal behaviors 
in response to oxygen. Although the rate of differentiation of myoblasts as measured by 
fusion into myotubes is proportional to oxygen concentration, the rate of division of 
myoblasts varies inversely with the oxygen concentration used, within a range of 2%-80% 
oxygen (Hollenberg et al., 1981). 

The behavior of cells during cell migration and differentiation events is critical to proper 
tissue and organ assembly. A good example of a complex system consisting of different 
tissues that initially arise and proliferate in isolation from each other, but differentiate and 
grow in proximity, is the periocular region of the head. Vertebrate vision depends on the 
ability to stabilize the eye with respect to the surroundings long enough to generate an 
image on the retina. The oculorotatory muscles that perform this function commit to the 
myogenic lineage and are hard-wired to the brain very early, before migrating to their final 
periorbital positions, and while they are still in the paraxial mesoderm along the hindbrain 
of the embryo (Wahl, 2007). Eye muscles have been observed to develop even in the absence 
of eyes in some mutants, or where eye size is dramatically reduced (Franz and Besecke, 
1991), an indication that the developmental program for early myogenic differentiation is 
not dependent on the presence of the eye. However, the periorbital environment is where 
extraocular muscles must integrate with surrounding support tissues and grow to 
appropriate size, so their ultimate functionality depends on the latter stages of 
organogenesis. The tissues that support the eyes and share that very limited periocular 
space include the optic nerve, lacrimal gland, extraocular muscles, fibroadipose tissue, 
peripheral nerves, ganglionic tissue, and blood vessels. These tissues originate both rostral, 
caudal, and dorsal to their final location in the periorbital region. They originate as neural 
crest, neural tube, ectodermal, and mesodermal cells. 

3.2 Effects of oxygen deprivation on craniofacial growth in chick embryos  

I designed experiments to study the physical environment’s effects on early craniofacial 
development in chick embryos. My preliminary work is described here.  

3.2.1 Methods 

To learn how acute anoxia affects eye and periocular development, 48 hr chick embryos 
(Hamburger-Hamilton stages 13-14) were exposed to a pure nitrogen atmosphere at the 
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normal incubation temperature of 380 C for 2, 3, or 4 hours as follows: One cc of thin 
albumen was withdrawn from the pointed end of each egg using a sterile syringe. This 
eggshell opening was re-sealed with warm paraffin wax. A one-centimeter diameter 
window over the embryo was made by first cleaning the shell with 70% ethanol, allowing it 
to dry, and then chipping away the shell using sterile forceps. Embryos were examined and 
staged according to the Hamburger-Hamilton stage series (HH). Any embryos found to be 
developing abnormally were eliminated from the experiment, the HH stage of each 
remaining normal embryo was recorded in pencil on each egg, and the eggshell window 
was sealed with clear Scotchgard tape. Eggs were transferred to Billups-Rothenburg 
incubator pods. One pod was flushed for two minutes with high-purity nitrogen gas, and 
sealed for either 2, 3, or 4 hours. Normal atmospheric air was left in the other (control) pod. 
Eggs were then returned to a standard, humidified Percival incubator with circulating 
atmospheric air and allowed to continue developing normally for an additional 2 days. 
Embryos were examined in situ, then collected into 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate 
buffer (pH 7.4) for further study. 

3.2.2 Results 

I found that hypoxia causes craniofacial malformations of increasing severity, proportional 
to the length of exposure to anoxic conditions (pure nitrogen gas). Most (95%) of both 
control and experimental embryos survived and were robustly vascularized. A composite 
photo of representative embryos, placed over a micrometer ruler, is shown in Figure 2. 
Compared to control embryos (A), 3-hour exposure to anoxic conditions produced ocular 
phenotypes varying from near-normal to microphthalmic (B), and more than half of all 
embryos in this group were reduced in size compared to the controls. Four hours of anoxia 
produced 100% anencephalic, dwarfed embryos (C). Two hours of anoxia resulted in grossly 
normal embryos (data not shown). 

Frontal development of the face in each of these treatments is shown in Figure 3. Normally-
developing embryos (A) display prominent medial nasal and maxillary prominences, and 
the lateral nasal prominence is also well-developed. After 3 hours of anoxia, the maxillary 
process is reduced or absent (B) and the eyes are smaller than normal. These deformities are 
not bilaterally symmetrical in every case, as shown in B. The ocular defect includes a lens 
that is disproportionately large relative to the eyecup. After 4 hours of anoxia, all embryos 
exhibit anencephalia, but some retain tissues from the lower face (C). At the time of 
treatment, at stage 14, the primary eye field has already separated, embryos have developed 
eyecups, and their lens placodes are in the process of invaginating to form vesicles. In C, it 
can be seen that after 4 hours of anoxia, eyecups subsequently failed to expand. However, 
lens vesicles did form (arrow). The eyecups differentiated further, but failed to grow: 
pigmented epithelium extends along the presumptive optic tract. This abnormal distribution 
of pigmented cells indicates defects in genetic patterning that should have separated the 
eyecup from the optic tract and brain. 

All surviving embryos had well-developed vitelline vasculature, and normal trunk and 
limb morphology. Several of those exposed to nitrogen had avascular allantoic 
membranes. 
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Fig. 2. Lateral view of chick embryos exposed at HH stage 14 (48 hr incubation) to nitrogen 
gas for 0 (A), 3 hours (B), or 4 hours (C), then returned to normal atmospheric conditions 
and allowed to develop for a further 2 days. To provide scale, the embryos are positioned 
over a centimeter ruler. 
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Fig. 3. Frontal views at 4 days: (A) control embryos (HH ~stage 25). Medial and lateral nasal 
processes are fusing with the maxillary process (arrow). Eyes have expanded greatly since 
stage 14, when the lens placode was forming a vesicle and inducing formation of the optic 
cup. (B) Failure of the left maxillary process to develop after 3 hours of anoxia at stage 14. 
Only the medial and lateral nasal processes are intact (arrow), and the nasal pits are reduced 
in size. An undivided visceral arch is present (asterisk). Partial fusion of the undivided first 
arch is seen, with the medial/lateral nasal processes on the right. Reduction in size of the 
frontonasal prominence of the neural tube, and failure of the eyecups to expand is apparent. 
Lens vesicles have formed. (C) Following 4 hours of anoxia, the frontonasal prominence is 
entirely absent. The first arch has not divided (it is located just below the arrow).  
The eyecups have failed to expand. Differentiation has proceeded, but genetic programming 
that should distinguish and separate the eyes from the optic tract has failed, as 
demonstrated by a trail of pigmented epithelium that extends along the entire presumptive 
optic tract. Lens vesicles have formed (arrow). 

3.2.3 Conclusions 

Growth and differentiation of the eyecup, brain, and first visceral arch is retarded if exposed 
to anoxic conditions at HH stages 13 or 14. The first arch fails to properly divide and grow, 
resulting in severe reduction of the maxillary process on one or both sides. However, the 
lens placode does form a lens vesicle and the olfactory placode develops into a nasal pit. 
Histological assessment is necessary to determine whether this stunted growth is a result of 
necrosis or arrested mitosis, and to follow the differentiation of the periocular mesenchyme 
and muscles. Morphometry of the defect at different exposures at different developmental 
intervals will provide a trajectory of severity that can be analyzed to determine the relative 
susceptibility of each cell population contributing to the growth of the face.  

3.3 Effects of light on growth and shape of the eye  

It is a common misperception that the lens and cornea display fixed patterns of 
development that are independent of non-visual environmental influence, however we have 
found that light regimen plays an important role in overall shaping of the eye. The effect of 
light on the cornea, in particular, is of interest because the air/cornea interface is the major 
focusing surface of the eye. The development of persistent ocular defocus is commonly 
studied in the chick (Gottlieb et al., 1987; Wallman et al., 1978). Refractive errors (myopia, or 
nearsightedness, hyperopia, or farsightedness) have been induced in chick eyes using 
constant darkness (CD, (Gottlieb et al., 1987), and constant light (CL, (Lauber et al., 1970); 
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(Li, 1995)), producing corneal flattening and hyperopia within three weeks. Long term CL 
produces shallow anterior chambers, corneal thickening, lenticular thinning, cataracts, and 
damage to the retina, pigment epithelium, and choroid (Li, 1995).  

These studies demonstrate that corneal shaping during growth is influenced by ambient 
light. We found differences in the pattern of corneal growth between chicks raised in CL 
vs. normal light conditions (N, raised in 12 hours light/12 hours darkness) using 
morphometric techniques, including: a) a comparison of eye weights and wet and dry 
corneal weights, b) measurement of corneal thicknesses and corneal diameters, c) spatial 
dynamics of corneal expansion, d) measurement of corneal curvatures, and e) stromal cell 
densities (Wahl, 2009). We learned that the eye’s ability to model its shape towards 
emmetropia is diminished in the absence of periods of light and dark. Particularly 
sensitive are the stromal cells of the cornea, which show significant changes in density 
and distribution in CL.  

We pursued this finding with additional experiments to learn whether the effect of CL was a 
direct result of light on the corneal cells, or whether stromal growth of the cornea was 
regulated by hormones that, in turn, were affected by light cycle (Wahl, 2011). To do this, an 
organ culture system was designed for chick corneas. Light regimen alone had no effect on 
corneal growth in culture. Melatonin and/or retinoic acid were applied to the cornea both in 
vivo or in vitro, and compared to controls. We found that both melatonin and retinoic acid 
affect the hydration state of the cornea and alter its shape in growing birds, and we 
speculate that this effect results from altered ratios of glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) in the 
corneal matrix. It has been demonstrated that the corneal matrix has a gradient of GAGs that 
have different properties of hydration (Castoro, 1988), and so it is reasonable to suppose that 
altering this gradient or changing the ratio of GAG production in any way could affect the 
curvature of the cornea and its thickness. 

4. Morphometric changes in response to physical/mechanical injury 
Embryos have a remarkable ability to regenerate themselves through re-specification of cell 
populations, often resulting in a change in shape and/or body mass. They do not scar, 
however at birth they are usually smaller and may be physically disproportionate.  

4.1 Chick embryo regenerative capacity 

Surgical manipulation of avian embryonic tissues always introduces a greater number of 
variables than the experimenter can control for or, often, readily identify. Because most of 
our microscopic approaches to the study of embryonic cell behavior, individually or 
collectively, is limited by the necessity of killing the cells, we really have very little concept 
about how these cells are dynamically interacting, or what timeframe is involved in those 
interactions. Most analyses of avian embryonic development are devoted to defining normal 
events, especially identifying the origins of specific tissues and documenting the precise 
history and movements of cellular precursors. The observational skills required for this 
work include morphometric tools that allow interpretation of relationships among tissues 
surrounding the site or sites of interest. It is important to be prepared for unexpected 
findings in these studies, as it is all too easy to shoehorn one’s observations to fit into a 
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Fig. 3. Frontal views at 4 days: (A) control embryos (HH ~stage 25). Medial and lateral nasal 
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frontonasal prominence of the neural tube, and failure of the eyecups to expand is apparent. 
Lens vesicles have formed. (C) Following 4 hours of anoxia, the frontonasal prominence is 
entirely absent. The first arch has not divided (it is located just below the arrow).  
The eyecups have failed to expand. Differentiation has proceeded, but genetic programming 
that should distinguish and separate the eyes from the optic tract has failed, as 
demonstrated by a trail of pigmented epithelium that extends along the entire presumptive 
optic tract. Lens vesicles have formed (arrow). 
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Histological assessment is necessary to determine whether this stunted growth is a result of 
necrosis or arrested mitosis, and to follow the differentiation of the periocular mesenchyme 
and muscles. Morphometry of the defect at different exposures at different developmental 
intervals will provide a trajectory of severity that can be analyzed to determine the relative 
susceptibility of each cell population contributing to the growth of the face.  
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populations, often resulting in a change in shape and/or body mass. They do not scar, 
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Surgical manipulation of avian embryonic tissues always introduces a greater number of 
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our microscopic approaches to the study of embryonic cell behavior, individually or 
collectively, is limited by the necessity of killing the cells, we really have very little concept 
about how these cells are dynamically interacting, or what timeframe is involved in those 
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popular theory, rather than consider the possibility that something entirely new is being 
witnessed. 

In the quest to follow the fates of individual precursor cells in chick embryos, the most 
significant technical advancement was the discovery by Nicole LeDouarin of a nucleolar 
marker present in most quail cells (Douarin and Barq, 1969). Staining for nucleolar-
associated heterochromatin in quail cells allows transplanted quail cells and all their 
progeny to be followed in avian embryos throughout their development. The quail–chick 
chimeric method has been applied to nearly all developing organ systems (Wahl and 
Noden, 2001) but it is in following the fates of highly migratory populations such as the 
neural crest, myoblasts, angioblasts, and gastrulating mesoblasts that the greatest benefits 
have accrued.  

Morphometric assessment may be made using these methods. Questions such as what 
number of cellular progeny are produced, how far and in what directions they have moved, 
and what three-dimensional changes in shape follow a specific time interval or 
manipulation may be addressed using specific lineage tracing techniques. 

One typical method in embryology involves ablation of a target tissue of interest. In many 
situations, ablations are repaired by compensatory hyperplasia and restitution of the deleted 
tissue by remaining committed progenitors or adjacent multipotent cells. Healing without 
restitution, as in the case of an ablated optic cup, may indicate an absence of nearby 
responsive multipotent populations, or inhibition by newly-differentiated neighboring cells, 
such as occurs between rhombomeres (Guthrie and Lumsden, 1991). Where restitution takes 
place, the regenerated element is generally smaller than the normal counterpart, an effect 
that becomes increasingly pronounced as the age of the embryo at the time of ablation 
increases. 

During transplant procedures, both the size and shapes of the graft and the host lesion sites 
often change considerably within minutes of excising the tissue. Surface tension at the 
wound margin contributes to this, both expansive (e.g. surface ectoderm) and compressive 
(e.g. neural plate). Usually, these changes are transient, however during the initial healing-in 
time they can be quite important. Many of us have spent hours struggling to fit a curling 
graft precisely into a well-cut host hindbrain, as the margins of the host site begin to shrink 
and the graft, too, becomes more compact. If the embryo appears healthy several hours after 
tissue transplantation and grafted tissue is evident at the intended location, then the surgery 
is considered a success. If the embryo is alive and shows no gross abnormalities after several 
days, all the better! However, this ‘normalcy’ may mask substantial transient or permanent 
deviations from the normal course of development. 

In our experiments on several embryonic tissues in the neurula-stage avian head, we assume 
that all cells that are directly contacted by microsurgical instruments die immediately. Even 
among embryos that appear to heal excellently, extensive cellular disintegration adjacent to 
the lesion is evident via histological examination within a few hours of surgery. This focal 
cellular trauma can initiate responses that alter the normal intra-embryonic milieu at 
considerable distances from the site of surgery. 

We also found that focal cellular trauma can initiate responses that alter the normal 
behavior of cells at some distance from the surgical site. In particular, nerve trajectories were 
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disturbed as far away as the forebrain following a lesion in the hindbrain (Wahl and Noden, 
2001). Careful morphometry and assessment at multiple times following surgery are 
important to proper understanding of this phenomenon.  

4.2 Salamander regenerative ability following gross physical injury 

Most urodeles can regenerate many body tissues, including most of the eye. Structures 
that regenerate include the retina, the lens, the iris, the pigment epithelium (RPE), and the 
choroid. Tissue replacement may even be repetitive (Hasegawa, 1965; Reyer, 1977a; Stone, 
1960), but the mechanism involved is incompletely understood. Most investigators agree 
that the central retina is regenerated from the RPE, while the periphery is replaced by 
cells of the pars-ciliaris-ora serrata complex (Hendrickson, 1964; Keefe, 1973). 

During regeneration several processes occur simultaneously, e.g. necrosis triggers 
phagocytosis by migrating macrophages, the eye’s dimensions diminish as the vitreous 
cavity shrinks, and normally, the lens deteriorates. There is a concurrent proliferation of cell 
types that ultimately restores function to the eye: cells destined to from new lens, new RPE, 
and new retina appear and may migrate to sites of continued development. Even cell death 
among regenerating cells may further affect the changing morphology of the eye 
(Oppenheim, 1981). 

Neural retina regeneration in larval Triturus. pyrrogaster and T. viridescens, as in adult newts, 
was initiated primarily at the growth zone of the anterior complex. Larval urodelan eyes, 
unlike the eyes of adults, are resistant to a temporary loss of blood supply and can be 
transplanted without a degeneration of the neural retina (Stone, 1930). Regeneration is more 
rapid in larvae than adults, and is initiated exclusively from the peripheral margins of the 
retina. In larval Ambystoma maculatum lentectomy and retinectomy result in regeneration 
from the marginal growth zone as in T. viridescens (Stone and Cole, 1942; Stone and Ellison, 
1945). However, neural retina regeneration did not occur over a waiting period of sixty days 
when only the retinal pigment epithelium was left in the eye. 

Comparing regenerative events of newt limbs with those of the eye is relevant (Zarrow, 
1961). During the first stage of limb regeneration, the wound is covered by a specific wound 
epithelium without which regrowth will not occur. This special epithelium is known as the 
“wound blastema”. A sutured wound will not regenerate…it requires the wound blastema 
to organize regrowth of the missing tissue(s). Initially, this epithelium is translucent, and 
later becomes pigmented. It is formed by a single layer of cells that migrate from the 
periphery of the wound. This regenerative layer later proliferates, becoming up to several 
cell layers thick, and displays extensive mitotic activity. Initially, the epidermal cells are 
squamous, becoming columnar as they proliferate. Later they are almost exclusively 
cuboidal. The basal layers, however, remain low columnar (Zarrow, 1961). The basal cells of 
the wound epithelium form villous projections into the subjacent dermis. In normal dermis, 
the reticular basement membrane forms a coarse network through which migratory 
(macrophage) cells move with relative ease, extending their pseudopodia between the fibers. 
Epithelization of the wound is followed by a random deposition of fibrils basally that in 
form resembles a feltlike mat, similar to the normal dermis. Later, lamellar organization and 
differentiation occur. 
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5. Morphometry may be the principle way to solve certain developmental 
problems: 3-D analysis of primordial follicle distribution 
Some problems in development are best solved using morphometric analysis.  A prime 
example of this is the ongoing question of ovarian follicular reserves.  A “central dogma” of 
female reproductive biology has long held that oogenesis ceases prior to birth in most 
mammals and that the functional lifespan of the ovaries is dictated in part by the number of 
oocytes present; a number that is known to decline precipitously during both fetal 
development and postnatal life. Primordial (dormant) follicles are distributed in an 
apparently random fashion throughout the ovarian outer cortex during the three-day estrus 
cycle of the mouse. However, a discrepancy of 10-fold or more has been shown in the total 
numbers of follicles among individuals and among mouse strains (Bolon et al., 1997; Bucci et 
al., 1997).  Most consider this a failure of the sampling methods, and call for a more reliable 
way to evaluate ovarian follicular reserves using a standardized procedure. Most reported 
methods employ sampling of the ovary by counting representative sections. They use this 
data to calculate the number of follicles per representative volume, and then multiply that 
figure by the total volume of the ovary under study(Britt et al., 2004). However, it is difficult 
to see how one can improve on total sampling of the ovarian reserve, since there are widely 
different follicle populations among different strains and ages of mice (Myers et al., 2004).  
This fact, in addition to evidence that replacement germ cells may exist in the bone marrow 
(Tilly, 2003), suggest that gametes may arise from a more complicated stem cell population 
than long supposed. 

An alternative hypothesis for such variation could be that the population of follicles in the 
mouse ovary is dynamic, and is in fact replenished by as yet undetermined mechanisms.  

We designed a three-dimensional reconstruction method to accurately portray primordial 
follicle distributions in young mouse ovaries.   We reasoned that primordial follicles are not 
randomly distributed throughout the ovarian cortex, and wished to visualize the variation 
in follicle distribution in the cortex from ovary to ovary.  Our previously unpublished work 
is presented here. 

5.1 Specimen preparation and histological assessment 

Three “wild-type mice” were raised until 5 months of age and euthanized by CO2 overdose 
during the same stage of estrus. Their left ovaries were fixed in Bouin’s fixative and then 
paraffin embedded.  The tissues were serially sectioned at 6µm and stained with Periodic 
Acid Schiff (PAS) and iron hematoxylin.    

Histological examination of the stained and sectioned ovaries showed good preservation of 
tissue structure and normal ovarian anatomy.  However, rare clusters of primordial oocytes 
sharing a single follicle were found (Figure 4).  I have found no reference to the occurrence 
of follicles with multiple oocytes in the literature.  I suspect we found these rare follicles 
because we were very thorough in our examination of every section from each ovary.    We 
found just two such follicles in the three ovaries reconstructed in Figure 5, and no more than 
three among several other ovaries not included in this study. These unusual compound 
follicles are very interesting, although their rarity is an obstacle to further study. 
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5.2 Analysis of primordial follicular distribution 

Using a Zeiss microscope equipped with a camera lucida, tracings of every section within 
each ovary were made at 100X magnification.  Each tracing delineated the boundary of the 
ovary as well as the location of primordial follicles within that section.  Since each follicle 
occupied more than one section, primordial follicles were defined in this study as those 
sections containing the nucleus of the oocyte, and surrounded by a single layer of 
predominantly squamous granulosa cells, of which no more than fifty percent were 
cuboidal. We used the tracings to map the coordinates of each primordial follicle in three-
dimensional space using SYSTAT with the ovary slice number as the Z coordinate.  

 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 4. Cluster of three oocytes within a single primordial follicle from a 6 micron paraffin 
section stained with iron hematoxylin and PAS. Primordial oocyte clusters are not discussed 
in the literature, however we see them occasionally. They are usually located near the 
germinal epithelium, as seen here. 
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Fig. 5. 3-D reconstruction of primordial follicle distribution within three mouse ovaries. 
Ovary A. Coefficient of Dispersion = 2.30, Ovary B. Coefficient of Dispersion = 1.28, Ovary 
C. Coefficient of Dispersion =4.05. In this representation, follicles that are near the observer 
in the Z axis are shown as large circles, whereas those further away are small circles. Note 
that ovary B has far fewer follicles than either A or C, although all three were from 5 month 
old female mice that came from the same litter. Note that none of these have random 
distributions of follicles, but rather, the follicles occur in clumped patterns. 

Each ovary drawing was divided into approximate cubic units (350 X 350 X 300 μm), and 
then the number of primordial follicles in each cube was recorded, discounting cubes 
containing the medulla or corpora luteae. We graphed the positions of primordial follicles 
among cubes using a modified Poisson distribution, and then calculated a coefficient of 
dispersion by finding the ratio of the variance of numbers of follicles per cube to the mean 
number per cube.  

A coefficient of dispersion greater than 1 is indicative of a clumped distribution pattern. 
All three ovaries had a coefficient of dispersion greater than 1, thus we conclude that 
primordial follicles are non-randomly distributed in the ovarian cortex. Also apparent 
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from the figures is that the number of primordial follicles varies widely from one ovary to 
the next.  

From just these three reconstructions, it may be seen that a) there are not enough 
primordial follicles in the 5 month mouse ovary to account for the number required 
throughout its reproductive lifespan, b) primordial follicles are not randomly dispersed 
throughout the ovary, and c) numbers of follicles vary widely from one mouse to the next, 
although all three were collected while in the same phase of the estrus cycle. These 
observations demonstrate the power of careful morphometry in elucidating important, 
fundamental facts about the basic biology of the organism that are difficult to obtain any 
other way. 

6. Summary 
In this paper, I have tried to provide a sense of the great range of morphological plasticity in 
developing systems…both plasticity of normal development, and in response to injury or 
environmental change. In addition to a brief review of the literature, I have used examples 
from my own work (both published and unpublished) to illustrate the plasticity of form 
among a wide variety of vertebrate embryos, and I have indicated how morphometric 
analysis is a useful tool for learning about the changes of form possible in developing 
vertebrates. The emergent properties of the developing organism, both in response to the 
environment, or following injury, illustrate yet again that in biological systems, the whole is 
always greater than the sum of its parts. 
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